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Extended Abstract

Research context
Networks are ubiquitous in nature and technology. Many research fields in industry and academia
model the environments they study as networks, in that composite realities like the Internet, virtual
realities, medical services, and particle physics phenomena, among others, can be seen as a group of
simpler entities that interact between them. Moreover, networks are often heterogeneous because the
interacting entities can be further differentiated into classes or groups, and the interactions themselves
can be classified into different types. Some of the most prominent examples of heterogeneous graph
models are those used in bioinformatics and bio-medicine. Many studies in these fields investigate
multiple entities like molecules, proteins, and DNA segments that interact in numerous ways to
drive biological processes.

Apart from bioinformatics, social networks and computer networks are also heterogeneous
networks in which lots of research efforts have concentrated in the last years. The proliferation
of data collection techniques and the democratization of social media production and consuming
services have augmented the volume and heterogeneity of publicly available data on the Internet.
One proof of this phenomenon is the non-structured database paradigm that has evolved in the
last years. Non-structured databases are a building block of the recent big-data pipelines built to
orchestrate multiple heterogeneous data sources and extract added value from them.

However, not only the modes of collecting and storing heterogeneous information networks have
witnessed a continuous evolution. Graph analysis and network science are two disciplines that have
evolved in the last years to cope with the need to extract valuable knowledge from heterogeneous
relational data. Using heuristic-based and meta-heuristic-based solutions for solving computationally
expensive problems is one of the most common practices adopted by network scientists that deal
with big-data formatted as heterogeneous graphs (het-graph).

The rocket-fast speed at which the processor has evolved in the last decades has also democratized
computing resources. Consequentially, the neural network paradigm, which was mainly forgotten by
researchers in the last decade of the last century, has risen with unprecedented popularity: multiple
gigabytes of training data are downloaded for free in minutes, and home computer processors are
able to optimize millions of parameters through gradient descent-based algorithms to produce
constant-time task-specific neural modules that show unprecedented accuracy in many particular
inductive tasks.

This democratization of computing resources and extensive labeled data implied the democrati-
zation of deep learning. Consequentially, a question was born in the mind of researchers: how to
foster synergies between deep learning and graph analysis tools? But the answer was not trivial:
the main problem associated with the data collected from (heterogeneous) network environments
was the non-euclidean format of the relationships between nodes of a graph. Fortunately, research
efforts based on signal theory, spectral analysis, and spatial message passing frameworks solved the
challenge of accommodating graphs to neural networks.

Traditional graph analysis instruments gained enormous scalability as a consequence. Moreover,
this recent deep-learning based gain had immediate positive implications in the research agenda of
the last years. Modern navigation, social recommender, and weather forecasting systems are just
some ubiquitous proofs of this. The first contextual factor in which our research places itself is this
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growth in the applicability of deep learning-based heterogeneous graph analysis to academical and
industrial research fields.

The synergy between deep-learning and heterogeneous graphs is, however, a two-way relationship:
deep learning brings scalability and generalization power to graph analysis algorithms, but also
het-graph models help deep learning practitioners design more efficient learning pipelines. More
specifically, solution spaces are often prohibitively large when optimization tasks are designed in
complex industrial-scale environments. Developing algorithms that efficiently explore candidate
solutions to find the global optima becomes non-trivial in these environments, even for deep-learning-
based algorithms. In these cases, the injection of graph-model-specific inductive biases during the
architectural and procedural design of deep-learning pipelines has proven crucial to tackle the curse
of dimensionality. Thus, in the present research, we were not only interested in how deep learning
has empowered modern graph analysis, but we also pretended to place our sight in the opposite
direction of this synergy: how het-graph models facilitate the design of inductive biases in deep
learning architectures.

The dissertation studies the state-of-the-art techniques that combine deep learning with heteroge-
neous graph-modeled scenarios. Two main paradigms of collaboration have been identified. The first
one consists of enhancing the scalability and representation power of graph algorithms through deep
learning. The second is the augmented efficiency of solution-space exploration that heterogeneous
graph modeled scenarios induce in the design of deep learning optimization pipelines. Moreover, this
research identified two open research opportunities where the studied synergisms could be helpful to
solve. The first one is the online optimization of service function chain deployment in virtualized
content delivery networks for live-streaming. The second is the inference of developmental regulatory
mechanisms between genes and cis-regulatory elements. The candidate demonstrated his proficiency
in the research field by applying the synergisms identified in the first phase of the research to solve
such open problems.

This research in a nutshell.

This research aimed to investigate the synergies between deep learning and heterogeneous
graph-based scenario modeling. The candidate has thoroughly studied the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) techniques that combine deep learning to heterogeneous graph (het-graph) modeled
scenarios. Two main paradigms of collaboration have been identified:

1. Deep learning enhances the scalability and the representation power of graph algorithms
and shallow machine learning approaches for graph analysis.

2. Het-graph modeled scenarios help design solution-space exploration biases for deep
learning-based optimization algorithms.

Moreover, the candidate has chosen two important research fields from industry and academia
to identify two open problems where the studied synergisms could be helpful. These open
problems were:

1. The online optimization of service function chain deployment in virtualized content
delivery networks for live-streaming,

2. The inference of developmental regulatory mechanisms between genes and cis-regulatory
elements.

Finally, the candidate demonstrated his proficiency in the research field by applying the
synergisms identified in the first phase of the research to solve these open problems.
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Research Objectives and contributions

We now give a more detailed description of the overall research process, formatting the exposition
with a series of research goals and contributions.

Studying the state-of-the-art

Network models in nature and technology are receiving increasing attention in industrial and
academic research fields. Thousands of publications use network models, and various hundreds of
them apply deep learning-based techniques to reach the research goals. Thus, the first goal that the
candidate aimed to fulfill can be formulated as follows:

Goal 1

Acquire mature knowledge of state-of-the-art techniques that create synergies between deep
learning and heterogeneous graph-based scenario modeling.

In the context of this research, the heterogeneous graph model was the first formalism to
investigate. The candidate studied the commonly used notations and concepts to proceed with the
methodological analysis of deep learning-based instruments applied in het-graph modeled problems.
Moreover, the candidate successfully researched how modern artificial intelligence has been applied
to learn characteristics from heterogeneous networks and produce insights in analyzing this kind
of environment. Transductive learning or static optimization algorithms, dubbed shallow-ML
approaches, were reviewed as a propaedeutic study. The candidate then investigated how researchers
are using deep learning-based techniques for two tasks:

• Overcoming the curse of dimensionality often induced by heterogeneous network environments.

• Creating inductive learning modules with higher generalization capabilities with respect to
shallow-ML-based approaches.

Other research branch that evidences collaborations between het-graph modeled scenarios and deep
learning pipelines was identified and the candidate sought to answer the question of how deep
learning practitioners benefit from het-graph modeling when implementing efficient optimization
pipelines in network-related environments. The fruit of this preliminary SOTA research was the
conclusion that two main research trends exist by which the previous tasks are addressed by industry
and academia:

1. Heterogeneous graph representation learning (het-graph-RL). This paradigm creates inductive
solutions to embed graph data into simpler euclidean latent spaces minimizing information
loss. Het-graph-RL reveals a critical building block of deep-learning graph-analysis pipelines.

2. Heterogeneous graph-model-driven design of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms.
Researchers are exploiting het-graphs to inject exploration biases in DRL pipelines. These
biases have revealed crucial for the convergence of optimization modules in many heterogeneous
network environments.

In summarizing, the first contribution of this research is:
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Contribution 1.1

The main synergisms between deep learning and het-graph modeling were studied and two
main collaboration paradigms were found:

1. Deep learning for het-graph models: Enhancing the scalability, expressiveness
and generalization capacity of traditional machine learning for network environments.

2. Het-graph models for deep-learning: Using het-graph models to create efficient ex-
ploration biases of prohibitively large solution spaces in deep learning-based optimization
tasks.

Moreover, the candidate identified two main good practices of the research community that
concretize these synergisms:

1. Using deep neural networks to create inductive representation algorithms that encode
high-dimensional heterogeneous information into simpler euclidean spaces.

2. Using graph modelization to induce efficient exploration of prohibitively large action
spaces by deep reinforcement learning agents.

The candidate created a systematic synthesis of the extensive review performed for these two
research branches. Moreover, remarkable application examples were also studied. (Refer to
chapter 1 of this thesis).

Identifying open challenges in concrete research domains

A more vertical penetration of the methodologies research that tackled the first objective was focused
in mastering the good practices when designing applications for concrete network-based research
fields. We can summarize this second objective as:

Goal 2

Understand how the combination of deep learning with heterogeneous graph scenario modeling
has tackled research challenges in at least two concrete research areas and identify open
challenges in these contexts.

Two research fields were identified that are evolving and promise to develop exponentially in the
following years: the video delivery industry and bioinformatics. We performed extensive research on
the common problems that the video delivery industry has recently managed to solve with the help
of het-graph models and deep learning. We find that the QoS and Cost optimization of virtualized
content delivery network systems was a particularly active research area in this industry. Thus a
first contribution is:

Contribution 2.1

The candidate has systematically reviewed the good practices for designing proactive AI-
assisted service function chain (SFC) deployment for video delivery systems. An open challenge
has been identified: the multi-objective online optimization of virtualized live-video delivery
systems. Refer to section 2.1 of this thesis for the extended exposition of this contribution.

Besides networking, bioinformatics is another emergent research field that deals with hetero-
geneous networks. One of the most common examples of this practice has developed alongside
deep-learning-based high-throughput sequencing analysis. More specifically, this research confirmed
to us that graph models have been extensively used to analyze multi-omics data sources. At the
same time, we observed unprecedented growth in the availability of temporal datasets that contain
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high-throughput sequencing data at various time points. Interestingly, developmental traces of gene
expression and cis-regulatory elements’ activity were available in these data. Thus, with his team’s
help, consensus, and supervision, the candidate chose to face the un-solved challenge of inferring
transcriptional gene regulatory networks from these temporal datasets. We can state that the second
contribution to our goal number 2 is the following:

Contribution 2.2

An extensive investigation on deep learning-based tools for high-throughput sequencing
analysis has been conducted. In particular, standard transcriptional gene regulatory network
inference methodologies have been studied and categorized. Moreover, the candidate, with
the guidance of his supervisor and co-supervisor, has identified a research opportunity
considering the recent growth in the availability of temporal multi-omics datasets to shed light
on regulatory mechanisms through deep learning based-inference on heterogeneous genetic
networks in the field of developmental studies. Section 2.2 contains a detailed exposition of
these results.

Putting in practice the acquired knowledge

Once that concrete open challenges have been individuated, the task we pursue is solving them.
The good methodological practices learned in the research path bring ideas and instruments to
approach such problems. However, the main contribution of the candidate was to go beyond. More
specifically, we can declare the following research goal:

Goal 3

Demonstrate the maturity of the acquired knowledge by implementing solutions to the open
challenges identified in the previous research phase:

1. Create a constant-time solution to intelligent online SFC deployment for live-streaming
vCDNs.

2. Create an inductive instrument to shed light on developmental transcriptional regulatory
mechanisms between cis-regulatory elements and genes.

The state-of-the-art techniques studied offered many hints to designing proper approaches for
these open problems. Specifically, the candidate was allowed to use het-graph models and
deep learning-based instruments to solve these problems. However, novel ideas on how to
combine these approaches were necessary to design the proper solutions.

Service function chain deployment in live-streaming scenarios requires more efficient state-space
representations than those presented by SOTA techniques developed for video-on-demand and
general virtualized network functions. Apart from using the well-established Deep Reinforcement
Learning framework to solve this network-related problem, we exploited the het-graph characteristics
of our model to design a proper action space serialization, lightweight state-space representation, an
attention mechanism over actions, and a suitable reward shaping. More specifically, we took into
account the following facts in the design of the DRL algorithm:

• Different request characteristics might require different importance distributions among the
nodes’ features.

• Different relations among nodes like content ingestion and content streaming are important to
take into account when deciding where to place the virtual network functions.

More importantly, we enabled the efficiency of the state-space exploration by designing a dense
reward policy based on the live streaming SFC meta-path abstraction and the QoS constraints.
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Finally, our experiment’s results were enhanced by including techniques like experience replay, target
networks, and action advantage learning. In summarizing, the first contribution to goal three can
be expressed as follows:

Contribution 3.1

The candidate exploited the acquired knowledge to engineer the first solution for online
multi-objective optimization of SFC deployment in live-streaming virtualized content delivery
networks. With the supervision and contribution of team members, the candidate created
efficient exploration biases and reward shaping based on the het-graph modelization of vCDN
to achieve the convergence of a DRL-based agent to near-to-optimal SFC deployment policies.
We refer the reader to chapter 3 for a thorough exposition of the proposed solution.

Remarkably, this contribution was the subject of an original research journal article [33]:

J. F. Cevallos M., R. Sattler, R.P. Caulier , L.R. Celsi, A. Sánchez R., and M.
Mecella. 2021. "Online Service Function Chain Deployment for Live-Streaming
in Virtualized Content Delivery Networks: A Deep Reinforcement Learning Ap-
proach." Future Internet 13 (11): 278.

The second challenge addressed by the candidate, with the supervision and collaboration of the
research team, was focused on developmental studies. In particular, we notice the substantial lack of
developmental studies that model the interaction of cis-regulatory elements (CREs) and genes as a
heterogeneous network for inference of transcriptional regulatory mechanisms in the developmental
bioinformatics literature. On the other hand, we noticed that a substantial part of the recently
gained understanding of more general transcriptional regulatory mechanisms had used het-graph
models and het-graph-RL techniques. Thus, we saw two main contextual factors that represented a
research opportunity:

• Almost the totality of the recent literature on gene expression regulatory networks inference
was based on supervised-learning approaches, while the novel CRE-gene temporal-omics
datasets were substantially unlabeled.

• Transcriptional regulatory mechanisms between CREs and genes were mainly modeled as
bipartite graphs. In these models, the set of genes and CREs composed the parts of the
bipartite graph, and most of the recent literature focused on learning to generalize the
pre-defined anchoring of elements between these parts.

With these preliminaries, we observed that even if het-graph models and deep learning were
useful pathways to follow to reach our goal, the SOTA techniques needed additional instruments to
overcome the difficulties posed by the particular problem faced. To synthesize our contributions, we
can say that the proposed solution is innovative and efficient mainly because of three reasons:

1. We modeled the CRE and gene network as a heterogeneous graph containing various types
of relationships among these elements, this modeling permitted us to introduce manifold
learning techniques to regularize the euclidean distances between feature vectors and induce
sparse-graph structures.

2. Learning the importance distribution of features relies on downstream task-specific feedback,
i.e., supervised learning. We translated domain-specific knowledge into proper algorithmic
rules to design an efficient het-graph-RL without the need for labeled training data (i.e.,
our solution learns to identify plausible regulatory mechanisms in a completely unsupervised
fashion).
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3. Given that the inference of regulatory mechanisms was made through unsupervised clustering
(which is equivalent to meta-graph identification in het-graphs), we introduced proper regu-
larization techniques to limit the manipulation of the global geometry of the original feature
space.

We can succinctly express the second contribution to goal number three as follows:
Contribution 3.2

With the help and supervision of his team, the candidate designed and developed a novel
algorithm for the identification of regulatory mechanisms between cis-regulatory elements
and genes in the developmental stages of tissues. Our contribution was the first to co-cluster
temporal gene expression profiles and temporal CRE activity markers to the best of the
authors’ knowledge. Our clusters were formed taking into account correlations from three
points of view:

1. Correlations between the expression profile of genes,

2. Correlations between the activity profile of CREs,

3. Correlations between the gene expression profiles and CREs’ activity profiles.

The heterogeneous network modeled was fed to a novel deep learning-based het-graph-
RL algorithm based on manifold learning techniques. Moreover, we incorporated proper
regularization mechanisms to limit the manipulation of the embedding space geometry. Lastly,
we designed model-based feature combination rules to converge, in an unsupervised fashion,
to clusters that were validated as significant by domain experts’ criteria.

Remarkably, this contribution was the subject of an original research journal article [34]:

J. F. Cevallos M., P. Zarrineh, A. Sánchez R., and M. Mecella. 2022. "Deep-
ReGraph Co-Clusters Temporal Gene Expression and Cis-Regulatory Elements
through Heterogeneous Graph Representation Learning." F1000Research 11:
518

Side research activities and contributions

It is worth mentioning that this research has been financially supported by ELIS Innovation Hub
(EIH), which is a non-profit company that also supported a series of joint-research projects (JRP)
to create valuable synergies between academia and industry. In the context of recent JRP program
editions, which took place contemporary to this research period, the candidate had the opportunity
to deepen the SOTA artificial intelligence-based solutions from the industry and practice the acquired
knowledge. We now enlist some remarkable works that contributed positively to the development of
the candidate’s technical knowledge and non-technical attitudes as a researcher:

• The Smart MBI-L project, supported by a noted energy company, aimed at developing
novel solutions to the synchronization problem in a distributed ecosystem where mobile devices
were used to monitor the health status of the span nodes of the Italian national high-voltage
electric distribution network. The candidate contributed to the design and development of the
correspondent solution while learning to differentiate among heterogeneous characteristics of
these network elements and the main connections between them.

• The People Analytics project, was supported by the HR department of another worldwide
energy company. This project aimed to exploit the proprietary unstructured short-text corpora
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made of electronic employee profiles to extract value-added recommendation systems for HR
decision-making-support systems. The candidate was responsible for leading the design and
development of this solution while learning the theoretical connections between deep learning-
based natural language processing techniques for word embedding creation and knowledge
graphs.

• The RPI-Prediction project was supported by a transport infrastructure company. This
project’s objective was to create a deep-learning-based instrument to predict the temporal
profile of Road Performance Indicators as a function of multi-sensor networks like weather
sensing stations and traffic sensors on the road. The candidate led the design and development
of this solution while learning from domain experts the importance of network modelization
in this field.

• Finally, the candidate also participated in the CDN project, a collaboration between EIH
and a telecommunications company to assess the R&D opportunities in optimizing a media
distribution service. The candidate designed and implemented a big-data stream-processing
pipeline for the proprietary content delivery network of the telecommunications company. In
doing this, the candidate learned the correlations among the heterogeneous characteristics
of the media delivery requests and the powerful insights that deep-learning-based analysis
instruments could give when applied to a heterogeneous graph model of a CDN.

Thesis outline
This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the concept of heterogeneous networks and heterogeneous graphs and
then overviews SOTA deep-learning-based techniques applied to heterogeneous network models.
These techniques were grouped into two main groups: heterogeneous graph representation learning
(het-graphs-RL) and graph exploration biases in DRL.

Chapter 2 instead depicts two specialized applications of deep-learning-based solutions on het-
graph modeled problems in the video delivery industry and bioinformatics field. The optimization
of SFC Deployment on live-streaming scenarios and the co-clustering of temporal gene expression
and CRE activity are identified as open research challenges in these fields.

Chapter 3 brings a thorough exposition of the solution to the SFC deployment optimization
challenge proposed in the context of this research. The het-graph modelization, the action-state
design, and the MDP model’s reward shaping are explained in detail. The experiment description
and the results are exposed and discussed at the end of this chapter.

Chapter 4 contains a detailed description of the developmental regulation inference instrument
developed to respond to the second open challenge. A complete description of the het-graph model
created and the het-graph-RL algorithm designed is given. The conducted experiments, the obtained
results, and a discussion of the latter are presented at the end of this chapter.

Finally, chapter 5 depicts some concluding remarks on this job. A brief overview of the presented
work is given alongside the exposition of novel application fields in which our proposed solutions
could be helpful. Moreover, further research directions could empower the intuitions and instruments
we have presented.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this thesis:

ANN Aritifical Neural Network
AP Activator protein 1 Motif
BHLH Basic Helix-Loop-Helix Motif
CDN Content Delivery Network
CP Content Provider
CRE cis-Regulatory Elements
cCRE candidate CRE
DT Data-Transportation
DDPG Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
DRL Deep Reinforcement Learning
GAE Graph Auto-encoder
GCN Graph Convolutional Network
GCRL Graph Convolutional Reinforcement Learning
GERM Gene Expression Regulatory Mechanism
GNN Graph Neural Network
GP-LLC Greedy Policy of Lowest Latency and Lowest Cost algorithm
Graph-RL Graph Representation Learning
GRL Graph Reinforcement Learning
GRN Transcriptional Gene Regulatory Network
GSEA Gene set enrichment Analysis
het-graph Heterogeneous graph
het-graph-RL Heterogeneous graph representation learning
HPO Hyper-parameter Optimization
ILP Integer Linear Programming
ISP Internet Service Provider
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
P2P Peer-to-Peer
MANO Management and orchestration framework
MC Markov chain
MDP Markov decision process
MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operator
MEA Motif Enrichment Analysis
MEF2 Myocyte enhancer factor 2 Motif
MEF2C Myocyte enhancer factor 2C Motif
NFV Network Function Virtualization
NFVI Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure
mRNA messenger RNA
NGS Next-Generation Sequencing
OTT Overt-The-Top Content
PPO Proximal Policy Optimization
R-GCN Relational Graph Convolutional Network
RL Reinforcement Learning
RNA Ribonucleic Acid
RNAP RNA Polymerase Enzime
RNA-seq RNA sequencing
RTT Round-Trip-Time
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SDN Software Defined Networking
SFC Service Function Chain
SOTA State-of-the-art
TD-learning Temporal difference-learning
TF Transcription Factor
vCDN virtualized-Content Delivery Network
VNF Virtual Network Function
VNF-FGE Virtual Network Function Forwarding Graph-Embedding
VNI Virtualized Network Infrastructure
VNO Virtual Network Orchestrator



Chapter 1

Introduction

Many industries like manufacturing [212], transportation [128, 116], networking [220], medicine
[266], Decision-Making [212], Supply Chain Management[116] , Industry 4.0 [264], among others,
use graph models to solve complex problems. Graph theory and network analysis have probably
grown in the last years partly because of this usefulness [235, 127]. Moreover, graph models in
industry and academia are often heterogeneous because they are composed of multiple types of
nodes and edges. This dissertation focuses on the industrial and academic research efforts that
create synergisms between heterogeneous graph modeled scenarios and deep learning techniques. To
well-specify the scope of this research, this introductory chapter begins by providing an overview of
heterogeneous graph models. It then reviews the main aspects by which deep learning has helped
overcome the curse of dimensionality in some het-graph modeled problems and finally, it reviews
how het-graph scenario modeling has helped design efficient exploration of high-dimensional solution
spaces in deep learning-based optimization tasks.

1.1 What are Heterogeneous Networks?

Many industrial and academic research fields study networks, i.e., environments constituted by
multiple entities with measurable relations between these elements. Graphs are the abstractions
that provide the means to model network-based environment modeling. Nowadays graph modeling
is widely used in Bioinformatics [300], Advertisement [297], Networking [261], Energy [45], Cyberse-
curity [43], among other industrial and academical research fields. A graph can be formally defined
by a tuple G = (V,E), where V = {v1, v2, ..., v|V|} is the set of vertices or nodes and E = {ei,j}|V|i,j=1
is the set of edges in the graph. An edge between the nodes vi and vj can be denoted by (i, j) ∈ E.

Graphs are commonly represented through an adjacency matrix denoted by A ∈ R|V|×|V|, where
A[i, j] = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E and 0 otherwise. In weighted graphs, however, such an edge is not only a
binary but a quantifiable relation, e.g. similarity between nodes or the inverse of any measure
of distance between them. In such a case, the elements of the adjacency matrix will contain real
numbers representing the weight of the links between nodes.

Moreover, many graphs include node-level features or attributes. One can represent these
features using a real-valued matrix X ∈ R|V|×m where m is the dimension of the node-level feature
space. Notice that every node in a graph might contain more than one feature vector. In that
case, multiple feature matrices need to be used. Finally, the neighborhood of v, usually denoted
with N(v), corresponds to the set of nodes that are connected to v by the edges of the graph. One
can extend the notion of node neighborhood to include larger sets of nodes when considering the
edges connecting the neighbors of a node, the neighbors of the neighbors, etc. We will speak of first,
second, and n-order neighborhoods in such a case.[90]

11



12 1. Introduction

Graphs or Networks?

Academia and Industry commonly use the term network to refer to real-world environments
constituted by multiple similar elements that somehow interact between them -e.g., social
networks- while the term graph is often used when referring to the related model or data[91].
In this dissertation, we use this distinction also.

We define a graph model as the model that represents a given network environment, i.e., an
environment conceived as the composition of multiple similar elements and includes relations
between those elements [25]. Unsurprisingly, heterogeneous graphs are also referred to as
heterogeneous information networks.

A graph can be homogeneous if it has a unique type of nodes and a unique type of relationships
defined between them, or heterogeneous if it introduces multiple edge and node types. Heterogeneous
graphs can be denoted as the triplet G = (V,E,T), where the set of node and edge types, T =
{TE ∪ TV}, has been included. If TE is the set of edge types and TV is the set of node types, then
we have that, for a heterogeneous graph, |TE| + |TV| > 2. Note that nodes will have multiple
neighborhoods in heterogeneous graphs, each one derived from a specific relation type and that each
relation type adds specific semantic information to the graph. Note that the term multidimensional
network, multi-layer network, or multiplex network is used in network theory context to refer to
networks that are represented by graphs with different types of edges. [223, 44] In other words, a
multi-layer network is a network that can be modeled by a graph where |TE| > 1, without necessarily
having |TV| > 1.

In computer networking, the term heterogeneous network is used when referring to computer
networks in which a wide variety of nodes exist according to their characteristics. The abbreviation
HetNet, instead, is commonly used to refer to wireless networks in which various types of access
points are available. This dissertation uses the term heterogeneous network in a more general
context to refer to any network-like reality where multiple types of nodes and relations exist. In
contrast, the term heterogeneous graph refers to the data model representing such an environment.
Heterogeneous-Graph is abbreviated with het-graph.

Multiple environments in nature can be modeled as heterogeneous graphs. In other words,
multiple networks in nature are heterogeneous in the types of nodes and relationships between
nodes. A transportation network, for example, is constituted by various types of stations and routes
between such stations where not every type of route connects stations of every type. For example,
airways can connect only airports, while train lines and roads will not connect stations from different
continents. Another example is the case of social networks, where various types of nodes exist:
individuals, events, fan pages, institutions, and various connections among these elements exist:
friendship, likes, posting, etc. Telecommunication networks are also constituted by multiple nodes
like terminals, radio stations, high-frequency antennas, and various types of connections: last-mile
connections, wireless fixed access connections, mobile radio links, satellite connections, etc.

Another network that can be modeled as an het-graph is the one that corresponds to the film
industry. Nodes are actors, directors, and movies. Movies have various features like genre, year,
company, rating, etc. Links or edges in this het-graph are easily defined. Some examples of the
information that graph analysis could help extract are the mean ratings of actors by genre, the mean
rating of companies by genre, the cluster’s actors where the films in with they co-participate have
similar ratings, etc. Some streaming companies, for example, have produced this kind of information
from their proprietary big-data modeled as het-graph to create successful strategies to enter the film
production market.[243, 239] More examples of heterogeneous networks are bibliographic networks,
gene-disease association networks, and trading networks, among others.
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Heterogeneous Networks and Heterogeneous Graphs.

In contrast to homogeneous graphs, where a unique type of nodes and edges exist, heterogeneous
graphs introduce multiple edge and node types. If TE is the set of edge types and TV is the set
of node types, then we have that, for a heterogeneous graph, |TE|+ |TV| > 2. A heterogeneous
graph will then be the model of a heterogeneous network environment.

Multidimensional networks, multi-layer networks, or multiplex networks are terms used in
network theory to refer to networks that are modeled by graphs with different types of edges,
without necessarily having different types of nodes. In other words, in a multi-layer graph
we have that |TE| > 1, and |TV| ≥ 1. Notice that heterogeneous graphs are a special case of
multi-layer graphs.

We can extend the concept of neighborhood also to heterogeneous graphs: Giving a node v ∈ V,
and a specific edge-type τ ∈ TE, the neighborhood of v in τ is denoted as Nτ (v) and corresponds to
the set of nodes that are connected to v by τ -type edges. We also use N(v) to denote the set of
nodes contained in every neighborhood of v:

N(v) = {Nτ (v), ∀τ ∈ TE}

where, for practical reasons, we use the same notation for the neighborhood of a node in a
homogeneous graph and the set of nodes in every neighborhood of a node in heterogeneous graphs.

In the case of heterogeneous graphs, edges are denoted not only by the nodes that are connected
through it, but also by the type of relation τ , for example, (i, τ, j) ∈ E. Notice that if a graph that
contains node-level features is heterogeneous, then each node type, t ∈ TV, may have its own feature
space. One can represent each node feature set by a different feature matrix Xt ∈ R|Vt|×mt , ∀t ∈ TV,
where mt, is the dimension of the type-t node feature vector. Finally, note that one can represent a
heterogeneous graph by multiple adjacency matrices, each matrix containing data for one type of
relation between nodes: Aτ ∈ R|V|×|V|, ∀τ ∈ TE

Meta descriptors for heterogeneous networks

When considering het-graphs, we need to introduce some concepts that help schematize the informa-
tion on a graph and help understand various ML algorithms designed to analyze het-graphs. We will
now introduce such concepts with the help of a sample environment that can be straightforwardly
modeled as a heterogeneous graph modeled environment: citation networks.

If we think of citation networks, node classes could be authors, papers, and institutions. Instead,
links between nodes could be citations that connect two papers, authorships, defined between
authors and papers, and co-authorships, which connect authors. Finally, affiliations could also be
modeled as relations between authors and institutions. With proper graph analysis tools, multiple
statistics could be extracted from a citation network. For example, author node centrality could
help identify prominent authors, and paper clusters with high intra-citation density could help to
identify various investigation arguments, etc. This information could be helpful whenever a new
investigation needs to be carried out when venues are organized, etc. [144, 95]

Figure 1.1 contains other examples of relations that can be defined on an het-graph model of a
citation network. This figure presents some little graphs where node types with circles and edge
types with connections between these circles. This kind of abstraction over the instances of nodes
can be seen as the graph’s meta-data and is itself formatted as a graph. As a consequence, we can
refer to the graphs presented in Figure 1.1 as meta-descriptors. These meta-descriptors are classified
into three main classes, and these classes constitute the building blocks of a framework that helps
to create complete meta-descriptions for heterogeneous graphs:
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Figure 1.1. Citation networks can be modeled as heterogeneous graphs. Citation networks, in fact, may
include multiple types of nodes (author, paper, venue, keyword, for example) and relationships among
nodes or edges (authorship, co-autorship, relevancy, publication, among others). This figure represents
three possible designs for het-graphs of citation networks in the form of meta-graphs with increasing
heterogeneity. The figure is obtained from [144].

• Network-schema: The network schema is a meta-level graph or meta-data graph that gives
us an overview of the relations between diverse types of nodes and edges in a het-graph.
Specifically, if G is a het-graph, the network schema of G is another graph MG where each type
of node in G is mapped to a node in MG, and every type of edge in G is mapped to an edge in
MG. Consequentially, MG will be directed graph.

• Meta-path: The meta-path is a more fine-grain entity that gives us information about a
specific relationship pattern between multiple edges and nodes in the graph. These patterns
are said to encode semantic information because they encode a particular domain-specific
meaning. Meta-paths are denoted by a sequence of node-types connected by edge-types:

m = N0
E0−→ N1

E1−→ N2...
El−→ Nl+1

where Ni denotes the i-type node, and Ej denotes the j-type edge. Notice that a specific
node-type could occur more than once in a meta-path. For example, in panel I of Figure 1.1,
we have the meta-path

mco−authorship = A
co−author−−−−−−→ A

representing the co-authorship relation between multiple authors. Notice that the unique
node-type in this relation is author nodes (symbolized by the capital letter A) hand the unique
edge type is the "co-author" edge.

• Meta-graph: We can visualize a larger semantic unit if we capture the interaction between
multiple meta-paths. This is the purpose of the meta-graph abstraction. In other words,
meta-graphs are graphs made by joining various meta-paths that share at least one node. If
we refer to Figure 1.1, each one of the three panels represents a specific meta-graph for a
citation network. Notice that a meta-graph may contain multiple nodes referring to the same
node type, as in meta-paths.
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Lastly, many heterogeneous graphs define constraints over node types and edge types. For
example, in the citation graph example, the publishedat relationship type can only matter a paper
and a venue node. The co-author relationship instead can only be defined between two authors.

1.2 Synergisms between deep learning and heterogeneous network
modeled environments

In the previous section, we have briefly introduced the concept of heterogeneous networks and
het-graph models. We have given some examples of how this modeling technique may be used in
network-related contexts.

This section is focused in describing the synergies between deep learning and heterogeneous
graph-based scenario modeling instead. The term "Deep learning" is commonly referred to the
usage of Artificial Neural Networks with multiple hidden layers. Deep Learning is being used in
many industrial fields such as Electrical Utility [169], automotive [146], construction [5], finance
[241], Tourism [181], among others. We refer the reader to [130] for a comprehensive reading of this
discipline and its applications.

Two main paradigms of collaboration between deep learning and het-graph environment modeling
were found in this research:

1. Deep learning enhances the scalability, expressive power and the applicability domain of graph
algorithms and shallow machine learning approaches for graph analysis.

2. Het-graph modeled scenarios help design solution-space exploration biases for deep learning-
based optimization algorithms.

In the rest of this section we will describe in detail each one of these paradigms.

1.2.1 Deep Learning helps solving Het-graph modeled problems

The reason for the growth in the usage of graph models is that graph theory enables efficient
ways of extracting added value from graph-formatted data [16]. However, when these data are
high-dimensional, a set of phenomena grouped under the name of "curse of dimensionality" can
lead to the impossibility of finding practical solutions within reasonable time and using reasonably
limited computing resources. The reason for this exponential growth in algorithmic complexity is
mainly the exponential growth in data sparsity as a function the number of dimensions of data.
For this reason, in the last years, deep neural networks [131] have helped to overcome the curse of
dimensionality for graph-formatted data in various ways [320]. This section will briefly describe how
deep learning is helping graph analysis extract added value from high-dimensional heterogeneous
graph-formatted data.

Deep learning has permitted the application of graph analysis tools to high-dimensional network-
based environments.[52] Deep learning helps to find solutions for heterogeneous network-based
problems like path-finding, network classification, graph generation, node clustering, among others,
mainly through deep heterogeneous graph representation learning (Graph RL). In this section
we will give a state-of-the-art of Deep Heterogeneous Graph RL. To better explain deep-learning-
based techniques for representation learning of het-grahs, we firstly introduce the concept of graph
representation learning (graph-RL) and why it is useful. We then overview how deep learning
has enhanced graph-RL permitting it to scale to high-dimensional contexts and overview recent
literature on deep het-graph-RL alongside recent remarkable applications.

What is Graph Representation Learning?

Traditional machine learning approaches for graphs extract node level statistics [182] or exploit
graph spectral analysis [180] for node classification, link prediction, and clustering tasks. On the
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Figure 1.2. Graph or network representation learning aims to optimize node representations where
topological information of the underlying graph are reflected. The use of the obtained representation has
proven useful in many application fields like those in the right hand side of this figure. This figure was
obtained from [327]

other hand, deep ANNs are well known by the function approximation capacity they have and
the capacity of learning abstract and complex features from high-dimensional input. However, it
is often impossible to feed high-scale graph-formatted data to deep ANN modules and extract
added-value from these data if it is not encoded with a proper representation. To this end, Graph
representation learning (Graph-RL) techniques are those that seek to embed the information of
a graph on a reduced-dimension latent space or manifold minimizing the information loss. Note
that the information encoded in a graph can be divided in topological and contextual. Topological
information encodes the relations between nodes in the graph and contextual information encodes
the information carried out by the nodes. These information sets can be rich and complex in graphs.
For example, nodes and relations can be characterized by features, and relations induce various level
of neighboring proximities between elements. Graph RL produces a latent representation of a graph
where the topological and contextual characteristics in this latent space resemble the ones in the
original graph.

Graph-RL has been widely studied by the machine learning research community in the last
years.[291, 30, 80, 90, 236, 36, 301, 122] These techniques help to exploit the potentialities of
Deep ANN to graph-like reasoning tasks. The main idea and the fruitful usefulness of Graph RL
is summarized in figure 1.2. Graph representation learning has also been referred to as Graph
Embedding in the research literature. One can say that graph embedding consists in finding a
reduced dimensional representation of the nodes of a graph while preserving most of the semantic
information of G.[287, 91] In other words, in graph RL, we aim to find a reduced real-valued matrix:
Z ∈ R|V|×d, where d is the dimension of the new node-feature space and d � m, such that the
information loss with respect to G is minimized and the existent relations (edges) between nodes in G

can be inferred from the information present in Z.[287, 236] Each row of Z is called an "embedding
vector" and is a reduced-dimension representation of the whole set of original feature vectors of a
given node.[287, 236]

The graph embedding process can be represented by an encoding function that takes in input a
node v ∈ V and its neighborhood, N(v), and returns a new representation for that node:

Enc : (v,N(v)) −→ z ∈ Rd (1.1)

One of the most common methodologies for implementing (1.1) is the encoder-decoder paradigm
[90]. This paradigm also models an auxiliary decoding function. Considering a homogeneous graph,
i.e. a graph with a unique node feature space X, the encoder function in (1.1) takes as input the
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original feature vectors of X, and outputs the corresponding embedding vectors, so it can be denoted
with f , where:

f(xi, {xj , ∀vj ∈ N(vi)}) = zi, ∀i ∈ |V|

The decoding function, instead, takes as input a pair of node embeddings produced by the encoder,
e.g. zi and zj , and outputs a real number. Such a number is the prediction of the value of a
pre-defined pair-wise relationship between xi and xj :

Dec : (zi, zj) −→ ν̂i,j ∈ R (1.2)

For example, ν̂i,j could be the predicted cosine similarity between such vectors, or any other
similarity/distance function.

The encoding and decoding functions should minimize a reconstruction loss of the form:

L =
∑
i,j∈|V|

∆(ν̂i,j , νi,j) (1.3)

where νi,j is the real value of the pair-wise relationship between xi and xj that (1.2) predicts, and
∆ is a pre-defined discrepancy function that takes as input the predicted and real values for any
pair of nodes. Once the encoding and decoding functions that minimize (1.3) have been found, the
original feature vectors can be fed to f to obtain the definitive graph embedding Z. This embedding
consists of a group of points in a low-dimension embedding space.

The reconstruction loss in (1.3) is traditionally minimized after assigning initial values for the
node embedding vectors and then modifying them until the correspondent optimal solution is
found. Probabilistic approaches such as random-walks, or shallow ML algorithms like expectation-
maximization can be used to solve the problem. Examples of such approaches are based on matrix
factorization like laplacian eigenmaps [20], or dot-product base decoders [32, 193, 4] where the original
pairwise similarity relationship is reconstructed through a dot-product of the node embeddings.
DeepWalk [204] and node2Vec [82] are other examples of traditional embedding approaches based
on random-walks. The decoder in this case minimizes a stochastic similarity measure between two
nodes, which is the probability of traversing two nodes on a short random walk.

Deep Graph Representation Learning

The embedding approaches mentioned until know use traditional ML or optimization techniques
and are referred to as shallow graph-RL techniques, in that they do not use deep ANNs. These
algorithms are often transductive, in that optimization needs to be re-run whenever the graph
changes, and the embeddings produces by these approaches might not be generalisable to new nodes
in the graph that were not taken into account during the optimization phase. Moreover, shallow
Graph-RL algorithms lack of parameter sharing and are thus might poorly scale in the number of
edges to encode.

Deep auto-encoder architectures instead, [272] are used to perform dimensionality reduction
because, different from shallow graph-RL techniques, they generalize the embedding and permit
to encode data points unseen during the training phase. Among deep auto-encoders, graph auto-
encoders use the encoder/decoder framework for inductive graph representation learning.[80] Deep
graph auto-encoders are typically part of clustering, or link prediction pipelines on graphs whose
node or edge features are originally high-dimensional. [167]

Deep GAE implement (1.1) mostly using graph neural networks (GNN). The latter architectures
are the ones who derive from the ANN-based implementation of the neural message passing framework.
Deep GAE based on GNNs typically take the original feature vectors and the adjacency matrix of
G in input and produce the node embedding vectors in output. Deep GAEs based on GNNs are
non-linear parametric functions, and after a pre-defined initialization schema, the parameters of
these functions can be optimized to minimize (1.3) through gradient descent.
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of Deep graph auto-encoders (GAE) taken from [282]. Deep GAEs
are made stacking Graph convolution layers. Each one of the latter takes as input the node feature
matrix X ∈ R|V|×m and a pre-defined graph adjacency matrix denoted by A ∈ R|V|×|V|, and performs
non-linear parametric operations with this information to produce an intermediate latent feature matrix
which is given as input to the next graph convolution layer with the adjacency matrix. The final graph
convolutional layer produces Z in output, which is the final embedding of the graph. A reconstruction
technique then is used to produce Â. In this example the dot-product among the features in Z is used.
The parameters of the Deep GAE are optimized minimizing the discrepancy between the Â and A.

In the neural message passing framework [74], for every node v ∈ V, the GNN produces a node
embedding z combining the feature vector of that node, x, with an aggregation of the feature vectors
of the nodes in the neighborhood set of v, N(v). As a consequence, the embedding vector zi of a
node xi will be a differentiable function of xi and mi, where the last is a message vector which is
itself a differentiable function of the feature vectors of the nodes in N(xi). The first implementations
of such models were proposed in [164, 226] and are implemented through neural networks whose
learnable parameters can be represented by matrices. In matrix notation, such models can be
represented as follows:

Z = σ(WselfX + WneighAX) (1.4)

where σ is a non-linear operator like the sigmoid or the ReLU function, A is the adjacency matrix
of G and the learnable parameter matrices Wself and Wneigh are responsible for combining the
features of each node with the features of an aggregation over its neighborhood. Notice that the
usage of the adjacency matrix implies summing of the nodes in the neighborhood of each node and
thus is the simplest aggregation operator possible. Other aggregation operations are possible, like
normalized sums[277], Laplacian based aggregations, among other types of set pooling approaches
[309, 208, 89, 178].

One of the most straightforward models of GNN are the Graph Convolution Networks presented
in [277]. Such a model implements the message passing framework through a unique learnable
parameter matrix W. Such a matrix can be seen as a parameter sharing framework between Wself

and Wneigh. The parameters of W are optimized to produce embeddings that combine -without
distinction- the features of each node with a symmetric-normalized aggregation of the features of
the nodes of it’s neighborhood:

Z = σ(WÃX) (1.5)

Where X ∈ R|V|×m is the matrix of the original feature vectors of nodes, and Ã ∈ R|V|×|V| is the
symmetric-normalized adjacency matrix of G with added self-loops:

Ã = D̂−
1
2 (A + I)D̂−

1
2 (1.6)

where D̂ it the degree matrix of A + I. The intuition behind the multiplication with the self-loop
adjacency matrix is that, for each node embedding zi of xi, we want to combine the features of
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Figure 1.4. Given a heterogeneous network, a deep learning-based heterogeneous-graph representation
learning (het-graph-RL) framework usually samples instances of nodes and edges from network schemes
and/or meta-paths to train a deep neural network to produce the final node embeddings. Attention
mechanisms are widely used in deep het-grap-rl techniques to learn to distinguish between various node
and edge types and entities. This figure is a schematic representation of HeCo [271] a deep het-grap-rl
algorithm that trains separate modules from network-schema-based embeddings and meta-path based
embeddings and then fusions these embeddings utilizing contrastive learning.

every node in N(vi) with the feature vector v itself, i.e. with xi, just like in the basic GNN model.
The symmetric normalization operation has the objective of normalizing such an aggregation for
high values of |N(xi)|. Additional benefits related to numerical stability during the learning process
are achieved thanks to the symmetric normalization of the adjacency matrix.

Stacking GNN layers, or iterating the forward pass of a GNN, is equivalent to take into account
greater-order neighborhood information for composing the embedding of each node. One can stack
various GCN layers to produce encoders that take into account higher order neighborhoods:

Hk = σ(Wk−1ÃHk−1) (1.7)

In this case, the layer k will receive as input the encoding vectors of the previous layer, Hk−1, and
the final encoding Z will correspond to the embedding matrix produced by the last layer Hlast.
Notice also that H0 = X.

The self-loop graph neural networks are simpler with respect to the basic GNN model in
that they have less parameters. However, this simplicity comes at the cost of augmenting the
probability of the collapse of the learned embedding to a uniform over-smoothed representation.
Over-smoothing means that the features of the nodes in the neighborhood of v, N(v), tend to
dominate the formation of zi with respect to the information coming from xi. Note that GNNs are
prone to produce over-smoothed embeddings when more layers are stacked together. To reduce the
over-smoothing effect, numerous solutions have been produced to induce a bias that regulates the
influence of the neighborhood of the node when forming the embedding. Concatenations [89] and
gated combinations [205] of the node and local-neighborhood embeddings are one example. But
there exist other approaches like creating skip-connections between each layer’s embeddings [139] or
using combinations of the embeddings of various layers for producing the final embedding [40, 289].

Deep Graph-RL for Heterogeneous Networks

So far, we have talked about graph-RL design alternatives for homogeneous graphs, i.e., graphs in
which a unique type of nodes and edges exist. On the other hand, novel challenges arise when the
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graph model one wants to embed into a low-dimensional latent space or manifold is heterogeneous.
Partly following Shi et al. [236], we summarize these challenges in three main points:

1. Structural complexity: homogeneous graphs have a unique node type and edge type. Con-
sequently, neighborhoods are also uniform in type, and the unique source of complexity arises
from the eventual need to encode high-order neighborhood relations in the embeddings. Instead,
het-graphs have multiple node types and edge types, which complexifies the neighborhood
relations even if we only consider the first-order neighborhood. In other words, a question to
be answered is: How can we encode nodes on a unique latent space in a way that we minimize
particular node-type and edge-type information loss?

2. Attribute complexity: We have said that graph-RL algorithms aim to minimize the
topological information loss and the contextual information loss. In other words, apart of
including the topological information that the edge distribution represents, a well-defined
graph RL algorithm should include the information encoded by the node and edge features
when embedding nodes in the corresponding latent space. We have explained how multiple
algorithms tackle this problem for homogeneous graphs. However, when we need to embed
a heterogeneous graph in a latent space, multiple node types might have different feature
formats. For example, one node type could be featured by images while another node type
might be featured by text. The second challenge is expressed by the following question: How
can we encode nodes with multiple types of features on the same common latent space?

3. Application dependability: When performing graph embedding, we can assign diverse
importance weights to different types of information in the graph: We could focus more on
minimizing topological information loss with respect to contextual information, or vice-versa.
Also, the importance of the neighboring relation and, if a node has multiple features, the
importance distribution among the node features may not be uniform. It is worth noting
that these preferences have more degrees of freedom in the case of het-graph-RL. The third
challenge could be then expressed by the following question: How important is it to preserve
the information contained in each particular type of relation and each particular types of node
of a het-graph when performing het-graph-RL?

Note that, in het-graph-RL, our objective remains to find a single embedding feature space Z that
encodes most of the information in G, taking into account every node and edge type, eventually with
some desired attention or importance distribution among such types of entities. The heterogeneous
graph embedding process can be then represented also by (1.1), i.e., by an encoding function that
takes in input a node v ∈ V and the nodes of its neighborhood set, N(v), and returns a new
representation for that node.

RESCAL [187], DistMult [294], TransE [24] and TransH [275] are examples of shallow graph
embedding algorithms specialized for heterogeneous graphs. Heterogeneous or multi-relational
graph embedding algorithms introduce the relation type inside the reconstruction loss function
and are used most frequently for link prediction tasks. Metapath2Vec [54], SERL [254], Multi-Net
[14], and Metagraph2vec [317] are random-walk based variants designed for the embedding of
heterogeneous graphs. The Relational Graph Convolutional Network (RGCN)[229] is instead one
of the first GNN models designed for deep heterogeneous graph embedding. In such a model, an
independent parameter matrix is assigned for each type of relation between the nodes of the graph,
and the embedding for each node vi ∈ V combines the aggregations produced by each neighborhood
Nτ (vi), ∀τ ∈ TE where τ is the type of relation. Such a model is used in various deep het-graph-RL
pipelines and implies a larger quantity of parameters. Various parameter sharing approaches have
been proposed to simplify this approach, some of them making use of the attention mechanism
[260, 153]. HNE [35] instead, is one of the first deep learning-based complete pipelines to implement
het-graph-RL. Authors of HNE used GCN-based modules to capture complex relations between
multiple types of nodes and edges. CARL [314] was one of the first works to include special-purpose
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encoding modules for preserving information from unstructured semantic node features like text.
Later, SNHE [315] incorporated the usage of gated recurrent units for learning semantic-preserving
embeddings from text-features nodes in het-graphs. DMNE [186] is a similar framework that uses
deep auto-encoders and conceives the het-graph in input as multiple edge-type-specific graphs. The
HAHE [329] model instead incorporates the attention mechanism to distinguish between different
meta-path types and between the neighboring nodes’ types when creating the final embeddings.
Similarly, HAN [270] uses attention modules to assign different importance to meta-paths and
neighboring nodes but focuses on the concrete instances rather than the types of these. The
Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (HetGNN) [313] is instead one of the most used pipelines
for het-graph-RL. In the HetGNN model, the neighboring nodes are separated into same-type
sub-groups and aggregated. Then the attention mechanism is used to distinguish between these
groups of neighboring nodes’ representations rather than the neighbors themselves. Taking into
account dynamic heterogeneous graphs instead, i.e., heterogeneous graphs that change over time,
authors of DHNE [302] created an algorithm that trains the embedding neural networks with samples
of random-walks made across multiple temporal states of the het-graph. The Graph Transformer
Network (GTN) [308] exports the technique of the Spatial Transformer Networks [113] to learn meta-
paths from a parametric combination of candidate edge-specific adjacency matrices and produces
powerful inductive meta-path based embeddings. Edge-type specific adjacency matrices are also
used by MV-ACM [323] which incorporates the usage of generative adversarial network (GAN)
modules for training the embedding machinery. Contrastive learning instead was used by HeCo [271].
HeCo is a deep het-grap-rl algorithm that trains separate modules from network-schema-based and
meta-path-based embeddings. It then fuses these embeddings utilizing contrastive learning. Figure
1.4 shows a schematic representation of this algorithm. Finally, one of the most recent publications
in the field of het-graph-RL is R-HGNN [304]. This work presents a relation-aware embedding
algorithm that uses graph convolutions over edge-specific sub-graphs and cross-relation message
passing for obtaining the final node embeddings. A summary of these remarkable deep het-graph-RL
algorithms is offered in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Some recent remarkable works in the Deep Heterogeneous Graph RL literature

Reference Description Main applications

HNE Convolutional neural network based, node classification, link prediction,
[35] encoding of multiple node features clustering
HAN Attention-based weighting of meta-path Node classification, clustering,
[270] and node neighbors’ importance for embedding nodes and data visualization

HetGNN LSTM aggregation of neighbors’ features Link-prediction, recommendation
[313] attention-weighted neighbor type-aggregation classification & clustering
CARL Trained to preserve topological and unstructured link prediction, document retrieval,
[314] (text) node-features (semantic information) node recommendation and relevance search
HAHE Attention-based weighting of meta-path Node classification
[329] type and instance importance for embedding nodes Data Visualization
DHNE Embeddings for temporal dynamic graphs Node classification
[302] based on historic-graph random-walk & skip-gram Data Visualization
DMNE Embeddings for nodes of multi-networks based on Node classification
[186] Deep Auto-encoders and random walks & skip-gram Data Visualization
SNHE Deep semantic encoder link prediction, node recommendation
[315] with gated recurrent units document retrieval and relevance search
HeCo Node-masking and combined-view Node classification,
[271] contrastive learning, node clustering
GTN Concatenation of multiple Node classification[308] soft-selected meta-path embeddings

MV-ACM Generative adversarial networks for edge-type Node classification,
[323] specific similarity reconstruction link prediction

R-HGNN Graph convolutions on edge-specific subgraphs Node classification, clustering,
[304] and cross-relation message passing for node embeddings link prediction, data visualization

Deep het-graph-RL algorithms have been used in various fields. One example is recommender
systems. Multiple data sources and the ubiquity of user profiling mechanisms offer recommender
systems heterogeneous auxiliary data to infer new plausible users’ preferences. For this reason,
recommender systems have been modeled as heterogeneous networks. MCRec [100] uses the
attention mechanism over meta-path-based representation learning for building a top-N recommender
system. Given the proliferation of environments like e-commerce, social networks and Internet in
general, highly heterogeneous information sources under which text analysis becomes challenging
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have turn ubiquitous. HGAT [299] is a het-graph model based attention network that performs
representation learning for short text classification such as tweets, queries, comments, etc. GNewsRec
[102] and GNUD [103] created a deep-het-grap-rl mechanism for news recommendation. Other
recent interesting applications of deep het-graph-RL include user cash-out detection [101], intent
recommendation [65], share recommendation [117], friend recommendation [145], among others
[55, 296, 287, 295].

1.2.2 Het-graph modeling helps solving deep learning-based optimization tasks

So far, we have described deep learning based het-graph-RL, which is one of the most important
research trends in which deep learning in bringing scalability and opening the application range
of graph analysis algorithms. However, the synergism between deep-learning and heterogeneous
graphs is a two-way relationship. More specifically, also het-graph modeling is helping researchers
to design more efficient deep learning pipelines in industrial-scale optimization problems and other
complex research fields like genetics and particle physics.

Solution space dimensionality is often prohibitively large when optimization tasks are designed
in industrial high-scale scenarions. Developing algorithms that efficiently explore candidate solutions
to find the global optima becomes non-trivial in these environments, even for deep-learning-based
algorithms. In these cases, the injection of inductive biases during the architectural and procedural
design of deep-learning pipelines has proven crucial to tackle the curse of dimensionality. In machine
learning, we can reduce the solution space by injecting such constraints a priori through multiple
techniques. In this section we will describe some common examples of graph-model based inductive
biases for deep learning based optimization tasks, as we believe they represent a second type of
collaboration paradigm between graph modeling and deep learning. Inductive biases could be more
or less explicit, for example if they are encoded as part of the loss function one tends to minimize, or
if they are included in the optimization algorithm one uses. And could also be given in advance to
very learning process, for example in the form of handcrafted feature engineering. Inductive biases
are synonyms of regularities.

Deep learning based optimization tasks over high-dimensional solution spaces is most often
achieved through the Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) paradigm. Great research effort has
been made in the field of DRL to overcome the difficulties inherent to high-dimensional solution
spaces. In this research, we have found that one clever way to enhance the effectiveness of the
exploration of such solution spaces in a deep learning context is through the injection of proper
exploration biases in DRL agents. Moreover, we have observed that het-graph models have concrete
characteristics that could be exploited when designing exploration biases for DRL algorithms. After
briefly introducing some important notation for DRL and describing in a high-level some common
DRL algorithms, this section overviews some methods to inject exploration biases based on graph
characteristics and gives some samples of how they have been exploited.

Deep Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) has its roots in optimal-control, trial-and-error learning in animal
psychology, and temporal difference-learning (TD-learning). [250]. A discrete stochastic version
of optimal control has been modeled by Bellman [21] in the so-called Markov Decision Processes
(MDP). The term "Reinforcement Learning" has been used in the engineering literature since the
1960’s [265]. However, with some rare exceptions, it was only from the earlies 1990’s that the
research community has concentrated particular attention to RL [249, 256, 276, 120, 78, 251]. RL
is a framework that combines TD-learning with trial-and-error selective and associative mechanisms
to learn to maximize a reward signal from a dynamic system. RL can be seen as a methodology to
solve optimal control problems where the objective is to control the behavior of a dynamical system
over time [22]. Moreover, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) scales the validity of Reinforcement
Learning-based solutions to high-dimensional and complex environments [12, 138, 69].
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RL modelisation involves an agent that learns to act inside an environment to maximize a reward
signal on a long-term fashion. Such interaction is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP),
with the tuple (S,A,P,R), where:

• The state space S contains all the possible environment states in which an agent can be at a
particular moment,

• The action space A is the set of all the possible actions that an agent can take for interacting
with the environment,

• When the agent is at a certain state and takes a certain action, the action could take the
agent to another state of the environment, and such transitions are governed by a transition
probability distribution P,

• Finally, the RL agent receives a reward for each action taken. The environment delivers
rewards following a reward policy R which is a function of the environment state and the
actions taken.

RL agents have a degree of visibility over the state space, which embeds some information about
the current environment conditions. However, state space samples most of the times do not contain
full information about the environment conditions. Moreover, in typical real-world deployments of
RL models, the agent has to learn to maximize the reward with partial knowledge of the transition
probabilities and the reward policies of the environment. This condition has been called model-free
reinforcement learning [31].

In the optimal control problems [22], the goodness of the current state and agent decisions with
respect to the optimization objectives are evaluated through diverse established functions. One
of these functions is the discounted future reward, which is the function that RL agents seek to
maximize, and it is defined as:

Gτ = Rτ+1 + γRτ+2 + ... =
∞∑
k=0

γkRτ+k+1 (1.8)

where γ is a fixed parameter that takes into account the diminishing value of future action rewards
with respect to immediate feedback and is known in literature as the discount factor. Notice that, as
the dynamical systems’ conditions variate in time, the functions that describe such systems depend
on time. Such a dependency is indicated with the index τ in (1.8) and in the rest of this work.

Every RL agent is said to interact with the environment through an action policy, denoted as
π(s), that tells what actions to take depending on the current state s. Given a specific action policy
π(s), the Action-value Function, also called Q-value function indicates how much valuable it is to
take a specific action aτ being at state sτ and following the policy π(s) from the next state on:

Qπ(s, a) = Eπ[Gτ‖sτ = s, aτ = a] (1.9)

from (1.9) we can derive the recursive Bellman equation:

Qπ(sτ , aτ ) = Rτ+1 + γQπ(sτ+1, aτ+1) (1.10)

notice that, if we denote the final state with sfinal, then Qπ(sfinal, a) = Ra.
The state value function Vπ(s) quantifies the expected return when being at a certain state s

given that we are following the policy π(s).

Vπ(s) = Eπ[Gτ‖sτ = s] (1.11)

Equation (1.11) is another important function introduced in the optimal control and MDP literature
that quantifies the goodness of being at a certain state. Finally, the action-advantage function is
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a useful abstraction that quantifies the advantage of some actions with respect to others under a
same starting state.

Aπ(sτ , aτ ) = Qπ(sτ , aτ )− Vπ(s : τ) (1.12)

The TD-learning mechanism uses (1.10) to approximate the Q-values for state-action pairs
in the traditional Q-learning algorithm [276]. However, in large state or action spaces, it is not
always feasible to use tabular methods to approximate the Q-values. When the environment is
complex and the state and action spaces are high-scaled, approximators based on Deep Artificial
Neural Networks (Deep ANN) are the unique alternative to model these value functions, as opposed
to traditional tabular methods. Consequently, in the last decades, the application domain of
Reinforcement Learning has been widely extended thanks to the usage of Deep ANNs. In sunmmary,
Deep Reinforcement Learning exploits the powerful function approximation capacities of Deep ANNs
to converge to optimal policies for high-scale MDPs.

The combination of Deep ANNs and RL has originated many DRL frameworks. Such frameworks
can be differentiated between them by which of the value functions constitute the learning objective
of the agent:

• The objective of Policy-Based DRL agents is to learn an action policy, denoted as π(s), that
maximizes (1.8).[232] The Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient based reinforcement learning
algorithms has provided feasible solutions on high-dimensional action spaces, mostly by the
use of the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm [142]. However, as pointed
out by Dulac-Arnold et. al. in [57], DDPG is not suitable for finding solutions over large
discrete action spaces, several optimizations like nearest-neighbor approximate search through
the action space, or the leverage of prior information about the actions can show to be critical
to achieve the a satisfactorily performance.

• In Value-Based DRL frameworks instead, the agent learns to approximate V (s) or Q(s, a),
using also a model of A(s) as an attention mechanism to differentiate between similar valued
states. One of the most famous value-based DRL algorithms is Deep Q-Learning [172], which
performance has been enhanced by the research community with the introduction of various
mechanisms such as target-networks [94], action-advantage based attention mechanisms [274],
among others.

• Finally, Actor-Critic methods combine policy learning and value-based DRL[81]. This combi-
nation has enhanced the learning performance because the value functions act as a baseline
that reduces the variance of the estimation of the gradients of the policy function. Despite
Actor-Critic methods are not the only abstraction that merges policy-based and value-based
reinforcement learning [179], they have received major attention by research community.

Notice that all the value functions described above are dependant of a given policy π(s). The
goodness of actions, states and state-action pairs are approximated within a certain policy. In other
words, we are able to approximate values that depend on the future because a specific policy is
supposed to govern the agent actions at least from the next step on. In fact, different policies
imply different values for a defined state, action or state-action pair. We have said that RL agents
learn to approximate a policy function π∗(s) or a value function Qπ∗(s, a) or Vπ∗(s) within a such a
policy. However, another important dimension upon which DRL frameworks can be differentiated is
centered precisely in the policy π(s).[12, 250] On-policy RL agents learn to optimize π(s) or a value
function of it while interacting with the environment using the same policy π(s). Off-policy RL
agents instead learn to approximate a policy π∗(s) or a function of it while acting with another policy
π(s). The latter approach permits to handle better the important trade-off between exploration of
the action space and exploitation of the acquired knowledge about the optimal policy. Generally,
off-policy RL algorithms are most widely used in practice, because they warrant better exploration
of the action space and thus avoid to stuck the convergence of the policy on local optima. The
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disadvantage of Off-policy DRL algorithms is that the variance of the estimates they learn augment
notoriously, making convergence a slower process [250]. However, asynchronous gradient descent has
proven effective for robustly applying on-policy DRL approaches to complex problems. The usage
of multiple agents learning in parallel has a stabilizing effect on learning the optimal policies. The
most prominent example of this idea is the Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic (A3C) algorithm
[170].

DRL algorithms have recently evolved to solve problems on high-dimensional action spaces
through the usage of state-space discretization, Policy Learning, and sophisticated Value learning
algorithms [274, 142, 57]. Examples of DRL industrial applications are Autonomous Driving Cars
[123], Industry Automation [284, 203], Robotics [86], Cybersecurity [185], Power Systems [322],
Communications and Networking [148], Economics [176], Healthcare [303], among others.

Reward Shaping in DRL

DRL algorithms learn optimal control policies through reward signals with none or incomplete
environment knowledge. This often is a problem when the RL environment is characterized by
sparse rewards, i.e. the agent has to take long series of actions to receive a reward signal from the
environment. Sparse rewards in DRL environments could be affected by low training performances.
In other words, the quantity of state-action-reward transitions that the agent needs to perform
before converging to optimal policies could be prohibitively large [83].

Fortunately, a priori knowledge of the environment permits to create exploration biases to
improve the performance of DRL training cycles. The main enabler for creating the exploration
biases in DRL is model-based reward policy design, also referred to as reward shaping. Reward
shaping is in fact an approach to solving problems in DRL modeled environments with sparse
rewards [263, 104, 56, 306, 84, 10]. Given a particular optimization goal, reward shaping (RS)
consists in introducing some "hints" to the agent injecting specialized rewards on the states of the
Markov chain proportionally to the convenience of being at such state. These hint rewards are
additional with respect to the baseline reward associated with the main goal. For example, in a
robot soccer player environment, the main reward would be assigned when the robot scores a goal,
but extra rewards could be associated with the inverse of the distance between the robot and the
ball, or the inverse of the distance between the ball and the goal.

RS techniques are solutions to the temporal-credit assignment problem in DRL. When using
reward shaping, the learning process is influenced by an exploration bias [13], which forces the
exploration of the regions of the state space that result in better long-term rewards. In other words,
reward shaping provides the agent hints to explore the action space with greater effectiveness with
respect to a pure model-free approach. For this reason, reward shaping is a crucial enabler for the
scalability of DRL algorithms to high-dimensional action spaces.

Potential-based reward shaping [50, 71] is a framework for RS that helps to avoid convergence
to sub-optimal policies. Potential-based RS defines a potential function which assigns a convenience
score to states taking into account the desired optimization goal. Whenever an agent takes an action,
the potential of the final state is added to the baseline reward and the potential of the initial state
is subtracted. Potential-based reward shaping produces equivalent results as a biased initialization
of the state value or state-action value functions: it helps the agent effectively explore the action
space without altering the optimal policy it must converge to.[85] De Moor et al. [48], for example,
used a potential-based reward shaping for improving baseline DRL policies in a perishable inventory
management context.

Numerous industrial fields are incorporating domain-specific RS to model-free DRL algorithms
to increase the agents’ training performance and converge to higher long-term rewards. For example,
Zhang and Bailey [316] created an accurate RS schema for the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(DDPG) [142] and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [231] algorithms to correct obstacle avoidance
and navigation problems in robotic control. Shaik [233] created an enhanced reward function for a
DRL algorithm for achieving human-like accuracy on complex tasks. Afshar et al. [2] used reward
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shaping for efficient reserve price optimization instead.
RS is an approach that helps to model domain knowledge into reinforcement learning algorithms

[85]. In cases where the domain model is formatted as a graph, whether heterogeneous or not, ML
designers could tailor specialized reward signals considering the structural properties of a graph and
the usage of graph algorithms. For example, consider optimal path-finding tasks in heterogeneous
networks. Given a specific objective function to be maximized, RS could be straightforward if
we consider domain-specific constraints and structural constraints of the optimal paths one needs
to find. One example of this kind of graph model-based reward shaping comes from the field of
knowledge graph (KG) reasoning. Xi et al. [268] proposed to use RS in a question answering task
over a knowledge graph: agents’ actions were to predict the next node in the path for constructing
a reasoning path in the KG. Their work performed better than previous solutions [234, 47, 288]
mainly because their RS was based on the model knowledge. Authors of these works, in fact, created
a soft reward for target entities whose correctness cannot be determined, rather than just giving a
reward if the paths reach the correct destinations. Authors in [268] also created an action dropout
schema to enhance exploration.

In the rest of section 1.2.2 we mention three main approaches that can inject efficient exploration
biases to DRL algorithms based on graph-model based reward shaping: Action-space serialization,
action-space abstraction, and procedural biases based on graph algorithms. We finish this section
mentioning an emerging technique for creating more architectural graph inductive biases in the
DRL, dubbed graph reinforcement learning.

Graph-based action-space serialization

When dealing with DRL in sub-graph related objectives, the ideal behavior that agents are meant
to learn can often be decomposed into a series of simpler actions focused on single edges or single
nodes of the underlying graph model. For example, if we think of a community detection problem,
we can conceive the process of sub-graph selection into a series of simple actions like node and edge
selection. Also question-answering process through multi-hop knowledge graph reasoning could
be conceived as a series of edge selections from a question node to an answer node. Generally in
DRL, the decomposition of complex actions into series of sub-steps takes the name of action space
serialization. Provided that a correct dense reward mechanism exists, action space serialization
could improve parametric efficiency and thus help the convergence of DRL algorithms to optimal
policies. In graph models, complex goals are usually composed of series of single actions like node
and edge selection, edge creation, node creation, etc. We now give some examples of how this
structural property of het-graph models has helped to design efficient action spaces in DRL contexts.

Serialization of action spaces is a common technique in network environments where the
downstream task implies the selection of a sub-graph. Examples are community detection, virtual
network embedding, among others. If we refer to virtual network embedding, many authors have
chosen to model DRL agents where the action of embedding a virtual network to a substrate physical
network is serialized into a sequential operation of selecting one-by-one the nodes of the network
that are going to host each one of the virtual network components. [285, 118, 200, 201, 202] In other
words, the actions of the reinforcement learner are the single physical-node assignation decisions for
each VNF component of a virtual network. This kind of serialization has helped analysts to create
agents that learn optimal sequential policies in network environments while facing problems one
node-at-a-time. Notice that serialization of the state space could also permit to feed the RL agent
with reduced local observations of the environment state, - e.g. the region representing only the
neighborhood of the current node- and thus reduce the complexity of the underneath ANN-based
policy or value function approximators. If many real-world environments modeled as graphs -think
for example of diffusion processes, it is likely that the state that matters for an agent to take actions
is relevant only at a somehow-local region of the current point.

Finally, we mention that action serialization is the exact opposite of the so-called temporal action
abstraction which instead composes the baseline actions and their correspondent rewards to create
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more coarse grain actions -dubbed as options in the RL context- and rewards and redefine a MDP
that drives the training of the agent. Temporal action abstraction is useful when there are multiple
similar valued actions that could create excessive reward sparseness and lead to inefficiencies in the
DRL training process. In other words, when multiple similar fine-grain action paths could lead to
a same sparse reward, a regular class of grouped actions could be conceived as an atomic action
that receives immediate reward when executed. In these particular situations, temporal action
abstraction schemes are modeled, and this technique could help the agent to generalize over actions
and efficiently explore the solution space.

Temporal abstraction over actions in DRL is the basis of the so-called hierarchical RL [126] and
could help to scale to high-dimensional action spaces or environments with sparse rewards. In other
words, a reinforcement learner could be made to perform a long series of specific actions before
reaching a unique final reward, or could be designed to perform an aggregation of such specific
actions at once, receiving more dense rewards. It is worth nothing that, provided that rewards are
consistent, the second case would require less training effort.

Think for example of a robot that needs to efficiently navigate across the rooms of a house. In this
context, multiple steps could be aggregated into a single action that focuses reaching and traversing
specific doors. These actions could be grouped as a unique action in a coarse (partially observable)
MDP that would have its own atomic rewards for driving the training more efficiently. Network
related applications of temporal action abstraction are perhaps more associated to homogeneous
network environments, where single link or node related actions could be grouped without loss of
significance with respect to a final objective.

Finally, we stress that both action serialization and action composition or abstraction are ways
in which the reward policy is shaped to be more efficient in leading the agent to the desired solutions
with respect to baseline rewards. Notice that action serialization is used when the creation of
fine-grain specialized rewards is possible. These rewards could help learning the fine-grain actions
sequences with respect to an objective, specially when each different action taken might influence
decisively over the final reward entity. As an example, think of a resource allocation problem in
a virtual conferencing infrastructure. Session resource allocation has consequences on the future
state of the system resource availability and, if the goal is to maximize the service availability and
minimize operational costs in a wide time-horizon, it might be important to allocate sessions in a
proactive fashion with special attention to server consolidation. Allocating the wrong session in
the wrong server instance could compromise service availability for a long period, and thus it could
be misleading to group session allocation actions into atomic group allocations. Generally, if each
single action could potentially change the exploration route and lead to very different -eventually
sparse- rewards, then action composition is a very delicate and potentially erroneous design strategy.
As a conclusion, we must say that there is always going to exists a bias-variance trade-off in the
credit assignment problem that the design of inductive biases through action and reward modeling
needs to be careful of.

Graph-based action-space abstraction

We now overview some examples of how graph-modeled scenarios have exploited graph-analysis and
network theory to design efficient model-based reward shaping to enable action space abstraction.

Graph-model knowledge could help the experts to design the action space in a way that the
agent focuses in coarse grain actions like meta-path selection rather than focusing on fine-grain
actions like edge selection. For example, if the task is to identify a sub-graph, fine-grain actions like
edge selection could be conceptually aggregated into larger abstract actions like meta-path selection.
The meta-path would be made of various edges and possibly include various types of edges.

Concretely, given that the environment is modeled through a graph, composition of the action
space could be easily implemented creating explicit programs that exploit graph-analysis to find
optimal fine-grain actions taking as input simple constraints that need to be accomplished. Such
high-level constraints would constitute the actions of the optimal policy that needs to be learnt by
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the reinforcement learner. For example, authors of EAMCM [9] created a DRL agent that learns to
create near-to-optimal VNE on substrate physical networks. In this case the heterogeneous network
under analysis is made of physical nodes, virtual nodes, physical links and virtual links. The raw
action space of a VNE agent would be high-dimensional because, given a chain of VNF modules,
the agent needs to specify the physical nodes that are going to host each one of these and also the
physical network paths that are going to implement the virtual links between each VNF in the
chain. Virtual links could exploit none, one or several physical links, and searching the optimal
physical path augments the action space exponentially.

Given that the topology of the underlying physical network is known, EAMCM [9] exploits
graph analysis to compute the optimal routes between two physical nodes. For each VNF, the agent
proposes an order in which nodes of the substrate network will be considered for the deploying the
VNF. The first node that has available resources to host the VNF is the chosen one for the task.
After iterating on the VNFs of the chain, the set of physical nodes upon which the VNF instances
are to be deployed is fixed. Then, the action space for the routing decision task consists of a map
of weights for each link in the substrate network. Given the previous fixed VNF placement, the
chaining is performed using the Dijkstra’s algorithm considering the weights of the links proposed by
the agent. Authors use the term proto-action to refer to the output of their ANN based RL agent,
because the real action, which constitutes the whole mapping of the VNF chain in the physical
network, is computed using model-specific knowledge.

A very similar exploration bias in induced in the work of Yan et al. [292], where the agent that
converges to optimal VNE policies chooses only the physical nodes that are going to host the VNF
modules (serialization of the action space). The main exploration bias that they inject, however,
is that, each time the agent selects a new physical node, the physical path that hosts the virtual
link among the previous and the current VNF is computed through a hybrid search that combines
searching for the shortest physical path and assigning the first available physical path. Thus, the
RL agent does not care about physical link assignment.

It is worth mentioning the main drawback that this kind of model-based action space design could
have. This scheme inherits the performance/precision balance of the underlying graph algorithm that
resolves sub-tasks. In fact, even if the policy in [292] converges to robust VNE policies with respect
to other state-of-the art techniques, it’s authors cannot claim to converge to a global optimum
policy. From this consideration it follows that also the scaling capacity of the sub-task solver is also
an inherited property for the overall DRL agent.

Other examples of action abstraction come from the field of DRL-driven network routing
algorithms. Works like [151, 38], model a simple action space where the agent is simply told to
choose from a set of candidate end-to-end paths for routing. Given the ends to the request, the set
of candidate paths is pre-computed with an external routing algorithm. Notice that action-space
abstraction usually interferes with the design of the state-space, because DRL designers usually tend
to create inductive biases for the agent to easily extract significant features from state-representations
that permit the agent to choose the proper actions when observing states.

Graph-based procedural biases

Generally, well designed inductive biases help to improve convergence to optimal policies in high-
dimensional environments, whether these biases are network-related or not. One last design strategy
that its worth mentioning, even if it is not necessarily related to network domains, is a more
direct way of creating exploration biases. In fact exploration biases can be designed in controlled
environments like simulators, and imply a priori knowledge of the state transition function. We
refer to the effects of this kind of modification of the transition function as procedural bias, in
that it affects the results of the learning routine of the DRL agent on a more direct way with
respect to the previous mentioned exploration biases. One procedural bias can be created forcing
multiple action-state transitions under certain conditions. In other words, forcing the actuation
of fixed fine-grain action policies in determinate state-space regions. Another example is resetting
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Figure 1.5. Service Function Chains (SFC) are composed of various virtual network functions (VNF) that
need to be deployed onto a physical network. Before processing an SFC chain, in NFVDeep, the network
state is backed up and resetted to the previous state whenever the reinforcement learning (RL) agent
fails to deploy an SFC. When alterations of the normal transition function can be forced to happen, DRL
designers could inject exploration biases to the reinforcement learner. We call the effect of this direct
modification of the normal transition function a procedural bias, in that it directly affects the convergence
results of the RL agent.

the environment to an initial state whenever the agent performs a specific action, in order to
prevent the agent to consider specific actions. The resultant effect is that the reinforcement learner
exploration is limited to a specific sub-region of the action space. Generally these procedural biases
are case-specific and help the agent not to explore regions of the action space that could lead to
converge to sub-optimal policies.

Authors of NFVDeep [285] created a DRL based algorithm for service function chaining (SFC)
deployment. Each SFC is composed of a set of virtual network function (VNF) modules to be
deployed to the substrate hosting network. Authors in [285] designed a serialization and backtracking
algorithm that keeps track of the network state at the beginning of each process of SFC deployment.
Figure 1.5 shows a schematic representation of this serialization and backtracking algorithm. Actions
that assign a VNF module to the a substrate network are denoted by a, the obtained reward at the
end of a complete SFC assignation routine is U . NFVDeep resets the network state conditions to
the last tracked situation whenever a SFC fails to be deployed, as a result, no reward is given to the
RL agent.

Thanks to this backtracking algorithm, NFVDeep is able to converge to a best-effort SFC
deployment policy with a simple policy learning DRL schema (REINFORCE), without the need
of any experience replay. The main drawback of these and other similar model-based approaches
is the sub-optimality that could derive from limiting the exploration region of the state space. In
the example mentioned above, one could argue that the agent is not able to plan the occupation
of the network resources on a long-term basis, because the biased transitions do not permit the
agent to experience the consequences of (and learn from) network overload conditions. Thus, we
can say that the applicability of model-based procedural biases in DRL -not only in graph modeled
environments- is limited by two main factors: learning environment control, and theoretical basis to
restrict the exploration of the action space without loose of generality for optima.

Graph reinforcement learning

As we have already explained in the previous paragraph, in any RL framework, the agent takes
actions based on observing the environment’s conditions. In the case of DRL, the environment’s
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Figure 1.6. In Graph Reinforcement Learning, the architecture of function approximators contains modules
that implement the neural message passing framework. By doing so, designers create inductive biases for
the agent to learn the topological characteristics of a network environment. In this figure, which has been
published in [292], we can see that a 3-layer GCN is used in both the actor and critic networks to extract
features from a heterogeneous network made of physical nodes and links and virtual nodes and links.
GCNs reduce the dimensionality of the original feature matrices exploiting the topological structure of
the underlying networks. Graph Reinforcement Learning leverages scalability capacity to network-based
problems.

conditions are made (partially) observable to the agent by any vector representation technique.
Observations are then conceived as point samples of the so-called state-space, which is induced by
the concrete state-representation technique.

In het-graph models, the environment state usually needs to represent a snapshot of the current
network conditions -i.e. all the node and edge conditions- apart from other information that may be
useful to solve specific downstream tasks. For example, suppose we need to find an optimal path
for data transportation inside a computer network. In that case, we should be aware of both the
characteristics of the links connecting computers and the characteristics of the data we intend to
transmit.

Feature matrices can represent node and edge level features of a het-graph. The main artificial
neural network architectures that adapt to the unstructured nature of graphs are graph recurrent
networks (GRN), graph convolutional networks (GCN), graph adversarial networks (GAN), and deep
graph auto-encoders (GAE). All these architectures are under the name of graph neural networks
(GNN). Excellent surveys on these architectures exist. [282, 320, 326, 305, 225] Using GNNs creates
inductive biases to help the reinforcement learner take into account the topological characteristics
of a network-based environment when processing the state vectors.

The architectural inclusion of graph neural networks for DRL function approximators has been
referred to as Graph Reinforcement Learning (GRL). Multiple examples of these techniques are
available in literature [168]. For example, authors in [292] use a three-layered graph neural network
to effectively process the global network state on an optimal virtual network embedding task. This
task consists of mapping a virtual network onto a physical network. The physical network has
various node and edge features that compose a set of constraints for the allocation scheme of the
virtual network. A DRL agent needs to consider these network features; thus, they need to be
included in the state representations for the agent to decide the best allocation actions. GCNs
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have been used inside the architectural corpus of the value function approximators to create proper
inductive biases for the agent to consider the network topology apart from the single node and edge
features. Figure 1.6 schematizes the Actor-Critic framework proposed in [292].

Authors in [106] propose instead the usage of GCNs for intelligent traffic routing control on
software-defined networking (SDN) sensor networks. The authors of this work model the state space
samples as the reduced dimension vectors at the final layer of the GCN that ingests the adjacency
matrix and the node feature vectors. Advances in deep learning-based molecular generation [106],
knowledge graph reasoning [47, 7], traffic-signal control [298, 105], resource allocation in vehicle
communication [88], train rescheduling [190], among others, have also been made possible through
the usage of GRL. Finally, GRL has proven efficient in creating cooperative inductive biases in
multi-agent reinforcement learning. [119]





Chapter 2

Specialized Applications and Open
Challenges

The previous chapter exposed the state-of-the-art techniques that combine deep learning to het-
graph modeled scenarios. We identified two main paradigms of collaboration, and two concrete
practices that mostly implement these collaboration paradigms were thoroughly studied. Instead,
this chapter focuses on a more vertical penetration of two concrete network-based research fields.
More specifically, this chapter exposes how deep learning combined with heterogeneous graph
modeling has tackled research challenges in two concrete research areas that are widely studied in
the industrial and academic fields. These are the video content delivery networks (CDN) [198, 64]
and the gene regulatory networks (GRN)s [238, 132, 216, 75]. Finally, we identify one research
opportunity in the form of an open challenges for each one of these research fields.

2.1 Het-graph modeling in the Video-Delivery Industry

This section introduces the concept of video content delivery networks. It then focuses on the
common problems that the video delivery industry has recently managed to solve with the help
of het-graph modeling and deep learning. We specially focus on the QoS and Cost optimization
problem in virtualized content delivery networks. Finally, we mention how the multi-objective online
optimization of virtualized live-video delivery systems is an active area of research that could benefit
from synergies between deep learning and het-graph modeling.

2.1.1 Video Content Delivery Networks

We use the term video-delivery industry to refer to the delivery of video-formatted content through
the Internet. In the last years, the consumption of video by Internet users has grown. Video quality
standards have increased and Live-Streaming is gaining importance with respect to Video-On-
Demand. [41] Video traffic occupies more than three-quarters of total internet traffic nowadays,
and the trend is to grow. [42] As a consequence, the video-delivery industry has positioned itself
as an expanding industrial field with a lot of research effort dedicated to it. [64] Stakeholders in
the Video-Delivery Industry are commonly classified into Clients, Content Providers (CP), Internet
Service Providers (ISP) and Content Deliver Network (CDN) providers. Various commercial schemes
have evolved in the last years among these actors to meet the user needs and maximize commercial
fairness.[196, 278, 217, 244, 79]

CDNs are distributed systems that optimize the end-to-end delay of content requests over a
network [29, 173], and are based on the redirection of requests and content-replication. [198, 174]
The replication of content in Internet for optimizing delivery purposes is commonly referred to
as content-caching. Well-designed CDN systems are distributed content-caching solutions that
warrant good quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE) for users distributed in low,
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medium or high scale. Content providers need Video CDNs to be efficient, scalable, and adaptive
[27]. For this reason, cost and QoS optimization for video content delivery systems is an active
research area. A lot of the research effort in this context is being placed on the optimization, and
modeling of Content Delivery systems’ performance.[49] CDN performance and cost optimization
paradigms are multiple. The delivery system infrastructure, the data representation, the routing
and caching algorithms, are optimized by industry following the needs of the users. [215, 174] CDN
industry has focused in the last years in proactive optimized video delivery, caching, transcoding,
recommendation, and has widely relied on graph models for solving these and other similar complex
problems. [149, 135] Graph theory in fact, has helped to achieve important milestones in the design
and evolution of such systems.[136]

2.1.2 A common network taxonomy of video CDNs

Traditional CDNs optimize the delay in video delivery using function-specific replication servers
to store content in the network proximities of the end-users. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks instead,
delegate content-caching to collaborative end-users, minimizing the deployment of function-specific
nodes in the network. P2P-oriented CDNs depend on the collaboration of end users. Lastly, hybrid
schemes that use both function-specific servers and client nodes to deploy CDN functionalities also
exist and are reaching good performance and acceptation.[1] Whether P2P architectures are used or
not, we can model CDNs as a network containing different types of nodes:

• Client: The receiver of the Video. The client node is the node responsible of displaying any
video for the end-user. Normally it is positioned at the edge of the network and interacts
directly with the CDN delegate servers.

• Origin servers: Are responsible for the generation of the video streams. Origin servers are
located in the premises of CPs and interact directly with the CDN delegate servers. Notice
that in the context of crowd-sourced Live-streaming (i.e. social video platforms), clients and
content providers are the same.

• CDN delegate servers: Are function-specific modules located in the inter-connection path
between the origin server and the client. These modules are commonly in charge of realizing
delivery-oriented pre-processing steps like content redundancy, caching, redirection, transcod-
ing, multicasting, load-balancing, among others. These function-specific modules also connect
the clients and content providers to the ISP to scale the distribution of video. Notice that
P2P or hybrid CDNs could deploy these function-specific modules in the client nodes.

Taking into account the above mentioned taxonomy, network-based models of CDNs can be
more or less complex depending on the particular analysis and optimization needs. In many cases,
nodes of a CDN network model will include various features like available functionalities, cache
status, resource capacity, utilization, network availability, etc. Moreover, if we take into account the
multiple network functions mentioned above, we notice that CDN delegate servers themselves can
be differentiated between classes. On the other hand, the network connections between the nodes of
a CDN are normally defined as the edges of the graph model. Notice that also the edges of CDNs
might be differentiated in various classes and might contain different feature types. The plurality of
node classes and features makes the CDN a heterogeneous network.

Edges of a CDN graph model might abstract physical network paths or might correspond
to physical connections among specific network components. In both cases, the edges could be
classified in various classes. For example, one could differentiate between inter-ISP and intra-ISP
connections. Inter-ISP connections could additionally differentiate themselves between peer-to-
peer connections and client-server connections. If we speak of client-server connections, one can
distinguish connections between a CP and a CDN delegate node from connections between the
end-user device and a CDN delegate node. Each connection type could have different features like
costs, available bandwidth, transmission delay, etc. Some of these features might be reasonable to
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Figure 2.1. Content Delivery Networks (CDN) are distributed systems that optimize the end-to-end delay
of content requests over a network, and are based on the redirection of requests and content-replication.
The replication of content in Internet for delivery delay-optimizing purposes is commonly referred to as
content-caching. Notice that a CDN can be straightforwardly modeled as a heterogeneous graph. This
figure is obtained from [245].

include in certain types of edges, while others will not. For example, intra-ISP connections might
not need to take into account data transportation costs, while inter-ISP connections might obviate
instead the bandwidth capacity.

When modeling a CDN, we could also differentiate between video delivery through Local and
Wide Area Networks. In the first case, the network dimensions will be smaller with respect to the
second case. CDNs deployed over Wide Area Networks could use hierarchical caching schemes in
which case different node classes could be modeled to represent different types of cache servers
like metropolitan, regional, etc. Video-on-Demand (VoD) vs. Live-Streaming, constitutes another
important factor to define a video CDN model. Live-Streaming contexts are less tolerant to session
start-up delays and service function chain re-assignation. For this reason, a live-streaming CDN
model should include node characteristics as the current utilization of the nodes, to permit the
orchestrator module to better discern the server assignations. Clearly, also Multicast versus Unicast
delivery has to be differentiated when modeling a CDN, and video formatting options [215] also
count when modeling video CDNs, specially if one needs to keep track of network bandwidth usage,
users Quality of Experience (QoE), etc.

2.1.3 Virtualized CDNs

Another important classification of CDNs is related with the deployment: Traditional CDN systems
are deployed on dedicated hardware while virtualized Content Delivery Networks (vCDN) use
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [300], and Software-defined Networking (SDN) [157] to
deploy their software components on network function virtualization infrastructures (NFVI) like
virtual machines or containers. CDN network components are dynamically deployed in the form of
Virtual Network Function (VNF) modules. These modules are deployed into a set of interconnected
virtual machines which we can refer to as VNF hosting nodes. Notice that VNF hosting nodes
compose the NFVI. Moreover, the VNF hosting nodes are commonly deployed on physical nodes of
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Figure 2.2. In this thesis we propose to model the virtualized content delivery networks (vCDN) following
the network function virtualization management and orchestration (NFV-MANO) architectural framework
for virtualized network systems published by the ETSI standard group specification. In this standardized
architecture, the orchestrator module is in charge of deploying the service function chains, i.e. the
allocation of the set of virtual network functions in the virtual network. The orchestrator coordinates
and delegates the VNF instantiation and lifecycle to the VNF manager(s) module(s) and the virtualized
infrastructure manager is in charge of dynamic resource allocation for the virtual infrastructure. This
figure was obtained from [62]

the so-called substrate network. To model a vCDN it could be necessary to keep track of both the
substrate network that hosts the NFVI, and the NFVI itself. Complex heterogeneous network-based
models like these are often needed when optimizing costs or performance in vCDN contexts.

2.1.4 Cost and QoE/QoS optimization in virtualized CDNs

Virtualized Network systems are usually deployed as a set of composite chains of Virtual Network
Functions (VNF), often called service function chains (SFC). Every incoming request to a virtualized
network system will be mapped to a corresponding deployed SFC. The problem of deploying an
SFC inside a VNF infrastructure has been called the VNF Placement or the SFC Deployment
[285] problem. Many service requests can share the same SFC deployment scheme, or the SFC
deployments can vary. Given two service requests that share the same requested chain of VNFs,
the SFC deployment will vary when at least one pair of same-type VNFs are deployed on different
physical locations for each request.

One important measure of Quality of Experience (QoE) in video delivery is the session startup
delay, which is the time the end-user waits since the content is requested and the video starts to be
displayed in the receiver’s device. One important factor that influences the startup delay instead, is
the round-trip-time (RTT) of the session request, which is the time between the content request is
sent, and the response is received. Different SFC deployment schemes for a given a video delivery
request might result in different RTTs depending on various factors, we now enlist the principal
ones:
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• VNF Cache-status: Notably, cache HIT and cache MISS events may result in very different
request RTTs. Consequently, a realistic vCDN model should keep track of the caching memory
status of every cache-VNF module for fine-grain RTT simulation.

• VNF resource utilization: An important factor that influences RTT computation is the request
processing times. Such processing times will notably depend on the current VNF utilization.
To model VNF utilization in a video-delivery context, major video streaming companies [280]
recommend to consider not only the content-delivery tasks, but also the resource consumption
associated with content-ingestion processes. In other words, any VNF must ingest a particular
data stream before being able to deliver it through its own client connections, and such
ingestion will incur non-negligible resource usage.

• VNF instantiation times: A realistic vCDN delay model must incorporate VNF instantiation
times, as they may notably augment the starting delay of any video-streaming session.

• Heterogenity in VNF characteristics: Finally, both instantiation time and resource consumption
may differ significantly depending on the specific characteristics of each VNF[49].

The QoS/QoE goodness of a particular SFC deployment policy is generally measured by the mean
acceptance ratio (AR) of client requests, where the acceptance ratio is defined as the percentage of
requests whose RTT is below a maximum threshold [285, 147, 107]. Notice that RTT is different
from the total delay, which is the total propagation time of the data stream from the origin server
to the end-user.

Figure 2.3. Some typical Round-Trip-Time augmenting factors in the case of video virtualized content
delivery networks (vCDN). The cache VNF component acts a proxy for the origin servers located at the
core of the network. Consequently, the total RTT changes drastically when MISS (a) or HIT (b) events
occur. Moreover, low-utilization on the VNF chain components warrants faster processing times related
to the ingestion and streaming tasks of each component. Higher utilization like the ones in (c) could also
notably augment the overall RTT for a video delivery session.

Virtualized CDNs are commonly modeled following the NFV Management and orchestration
(NFV-MANO) framework published by the ETSI standard group [62, 97, 253, 23]. Figure 2.2 shows
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a schematic representation of this framework. In this standardized architecture, the orchestrator
module is in charge of deploying the service function chains, i.e. the allocation of the set of virtual
network functions in the virtual network. The orchestrator coordinates and delegates the VNF
instantiation and lifecycle to the VNF manager module(s) and the virtualized infrastructure manager
(VIM) is responsible for the dynamic scaling of the VNF modules’ resource provision [97]. The
resource scaling of the NFVI is commonly triggered when needed, for example, when traffic bursts
occur. Such a resource scaling may influence the resource provision costs of the CDN, also called
hosting costs [23].

In this thesis, we have focused in a particular emerging vCDN model, which is the cloud-hosted
vCDN [1]. In this context, the cloud provider instantiates and controls the resource scaling of the
network function virtualization infrastructure (NFVI), and offers to its clients a scalable NFVI in a
pay-per-use basis. Routing between network hardware and between the virtual network is commonly
managed also by the cloud provider in the case of cloud-hosted vCDN. However, a realistic model
of a vCDN should always include several features for the nodes (which are the virtual machines
that host the VNF modules) such as utilization, and VNF instantiation times. Consequently, these
features need to be modeled if one seeks to create a realistic simulation environment that permits to
study the optimization of QoE, QoS, and Costs in a vCDN (whether cloud-hosted or not). Finally,
we argue that data-transportation (DT) costs may also vary as a function of the SFC deployment
[253], for example if we consider a multi-cloud vCDN environment. Thus, DT costs may also be an
important part of the operational costs of a vCDN.

A common design objective when designing vCDNs is the joint optimization of operational costs
and QoE. Given the heterogeneous network structure of a vCDN and the complex features that
affect both operational costs and QoE in these systems, the joint optimization objective mentioned
is challenging to be solved. As explained previously, video delivery sessions in vCDNs are usually
deployed as a composite chains of virtual network functions, what makes the problem of jointly
optimizing costs and QoE in SFC Deployemt a complex problem to solve [257].

Table 2.1. Some recent remarkable works in the SFC Deployment Optimization Literature

Reference Online Approach Main limitation
OPAC [110] / NO Exact/Heuristic optimization No composite SFC formation,
HPAC [111] for caching VNF placement Nor dynamic policy adaption
Yala et al. NO Heuristic VNF resource Polynomial time-complexity[290] allocation and placement

Benkacem et al. YES Linear Integer Programming (ILP) No instantiation-time modeling
[23] for optimal SFC network slicing are (coarse-grain optimization)

Filelis-Papadopoulos NO Two-phase hybrid (heuristic/exact) Probabilistic modeling
et al. [68] cache placement optimization of cache-status
Yongzheng YES Randomized mixed integer solution Polynomial time-complexityet al. [118] for placement of wide-distributed SFCs
Marotta YES Heuristic-based energy-efficient No ETSI-MANO [62]

et al. [156] SFC deployment and routing framework compliance
Khezri YES DRL-based reliability-aware No RTT optimization

et al. [156] VNF Placement considered
NFVDeep YES DRL-based Optimization of No utilization-dependent

[285] SFC deployment processing times modeled
DDQP YES DRL-based reliability-aware No VNF-instantiation
[152] optimization of SFC deployment time-penalty modeled

DDQN-VNFPA YES DRL-based optimization of Coarse-grain deployment
[200] SFC deployment policy adaption (15 min)

Santos et al. YES DRL-based energy-efficient of No round-trip-time
[224] SFC deployment optimization considered

Several exact optimization models, and heuristics have been proposed in recent years for solving
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optimal SFC deployment. Ibn-Khedher et al. [110] defined a protocol for optimal VNF placement
based on SDN traffic rules and an exact optimization algorithm. This work solves the optimal VNF
placement, migration, and routing problem, modeling various system and network metrics as costs
and user satisfaction. HPAC [111] is a heuristic proposed by the same authors to scale the solutions
of [110] for bigger topologies based on the Gomory-Hu tree transformation of the network. Their
call for future work includes the need for the dynamic triggering of adaptation like monitoring user
demands, network loads, and other system parameters. Yala et al. [290] present a resource allocation
and VNF placement optimization model for vCDN and a two-phase offline heuristic for solving it in
polynomial time. This work models server availability through an empirical probabilistic model and
optimizes this score alongside the VNF deployment costs. Their algorithm produces near-optimal
solutions in minutes for a Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) deployed on a
substrate network made of even 600 physical machines. They base the dimensioning criteria on
extensive video streaming VNF QoE-aware benchmarking.

Authors in [23] keep track of resource utilization in the context of an optimization model for
multi-cloud placement of VNF chains. Utilization statistics per node and network statistics per
link are taken into account inside a simulation/optimization framework for VNF placement in
vCDN in [68]. This offline algorithm can handle large-scale graph topologies being designed to run
on a parallel-supercomputer environment. This work analyzes the effect of routing strategies on
the results of the placement algorithm and performs better with a greedy max-bandwidth routing
approach. The caching state of each cache-VNF is modeled with a probabilistic function in this
work. Offline Optimization of Value Added Service (VAS) Chain deployment in vCDN is proposed
in [51], where authors model an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem to optimize QoS and
Provider Costs. This work models license costs for each VNF added in a new physical location. An
online alternative is presented in [115], where authors model the cost of VNF instantiations when
optimizing online VNF placement for vCDN. This model lacks to penalize the Roud Trip Time
(RTT) of requests with the instantiation time of such VNFs. More scalable solutions for this problem
are leveraged with heuristic-based approaches. For example, a randomized mixed integer solution is
used to present an online VNF placement algorithm for geo-distributed VNF chain requests in [118].
This work optimizes different costs and the end-to-end delay providing near-to-optimal solutions in
polynomial time.

In [155], Marotta et al. present a general-type VNF placement and SFC routing optimization
model that minimizes power consumption taking into account that resource requirements are
uncertain and fluctuate in virtual Evolved Packet Core scenarios. Such an algorithm is enhanced in
a successive work [156] where authors improve the scalability of their solution by dividing the task
into sub-problems and adopting various heuristics. Such an improvement permits solving high-scale
VNF placement in less than a second, making such an algorithm suitable for online optimization.
Remarkably, the congestion-induced delay has been modeled in this work. Ito et al. [112] instead,
provide various models of the VNF placement problem where the objective is to warrant probabilistic
failure recovery with minimum backup-required capacity. Authors in [112] model uncertainty in
both failure events and virtual machine capacity.

Approaches based on Deep Reinforcement Learning have also been used to solve the SFC
deployment problem. Other network-related problems like routing [213], and VNF forwarding graph
embedding [210, 9, 292] have been solved with DRL techniques. Authors in [121] use the Deep Q-
learning framework to implement a VNF placement algorithm which is aware of the server reliability.
A policy learning algorithm is used for optimizing operational costs and network throughput through
SFC Deployment in [285]. A fault-tolerant version of SFC Deployment is presented in [152], where
authors use a Double Deep Q-network (DDQN) and propose different resource reservation schemes to
balance the waste of resources and ensure service reliability. Authors in [200] assume to have accurate
incoming traffic predictions in input and use a DDQN-based algorithm for choosing small-scale
network sub-regions to optimize every 15 minutes. Such a work uses a threshold-based policy to
optimize the number of fixed-dimensioned VNF instances to deploy or keep instantiated at each time
interval. A Proximal Policy Optimization scheme is used in [224] to jointly minimize packet loss
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and server energy consumption on a cellular network SFC deployment environment. The advantage
of DRL approaches with respect to traditional optimization models is the constant time complexity
reached after training. A well-designed DRL framework has the potential to achieve complex feature
learning and near-to-optimal solutions even in unprecedented context situations [318]. Table 2.1
contains a summarized view of recent remarkable works focused in optimizing the SFC deployment
or VNF placement problem from multiple points of view.

2.1.5 Open Challenge: Optimal SFC Deployment in Live-streaming vCDNs

In the previous paragraph we have explored common solutions to the SFC Deployment problem in
virtualized CDNs. However, none of the previous mentioned works focused in live-video delivery. In
this new context new challenging environment characteristics arise that make SFC Deployment a
challenging task to all of the mentioned works. We now explain these characteristics, letting the
description of the proposed solution to chapter 3 of this dissertation.

Online SFC Deployment implies taking fine-grained control decisions over the deployment scheme
of SFCs when the system is running. For example, one could associate a particular SFC deployment
for each incoming request to the system or keep the same SFC deployment for different requests but
be able to change it whenever desired. In all cases, Online SFC Deployment implies that apadtation
of the SFC policy can be done each time a new video delivery request comes into the system.
Offline deployment instead takes one-time decisions over aggregations of incoming requests[73].
As we have mentioned, many works have proposed an offline optimization of SFC deployment for
general-case vCDN scenarios. The effectiveness of offline optimization frameworks, however, relies
on the estimation accuracy of the future environment’s characteristics [67]. Such estimation may
not be trivial in contexts where incoming traffic patterns may be unpredictable or when requests’
characteristics might be heterogeneous, which is the case of Live-Streaming [318, 87, 285, 253]. In
Live-Streaming scenarios in fact, the duration of streaming sessions is unknown to the system, and
making predictions on the resource usage might be very difficult. Also, traffic patterns may turn
unpredictable because of the skewness of the distribution of content popularity. Consequentially, if
we seek to optimize SFC deployment for live-streaming vCDNs, we need to do it online.

Moreover, the characteristics of a live-streaming vCDN require to model an online optimization
model taking into account:

• VNF-instantiation times,

• Content-delivery and content-ingestion resource usage,

• Utilization-dependant processing times,

• Fine-grained cache-status tracking,

• Operational costs composed of data-transportation costs and hosting costs,

• No a priori knowledge of session duration.

To the best of the authors knowledge, none of the above mentioned works took into account
at the same time all these modeling factors. In chapter 3, we give a detailed exposition of the
proposed solution for online optimizing SFC deployment in terms of QoE and operational costs in
live-streaming vCDNs.

2.2 Het-graph modeling in Bioinformatics
Bioinformatics is another emergent research field that deals with heterogeneous networks. This section
introduces gene regulatory networks and explains in more detail the networks that bioinformaticians
analyze to infer transcriptional regulation of gene expression. It then describes how deep-learning-
based high-throughput sequencing analysis is mostly done with the help of graph models. Finally,
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we identify one research opportunity that, before this research, was not already addressed with
het-graph modeling and deep learning: inferring transcriptional regulatory mechanisms between
cis-regulatory elements and genes from temporal high-throughput sequencing datasets.

Figure 2.4. Some examples of graph representation learning in bioinformatics and biomedicine. (a)
Incomplete gene-gene interaction networks. In these networks, nodes are genes, and their feature vectors
are the expression values in multiple cells. The node embeddings could help predict gene expression
values for every cell type in new genes. (b) A graph made of a portion of the Human Phenotype Ontology
database. Researchers could use this graph to train a graph embedding algorithm that produces meaningful
representations of diseases that could help investigate complex relations between their symptoms. (c)
Node embeddings for a heterogeneous network made of cell line-specific drugs and proteins with multiple
interaction types among these elements can lead to the discovery and prediction of unknown associations.
(d) A biomedical knowledge graph. Nodes are patients, diseases, drugs, and proteins. Patient node
embeddings could help to predict significant associations to diseases, treatments, etc. This figure was
obtained from [166].

Bioinformatics focuses on managing and analyzing biological data through computer science,
statistics, mathematics, and information engineering. [18] Bioinformatics has been receiving increas-
ing attention from academia and industry in the last years. The Bioinformatics Market provides
software tools for analyzing biological data, and the global bioinformatics market should reach
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Figure 2.5. A widely used graph model of transcriptional gene regulatory networks (GRN). In this model,
genes are related between them on a cause-and-effect basis. When some genes are expressed, they produce
the proteins that serve as transcription factors for other genes to express themselves. Being that these
cause-and-effect relationships could be more complex in reality, gene regulatory network models can be
more complex and specialized, e. g. making use of het-graphs. This figure was obtained from [109].

USD 18.96 Billion by 2026. [214] On the other hand, many biological phenomena are modeled
as graphs. [255] Examples are models of Gene Regulatory Networks [230, 222], Disease Infection
Spread models,[177, 189, 63], models for Cellular Metabolic Networks, Protein Interaction Networks,
among others [262, 70, 237, 199, 77]. Figure 2.4 shows some important problems in bioinformatics
modeled as graphs and het-graphs, and the utility of performing graph-RL in these contexts. In this
section, we will briefly review how het-graph models have been applied for gene regulatory networks,
which consist of aggregations of molecules that interact with each other to drive the gene expression
levels. [206, 219]

2.2.1 Transcriptional Gene Regulatory Networks

There are three primary gene expression regulation levels: transcriptional, post-transcriptional, and
post-translational. Post-transcriptional and post-translational regulation of gene expression refers
to the mechanisms that regulate the messenger RNA (mRNA) processing in the cell’s cytoplasm.
With transcriptional regulation instead, we refer to the biological mechanisms that influence the
messenger RNA production at the cell nucleus. The messenger RNA is a copy of the genetic
base-pair sequence produced by opening the DNA double-strand. This opening is done by the RNA
polymerase (RNAP) enzyme, which concentration in the gene regions is regulated by specialized
proteins called Transcription Factors (TF). We concentrate on transcriptional regulation, and we
use the abbreviation GRN for transcriptional gene regulatory networks from now on. We refer the
interested reader to [207] for a complete reference on gene expression regulation. Gene expression
causes the cells of an organism to differentiate and acquire multiple functions. Gene regulatory
interactions also govern the development of the structure of organisms’ bodies, which is widely
studied in evolutionary developmental biology. [109, 324]

2.2.2 A common network taxonomy for GRNs

In the last years, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies and, in particular, RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) [273] helped to measure the expression of genes on a genome-wide basis. As a consequence,
multiple graph GRN models were recently proposed by academia. [222] A basic GRN model infers
a particular cause-and-effect relationship between genes. A gene produces the transcription factor
proteins that enable the expression of another gene. This expression regulatory mechanism can
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also be a many-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many relationship in nature. In this basic model,
GRNs are graphs where the genes are the nodes and the regulatory cause-and-effect relationships
are the edges. The genes are associated with their gene expression level, a scalar quantity, or a
vector containing various scalar measurements. When gene expression features consist of vectors,
the scalar values of the vector usually correspond to different measurements, each one on a different
cell sampled from a population. Thus, the values of the vector can be seen as the sampling values
of a random variable, and researchers try to obtain knowledge about it’s probability distribution
characteristics. Moreover, different random variables could be found to be dependant between them,
and the types of dependencies are multiple. In a probabilistic framework, these dependencies are
mapped into edges in the simple GRN model depicted above usually indicating the presence of direct
or indirect regulatory mechanisms. Thus, these kinds of GRN models are usually directed graphs.
Given a graph model, not only probabilistic approaches can be set up to infer GRNs: regulatory
relationships among genes can be given a hypothetical score by computing node-level statistics from
available data. These methods are called data-driven models. Whether we use a probabilistic or a
data-driven approach, GRN graphs usually turn to be weighted graphs. An example of these models
is briefly schematized in Figure 2.5.

The most used model for GRN is a special kind of heterogeneous graph dubbed multi-omics
network. In this model, even if a unique node type exists, multiple types of relationships among
nodes may co-exist. Specifically, the previous simple GRN model is enriched by including more
node-level features in this multi-layered model. A particular genomic measurement or experiment
provides a new feaure type. These models create a graph where each *omics dataset defines a specific
relationship type among the nodes. [39] A multi-omics network helps not only to infer causality
in gene expression regulation between genes but also can help to detect similar functionalities
between genes and gene ontology reconstruction. However, the transcription regulatory relationships
between genes can be far more complex. Knowledge of all the gene expression mechanisms in the
most simple organisms is still a challenge. The work of Huynh-Thu and Sanguinetti [109] mentions
various modeling strategies that could help to model some punctual complexifications of these
cause-and-effect relationships.

2.2.3 Cis-Regulatory Elements and GRNs inference

Transcription factors are responsible for the recruitment of the RNAP enzyme in non-coding DNA
regions in the proximity of genes. These non-coding DNA regions are referred to as cis-regulatory
elements (CRE). The CREs regulate the transcription of proximal genes, where proximity typically
indicates an interval of 5e4 base pairs. Additionally, multiple CREs can be responsible for the
transcription regulation of one gene, and a unique set of CREs can regulate multiple genes. Finally,
some structural modifications of the DNA, associated with long-term adaptation or cell-type
differentiation, called epigenetic modifications, also regulate the transcription process. [6] Epigenetic
modifications alter the functionality or accessibility of CREs. Consequently, the study of CREs and
the epigenetic modifications associated produces a more detailed way of inferring gene regulatory
networks. Associating CREs to the genes they regulate is also the key to deciphering temporal
dynamic changes through development.

NGS experiments done over the same cell population are one of the most widely used methods
to study the interaction between CREs and gene expression levels on a genome-wide basis. In
single-cell RNA sequencing, each cell in the population is associated with a high-dimensional gene
expression profile, where each gene has its expression score. On the other hand, ATAC sequencing
characterizes the accessibility of non-coding regions for each cell in the population. Other CRE
activity markers related for example to acetylation or methylation can also be obtained with NGS
technologies. [184, 140]

To infer transcription regulatory associations between genes and CREs, researchers commonly
study the covariance between two or more distributions of omics experiments among the same cell
population: first, the distribution of gene expression profiles, and second the distributions of ATAC
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or other CRE activity markers. [242, 143] For example, insights about developmental regulatory
networks are typically gained by aligning single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) and single-cell
ATAC sequencing (scATAC-seq). [184, 140] Cell classification is another application of multi-view
learning in various high-throughput experiments. [242, 143] The Seurat method [246], for example,
makes different reduced dimension representations of single-cell gene expression and CREs data.
This method uses canonical correlation analysis and graph representation learning to map multiple
datasets inside a common latent space with reduced dimension and anchor cells across different
modality datasets. Other methods rely on stronger prior knowledge about cell alignment to anchor
multiple modalities of data. This is the case of the Multi-Omics Factor Analysis v2 (MOFA+), a
statistical framework for the comprehensive and scalable integration of single-cell multi-modal data
[11]. Multi-modal dataset alignment methods have also been developed based on state-of-the-art
deep learning techniques. [307, 59] MAGAN [8], for example, successfully aligned scRNA-seq and
scATAC-seq datasets using Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). Nguyen et al. [184] and Xi
[283] are comprehensive surveys on multi-modal or multi-view learning applied to multi-omics
datasets.

Despite multi-network alignment, this thesis concentrates on heterogeneous graph models, also
called multi-layer or multi-dimensional networks. An example of this kind of model is proposed
by Jagtap et al. [114], who built a heterogeneous network made of genes and micro-RNAs to
study regulatory relations among these elements. The node-level features, in this case, were made
of high-dimensional vectors that represented gene and micro-RNA (miRNA) expression maps of
hundreds of normal and tumor tissues. The relations that they modeled in this heterogeneous graph
were the correlation between gene expression and miRNAs’ expression patterns and other edge types
that connected genes and miRNAs based on a priori biological knowledge, such as the positioning
of the elements in the DNA chain. Their objective was to infer gene expression regulatory relations
between miRNAs and genes. Heterogeneous data interaction was also modeled by Huang et al. [108]
for predicting transcription factor interactions with their target genes. Wang [269] and Zhou [328]
instead, modeled gene-disease interactions trough a het-graph model. Other recent problems solved
through heterogeneous graph-based models include Gene Ontology Representation Learning [188],
Gene prioritization for rare diseases [211] and drug repurposing [163].

2.2.4 Open Challenge: Co-clustering of temporal gene expression and CRE
activity for GRN inference

Recently, a wide range of temporal high-throughput experiments has become available for both
normal development, and disease-related investigations [76, 195, 311]. For example, the ENCODE
consortium has provided comprehensive fetal developmental datasets for 12 tissues in mice from the
E10.5 stage to the birth time P0 [76]. These datasets include both gene expression data and major
transcriptional and epigenetic features. Some of the latter come from ATAC-seq experiments that
measure chromatin accessibility, whole-genome shotgun bisulfite sequencing experiments measuring
DNA methylation, and histone modifications [76]. Similar datasets, though in a lesser amount,
exist to study aging (see a recent review by Pagiatakis et al. [195]). Cancer, instead, is among
the diseases with the most considerable amount of available gene regulatory datasets (see a recent
review by Zboril et al. [311]).

This recent growth in temporal datasets availability has awakened a question: can we use these
temporal data for CRE-gene GRN inference? We took the answer to this question as a challenge
in developmental studies. In particular, we seek to infer GRNs from temporal datasets containing
gene expression and CRE activity markers in various phases of tissue-specific development. Many
methods have been proposed to study genes and CREs separately through development in the last
years. Recent literature in this field seeks to identify many-to-many regulation mechanisms through
clustering each temporal dataset separately and then anchoring clusters using domain knowledge.
Infinite Gaussian Process Mixture Model [158] and Convolutional Neural Networks [194] are among
the most successful methods to find temporal clusters of either genes or CREs. Generally, these
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kinds of high-throughput datasets are highly clusterable, and even conventional clustering methods
like K-Means clustering can also generate satisfactory results when used for a single source dataset
(i.e. only genes or only CREs). However, as CREs and genes are distinct entities on different
genome coordinates, a concurrent study has been challenging. Specifically, combining or aligning
the clusters across data sources is still a significant challenge.

However, the novel availability of high-throughput temporal datasets permits us to model a
heterogeneous GRN graph where nodes are genes and CREs, both of them featured with vectors
that contain measurements or experiments done in different cell developmental stages. In this novel
model, genes would be featured by vectors containing gene expression time series, and the feature
vectors of CRES would be the various activity markers’ time series. We argue that CRE-gene
temporal GRNs can be extracted from such a heterogeneous graph. The relationships defined among
this new heterogeneous set of nodes should also be multiple: One edge type -defined between CREs
and genes- should represent the regulation of gene expression. Another class of relationships -defined
only between CREs- could map the similarities in the activity markers’ profiles. Moreover, another
relationship could map the gene expression pattern similarity, and would be defined only between
genes. Lastly, an additional relation type could be created by looking at base-pair distances between
CREs and genes. Considering this model, the co-clustering of CREs and genes by temporal data to
find regulatory mechanisms would however be a challenging task due to two main reasons, apart of
the computational issues:

1. Heterogeneous data integration: When studying the influence of CREs on temporal gene-
expression patterns, the more CRE activity marker datasets we include in the model, the
better results we can achieve. Consequentially the features of CREs and genes are often
dimensionally different. Genes are characterized by one time series of gene-expression values,
while CREs may have multiple time series as features, one for each activity marker dataset
included in the experiment.

2. Non-graph formatted data: Taking into account the general baseline of biological domain
knowledge, the unique relationship that connects genes and CREs on a network model is
the base-pair distance in the genome. However, if we aim to infer many-to-many CRE-gene
regulatory mechanisms, we should also include gene-gene and CRE-CRE associations based on
the feature vectors. Usually, these associations are complete similarity metrics, like the inverse
of the euclidean distance, an thus, need to be regularized to create a graph structure upon
which machine learning models could learn to extract patterns. A correct static regularization
mechanism could be non-trivial to implement. Instead, dynamic regularization models should
be more appropriate, augmenting the complexity of the task.

Considering the previously stated characteristics for the task of co-clustering genes and CREs
based on temporal features, we propose to face this challenge with the aid of deep learning techniques.
In chapter 4 we expose in detail how we designed a heterogeneous-graph version of a state-of-the-art
graph RL algorithm to face this challenge.





Chapter 3

Use Case 1: Online optimization of
SFC Deployment on live-streaming
virtualized CDN

As we have discussed in section 2.1, performance optimization is a key target in video delivery
network systems. In this chapter, we focus on the particular case of Live-Video delivery, also
referred to as live-streaming. In particular, this chapter exposes how we have addressed the first
open challenge identified in the previous phase of this research. More specifically, we explain how
we have engineered the first solution for online multi-objective optimization of SFC deployment in
live-streaming virtualized content delivery networks using deep reinforcement learning.

This chapter starts with a high-level problem definition in section 3.1. Section 3.2 explains the
modeling details of our proposed solution and the trace-driven simulations made with real-world
data. In section 3.3 instead, we show the results of our simulation tests. Finally, in section 3.4 we
discuss how and why our algorithm revealed substantial QoS/QoE performance improvements in
terms of session acceptance ratio against the compared algorithms while keeping operational costs
within proper bounds.

3.1 Problem definition

Consider a multi-cloud-hosted vCDN following the NFV-MANO framework [62, 97, 253, 23], and
an elastic container-based virtualization of a CDN [97, 300]. We seek to Online optimize SFC
deployment in a Live-Streaming vCDN, and we seek such optimization in terms of both QoS and
operational costs. QoS is measured by the acceptance ratio as a function of the session startup
delay. The operational costs, instead, are composed of hosting costs and data-transportation costs.

As explained in section 2.1, every time a user initiates a live-video session, the vCDN has to
allocate the correspondent SFC into the NFV-I, taking into account the characteristics of the request
in terms of desired bitrate, codec, and channel. We also fix a global constraint to limit the session
startup delay that has to be respected in every SFC request. The optimal SFC deployment problem
implies mapping every SFC request to the NFV-I maximizing the overall acceptance ratio of requests
and minimizing at the same time the operational costs.

Operational costs depend on the resource provision of the system. The latter depends on the
resource provision policy acted by the virtualized infrastructure manager and the SFC deployment
policy performed by the orchestrator module. As explained in section 2.1, the virtualized infrastruc-
ture manager module is responsible for the resource scaling of VNF containers, and such resource
scaling may influence the resource provision costs, also called hosting costs. On the other hand, the
SFC deployment policy may also affect data transportation (DT) costs.

The model for the Online VNF-SFC deployment optimization on Live-Streaming vCDN must
take into account, at the same time:

47
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• VNF-instantiation times,

• Content-delivery and content-ingestion resource usage,

• Utilization-dependant processing times,

• Fine-grained cache-status tracking,

• Operational costs composed of data-transportation costs and hosting costs,

• No a-priory knowledge of session duration.

Moreover, the challenge is to jointly optimize QoS and operational costs with an Online DRL-based
approach to learn robust SFC deployment policies.

Further, we must model bounded network resource availability to test network overload scenarios.
We aimed to create and validate a safe-exploration framework that facilitates the assessment
of market-entry conditions for new cloud-hosted Live-Streaming vCDN operators. The research
described in this chapter can be seen as an upgrade proposal for the framework presented in [285],
in that the optimization objective of SFC deployment that we pursue is the same: maximizing the
QoS and minimizing the operational costs. The main difference concerning the work in [285] is
that we have added necessary constraints to the network model that arise in the specific case of
live-streaming delivery. However, adding these new constraints to the model makes it challenging for
the DRL-based solution in [285] to learn good SFC deployment policies. So a new DRL framework
to learn near-to-optimal policies in this new context is presented. In the rest of this chapter, we
describe how we enhanced the algorithm used in [285]. We have added the usage of value-learning,
experience replay, target networks, efficient state-space definition, and a reward shaping strategy that
enhances the exploration to find a suitable DRL technique for the particular case of Live-Streaming
in v-CDN scenarios.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Problem modelisation

We now rigorously model our SFC Deployment optimization problem. First of all, the vCDN is
modeled as a het-graph. We then formulate a high-level optimization statement. Successively, our
optimization problem’s decision variables, penalty terms, and feasibility constraints are described.
Finally, we formally define the optimization objective.

Network elements and parameters:

We model three-node categories or classes in the network infrastructure of a vCDN. The content
provider (CP) nodes, denoted as NCP , produce live-video streams that are routed through the
SFC to reach the end-users. The VNF hosting nodes, NH , are the cloud-hosted virtual machines
that instantiate and interconnect container VNFs through each other to form the SFCs. Lastly,
we consider nodes representing geographic clusters of clients, NUC . Geographic client clusters are
created in such a way that every client in the same geographic cluster is considered to have the
same data-propagation delays with respect to the hosting nodes in NH . Client cluster nodes will be
referred to as client nodes from now on. Notice that different hosting nodes may be deployed on
different cloud providers. We denote the set of all nodes of the vCDN substrate network as:

N = NCP ∪NH ∪NUC

Notice that, having defined three distinct node types, we have modeled our live-streaming vCDN
as a heterogeneous graph. We assume that each live-streaming session request r is always mapped
to a VNF chain containing a Streamer, a Compressor, a Transcoder, and a Cache module[19, 97].
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Figure 3.1. The assumed service function chain (SFC) composition for every Live-Video Streaming session
request. We assume that every incoming session needs for a streamer, a compressor a transcoder
and a cache virtual network function (VNF) modules. We assume container based virtualization of a
virtualized Content Delivery Network (vCDN). Notice that a service function chain is a meta-path of the
heterogeneous graph model of the vCDN. This fixed structural constraint for live-streaming VNF SFCs
helps the shaping of dense reward policies to inject efficient exploration biases of the prohibitively large
solution space.

In a live-streaming vCDN context, the caching module acts as a proxy that ingests video chunks
from a Content Provider, stores them on memory, and sends them to the clients towards the rest of
the SFC modules. Caching modules prevent origin server overloads, and improve session startup
times which is a measure of QoE in the context of live-streaming. Compressors, instead, may help
to vary video quality when requested. On the other hand, transcoding functionalities are necessary
whenever the requested video codec is different from the original one. Finally, the streamer acts as a
multiplexer for the end-users [97]. The order in which the VNF chain is composed is schematized in
Figure 3.1. Notice that each service function chain is modeled as a meta-path of the heterogeneous
graph that starts on a client node, then traverses four hosting nodes, and finishes on a content
provider (CP) node. This fixed structural constraint for live-streaming VNF SFCs is crucial to
injecting effective exploration biases into the proposed solution to the optimization problem based
on deep reinforcement learning (DRL).

We will denote the set of VNF types considered in our model as K:

K = {streamer, compressor, transcoder, cache}
Any k-type VNF instantiated at a hosting node i will be denoted as fki ,∀k ∈ K,∀i ∈ NH . We
assume that every hosting node is able to instantiate a maximum of one k-type VNF. Note that, at
any time, there might be multiple SFCs whose k-type module is assigned to a single hosting node i.

We define fixed-length time windows denoted as t,∀t ∈ N which we call simulation time-steps
following [285]. At each t, the VIM releases resources for timed-out sessions and processes the
incoming session requests denoted as Rt = {r1, r2, ..., r|Rt|}. It should be stressed that every r will
request for an SFC composed of all the VNF types in K. We will denote the k-type VNF requested
by r as f̂kr ,∀k ∈ K, r ∈ Rt. Key notations for our vCDN SFC Deployment Problem are listed in
table 3.1.

We now enlist all the network elements and parameters that are part of the proposed optimization
problem:

• N = NCP ∪NH ∪NUC as the set of all nodes of the CDN network,

• K = {streamer, transcoder, compressor, cache} is the set of VNF types considered in our
model. Notice that K is the set of node classes in our HetNet-based model.
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Table 3.1. Key notations for our vCDN SFC Deployment Problem

Notation Meaning
NCP The set of content-provider nodes.
NH The set of VNF hosting nodes.
NUC The set of user clusters.
K The set of VNF types (cache, compressor, transcoder, and streamer).
t A fixed time-step in our simulation
Rt The set of incoming SFC requests during time-step t
T The max tolerable RTT for SFC any Live-Streaming request
br The maximum scaled bitrate of r
pr The mean scaled session payload of r
f̂kr The k-type VNF requested by r
lr The channel or content provider requested by r
sr The session workload of r
γres,i The unit cost of res resource in hosting node i
di,j The data propagation delay between nodes i and j
fki The k-type VNF container instance in node i
at,kn 1 if fkn is instantiated at the beginning of t
xkr,i 1 if f̂kr is assigned to node i, 0 otherwise
zri,j,k 1 if the link between i and j is used to reach f̂kr , 0 otherwise
yl,i,k 1 if fki is currently ingesting channel l, 0 otherwise
ctres,k,i The res resource provision in fki during t
σk,r,res The client res resource demand of r in any k-type VNF instance.
vk,res The res resource demand for content ingestion in any k-type VNF instance.
ures,k,i The current res resource usage of fki
µres,k,i The current res resource utilization of fki
ρrres,i,k The processing time contribution of res resource in fki for f̂kr
φp

The normalization exponent for mean payload
in the session workload formula

φb
The normalization exponent for maximum bitrate
in the session workload formula

oi,j The unitary data-transportation cost for the link between nodes i and j.
vr 1 if the SFC assigned to r respects the maximum tolerable RTT, 0 otherwise

ρ∗res,k
The processing-time contribution of res in any k-type VNF
assuming optimal utilization conditions.

• L(N ×N), is the set of links between nodes in N , so that (i, j) ∈ L,∀i, j ∈ N . L coincides
with the set of edges in our heterogeneous graph model.

• R = {CPU,Bandwidth, andMemory}, is the set of resource types for every VNF container,

• The resource cost matrix Γ ∈ M(|R|, |NH |), where γres,i is the per-unit resource cost of
resource res at node i,

• D ∈ M(|N |, |N |), is the link delay matrix so that variable di,j ∈ R+ represents the data
propagation delay between the nodes i and j. We assume di,j = 0 for i = j. Notice that D is
symmetric, and represents one feature space for the edges of our heterogeneous graph.

• O ∈ M(|N |, |N |), is the data-transportation costs matrix, where oi,j ∈ R+ is the unitary
data-transportation cost for the link that connects i and j. We assume oi,j = 0 for i = j. Notice
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that O is symmetric, and represents another feature space for the edges of our heterogeneous
graph.

• Ik,∀k ∈ K are the parameters indicating the instantiation times of each k-type VNF.

• Rt = {r1, r2, ..., r|Rt|} is the set of incoming session requests set during time-step t. Every
request r is characterized by br ∈ [0, 1], the scaled maximum bitrate, pr ∈ [0, 1], the mean
scaled payload, lr, the content provider requested, and ur, the user cluster from which
r was originated,

• T is a fixed parameter indicating the maximum RTT threshold value for the incoming Live-
Streaming requests.

• P ∗ ∈M(|R|,K) is the optimal processing times matrix, where ρ∗res,k is the processing-time
contribution of the res resource in any k-type VNF assuming optimal utilization conditions,

• Ψ ∈M(|R|,K) is the time degradation matrix, where ψres,k is the parameter representing
the degradation base for the res resource in any k-type VNF,

• ctres,k,i, ∀res ∈ R, ∀k ∈ K,∀i ∈ NH indicates the res resource capacity of fki VNF during t.

Optimization statement

Given a Live-Streaming vCDN constituted by the parameters enlisted in paragraph 3.2.1, we must
decide the SFC deployment scheme for each incoming session request r, considering the penalties in
the resulting RTT caused by the eventual instantiation of VNF containers, cache MISS events, and
over-utilization of network resources. We must also consider that the entity of the vCDN operational
costs is derived from our SFC deployments. We must deploy SFCs for every request to fine-grain
maximize the resulting QoS and minimize Operational Costs.

Decision Variables

We propose a discrete optimization problem: For every incoming request r ∈ Rt, the decision
variables in our optimization problem are the binary variables xkr,i, ∀i ∈ NH ,∀k ∈ K that equal 1 if
f̂kr is assigned to fki , and 0 otherwise.

Penalty Terms and Feasibility Constraints

We model two penalty terms and two feasibility constraints for our optimization problem. The first
penalty term is the Quality of Service penalty term and is modeled as follows. The acceptance
ratio during time-step t is computed as:

χtQ =
∑
r∈Rt υr

|Rt|
(3.1)

where the binary variable vr indicates if the SFC assigned to r respects or not its maximum tolerable
RTT, denoted by Tr:

vr =
{

1, if RTTr <= Tr

0, otherwise
(3.2)

Notice that RTTr is the round-trip-time of r and is computed as:

RTTr =
∑
i,j∈N

∑
k∈K

zri,j,k · di,j +
∑
i∈NH

∑
k∈K

xkr,i · {(1− a
t,k
i ) · Ik + ρti,k} (3.3)

where:
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• The binary variable zri,j,k equals 1 if the link between nodes i and j is used to reach f̂kr , and 0
otherwise,

• The parameter di,j ∈ R+ represents the data-propagation delay between the nodes i and j.
(We assume a unique path between every node i and j),

• The binary variable xkr,i equals 1 if f̂kr is assigned to fki , and 0 otherwise,

• The binary variable at,ki equals 1 if fki is instantiated at the beginning of t, and 0 otherwise,

• Ik is a parameter indicating the instantiation time of any k-type VNF.

• ρri,k is the processing time of r in fki .

Notice that, by modeling RTTr with (3.3), we include data-propagation delays, processing time
delays, and VNF instantiation times when needed: We will include the delay to the content provider
in such RTT only in the case of a cache MISS. In other words, if i is a CP node, then zri,j,cache will
be 1 only if f cachej was not ingesting content from i at the time of receiving the assignation of f̂ cacher .
On the other hand, whenever f̂kr is assigned to fki , but fki is not instantiated at the beginning of t,
then the VIM will instantiate fki , but adequate delay penalties are added to RTTr, as shown in
(3.3). Notice that we approximate the VNF instantiation states in the following manner: Any VNF
that is not instantiated during t and receives a VNF request will start its own instantiation and will
be supposed to finish such process at the beginning of t+ 1. From that moment on, unless the VNF
has been turned off in the meantime because all its managed sessions are timed out, the VNF is
considered ready to manage new incoming requests without any further instantiation time penalty.

Recall that we model three resource types for each VNF: CPU, Bandwidth, and Memory. We
model the processing time of any request r in fki as the sum of the processing times related to each
of these three resources:

ρri,k = ρrcpu,i,k + ρrmem,i,k + ρrbw,i,k (3.4)

where ρrres,i,k, ∀res ∈ {cpu,mem, bw} are each of the resource processing time contributions for r in
fki , and each of such contributions is computed as:

ρres,i,k =

ρ∗res,k · ψ
µres,k,i−1
res,k , if µres,k,iαres,k

> 1
ρ∗res,k otherwise

(3.5)

where:

• the parameter ρ∗res,k is the processing-time contribution of res in any k-type VNF assuming
optimal utilization conditions,

• ψres,k is a parameter representing the degradation base for resource res in any k-type VNF,

• the variable µres,k,i is the res resource’s utilization in fki at the moment when f̂kr is assigned.

• αres,k is the optimal utilization of resource res for every k -type VNF.

Note that (3.5) models utilization-dependent processing times. The resource utilization in any fki ,
denoted as µres,k,i, ∀res ∈ {cpu,mem, bw} is computed as:

µres,k,i =


ures,k,i
ct
res,k,i

, if ctres,k,i > 0

0, otherwise
(3.6)

where ures,k,i is the instantaneous res resource usage in fki , and ctres,k,i is the res resource capacity
of fki during t. The value of ctres,k,i is fixed during an entire time-step t and depends on any dynamic
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resource provisioning algorithm acted by the VIM. In this work we assume a bounded greedy resource
provisioning policy as specified in paragraph 3.2.4. On the other hand, if we denote with R̃t the
subset of Rt that contains the requests that have already been accepted at the current moment, we
can compute ures,k,i as:

ures,k,i = ûtres,k,i +
∑
r∈R̃t

xk,r,i · σk,r,res +
∑

l∈NCP

ykl,i · υk,res (3.7)

where:

• The variable ûtres,k,i indicates the res resource demand in fki at the beginning of time-step t,

• The binary variable xk,r,i was already defined and it indicates if f̂kr is assigned to fki ,

• σk,r,res is the res resource demand faced by any k-type VNF when serving r, and we call it
the client resource-demand,

• The binary variable ykl,i is 1 if fki is currently ingesting content from content provider l, and 0
otherwise,

• The parameter υk,res models the res resource demand faced by any k-type VNF when ingesting
content from any content provider.

Notice that, modeling resource usage with (3.7), we take into account not only the resource demand
associated with the content transmission, but we also model the resource usage related to each
content ingestion task the VNF is currently executing.

The res resource demand that any k-type VNF faces when serving a session request r is computed
as:

σk,r,res = σmax,k,res · sr (3.8)

where σmax,k,res is a fixed parameter that indicates the maximum possible res resource consumption
implied while serving any session request incoming to any k-type VNF. The variable sr ∈ [0, 1]
instead, is indicating the session workload of r, which depends on the specific characteristics of r.
In particular, the session workload will depend on the maximum bitrate and the mean payload per
time-step of r, denoted as br and pr, respectively:

sr = (pr)φp · (br)φb (3.9)

In (3.9), the parameters φp, φb ∈ [0, 1] do not depend on r and are fixed normalization exponents
that balance the contribution of br and pr in sr.

Recall that the binary variable vr indicates if the SFC assigned to r respects or not its maximum
tolerable RTT. Notice that we can approximate the total throughput served by the vCDN during t
as:

χtT = χtQ ·
∑
r∈Rt

sr (3.10)

The second penalty term is related to the Operational Costs, which is constituted by both
the hosting costs and the Data-transportation costs.

We can compute the Hosting Costs for our vCDN during t as:

χtH = χt−1
H − χ̃tH +

∑
i∈NH

∑
k∈K

∑
res∈R

γres,i · ctres,k,i (3.11)

where

• χt−1
H are the total Hosting Costs at the end of time-step t− 1,
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• χ̃tH are the hosting costs related to the timed-out sessions at the beginning of time-step t,

• R is the set of VNF resource types,

• γres,i is the per-unit resource cost of resource res at node i.
Recall that ctres,k,i is the res resource capacity at fki during t. Notice that different nodes may
have different per-unit resource costs as they may be instantiated in different cloud providers.
Thus, modeling the hosting costs using (3.11), we have considered a possible multi-cloud vCDN
deployment. Notice also that, using (3.11), we keep track of the current total hosting costs for our
vCDN assuming that timed-out session resources are released at the end of each time-step.

We now model the Data-Transportation Costs. In our vCDN model, each hosting node instanti-
ates a maximum of one VNF of each type. Consequently, all the SFCs that exploit the same link
for transferring the same content between the same pair of VNFs will exploit a unique connection.
Therefore, to realistically assess DT costs, we create the notion of session DT amortized-cost:

drcost =
∑

i,j∈NH

∑
k∈K

pr · zri,j,k · oi,j
|R(i,j,k)

r |
(3.12)

where oi,j is a parameter indicating the unitary DT cost for the link between i and j, and R(i,j,k)
r is

the set of SFCs that are using the link between i and j to transmit to fkj the content related to
the same CP requested by r. Notice that DT costs for r are proportional to the mean payload pr.
Recall that zri,j,k indicates if the link between i and j is used to reach f̂kr . According to (3.12), we
compute the session DT cost for any session request r in the following manner: For each link on
our vCDN, we first compute the whole DT cost among such a link (the numerator of 3.12). We
then compute the number of concurrent sessions that are using such a link for transferring the same
content requested by r. Lastly, we compute the ratio between these quantities and sum such ratios
for every hop in the SFC of r to obtain the whole session amortized DT cost. The total amortized
DT costs during t are then computed as:

χtD = χt−1
D − χ̃tD +

∑
r∈Rt

vr · drcost (3.13)

where
• χt−1

D are the total DT costs at the end of the t− 1 time-step,

• χ̃tD are the total DT costs regarding the timed-out sessions at the beginning of time-step t,

• drcost is the session DT cost for r computed with (3.12). Recall that vr indicates if r was
accepted or not based on its resultant RTT.

On the other hand, the first constraint is the VNF assignation constraint: For any live-
streaming request r, every k-type VNF request f̂kr must be assigned to one and only one node in
NH . We express such a constraint follows:∑

i∈NH

xkr,i = 1,∀r ∈ Rt, ∀k ∈ K, (3.14)

Finally, the second constraint is the minimum service constraint. For any time-step t, the
acceptance ratio must be greater or equals than 0.5. We express such a constraint as:

χtQ ≥ 0.5,∀t ∈ N (3.15)
One could optimize operational costs by discarding a significant percentage of the incoming requests
instead of serving them. The fewer requests are served, the less the resource consumption entity
and the hosting costs will be. Also, data transfer costs are reduced when less traffic is generated
due to the rejection of live-streaming requests. The constraint in (3.15) is created to avoid such
naive solutions to our optimization problem.
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Optimization Objective

We model an online multi-objective SFC deployment optimization: At each simulation time-step t,
we measure the accomplishment of three objectives:

• Our first goal is to maximize the network throughput as defined in (3.10), and we express
such objective as max(χtT ),

• Our second goal is to minimize the hosting costs as defined in (3.11), and we express such
objective as min(χtH),

• Out third goal is to minimize the DT costs as defined in (3.13), and such objective can be
expressed as min(χtD).

We tackle such a multi-objective optimization goal with a weighted-sum that leads to a single
objective function:

max(wT · χtT − wD · χtD − wH · χtH) (3.16)

where wT , wH , and wD are parametric weights for the network throughput, hosting costs, and data
transfer costs, respectively. We measure the objective function at each optimization time-step t.
However, decisions are taken by our algorithm at each single VNF assignation step, because we seek
to create an online optimization algorithm. Our problem can be seen as a best path-identification
problem inside a heterogeneous network-based model containing complex constraints. To face the
challenge of optimizing QoS and reducing Costs in the long run through single VNF assignation
decisions, we have chosen to create a DRL agent with carefully designed inductive biases. This
proposed DRL algorithm enhances the effectiveness of the agent exploration of the solution space,
as we will describe in the next section.

3.2.2 Proposed Solution: Deep Reinforcement Learning with Enhanced-Exploration
Biases

As we have already said in chapter 1, any RL framework is composed of an optimization objective, a
reward policy, an environment, and an agent. In RL scenarios, a Markov decision process (MDP) is
modeled, where the environment conditions are the nodes of a Markov chain (MC) and are generally
referred to as state-space samples. The agent iteratively observes the state-space and chooses actions
from the action-space to interact with the environment. Each action is corresponded by a reward
signal and leads to the transition to another node in the Markov Chain, i.e. to another point in
the state-space. Reward signals are generated by an action-reward mechanism that drives learning
towards optimal action policies under dynamic environment conditions.

We propose a DRL-based framework to solve our Online SFC Deployment problem. To do that,
we first need to embed our optimization problem in a MDP. We then need to create an action
reward mechanism that drives the agent to learn optimal SFC Deployment policies, and finally, we
need to specify the DRL algorithm we will use for solving the problem. The transition between
states of the MDP will be indexed by τ,∀τ ∈ N in the rest of this chapter.

Network model-based State-Space Design

Following [285, 118, 200, 201, 202], to reduce the prohibitively large entity of the SFC deployment
action space, we propose to serialize the SFC Deployment process into single-VNF assignation actions.
In other words, our agent interacts with the environment each time a particular VNF request, f̂kr ,
of a particular SFC r, has to be assigned to a particular VNF instance, fki of some hosting node i
in the vCDN. Consequently, the actions of our agent, denoted by aτ are the single-VNF assignation
decisions for each VNF request of a SFC.
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Before taking any action, however, the agent observes the environment’s conditions. In practical
terms, a state-space vector sample is given in input to the agent to obtain a VNF assignation
action in output. Any DRL agent takes into account the optimization objective and the pre-defined
maximization time horizon to learn the best policies. With this aim, DRL agents use deep ANN
modules to learn to abstract the important features of the environment from state-space vectors.
For this reason, it is important, and in some cases necessary, to reduce the most the abstraction
effort that the agent is meant to do to learn these features. In this work, we use some knowledge of
the het-graph model of the vCDN to design proper state-space vector representations that make it
easier to the agent to learn the essential features of the state space. The design of the state-space
representation is one of the main contributions of our work. Remarkably, at each transition, we
propose to embed the environment conditions onto a vector sτ that contains a snapshot of some
essential network-state conditions and the current incoming request conditions. In particular, sτ
will be formed by the concatenation of three vectors:

sτ = (R̂, Î, Û) (3.17)

where:

• R̂ = (lr, ur, sr, f̂−r ) is called the request vector, and contains information about the VNF request
under assignment. In particular, R̂ codifies the requested CP, lr, the client cluster from which
the request was originated, ur, the request’s session workload, sr, and the number of pending
VNFs to complete the deployment of the current SFC, f̂−r . Notice that f̂−r ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and
that f̂−r goes each time from 4 to 0 as our agent performs the assignation actions regarding r.
Note that the first three components of R̂ are invariable for the whole set of VNF requests
regarding the SFC of r. Notice also that, using a one-hot encoding for lr, ur and f̂−r , the
dimension of R̂ is |R̂| = |NUC |+ |NCP |+ |K|+ 1,

• Î = (̂i1, î2, ..., î|NH |) is a binary vector where îj equals 1 if fkj is ingesting the CP requested by
r and 0 otherwise,

• Û = (û1, û2, ..., û|NH |), where ûi is the utilization value of the resource that is currently the
most utilized resource in f ik.

Notice that the action space serialization couples with the state space design. When the agent is
asked to decide the hosting node that is meant to serve a current k-type VNF request, a VNF-specific
map of the network status is given in input. This map hides unnecessary characteristics of the
vCDN. More specifically, Î contains information about the ingesting state of the k-type VNFs only,
without considering other types of VNFs. Moreover, the ingesting state information is also simplified,
because we focus only in the specific content provider requested in R̂. We were able to design these
light representations of the action and state spaces given the model-based information that we can
hypothesize to have when the vCDN implementation accomplishes with the NFV-MANO framework.
We will explain this idea in the next paragraph.

Dense Reward-Shaping Scheme

When designing the action-reward scheme, we take extreme care in giving the right entity to the
penalty of resource over-utilization, as it seriously affects QoS. We also include a cost-related penalty
to our reward function to jointly optimize QoS and Operational Costs. Recall that the actions
taken by our agent are the single-VNF assignation decisions for each VNF request of a SFC. At
each iteration τ , our agent observes the state information sτ , takes an action aτ , and receives a
correspondent reward r(sτ , aτ ) computed as:

r(sτ , aτ ) = wQ · rQoS(sτ , aτ )− ν · (wD · χtD + wH · χtH) (3.18)

where:
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• The parameters wQ, wD, and wH are weights for the reward contributions relating to the QoS,
the DT costs, and the Hosting Costs, respectively,

• rQoS(sτ , aτ ) is the reward contribution that is related to the QoS optimization objective. This
reward has been carefully designed to inject an exploration bias in the agent to explore the
action space effectively, as we will describe.

• ν is a binary variable that equals 1 if action a corresponds to the last assignation step of the
last session request arrived in the current simulation time-step t, and 0 otherwise.

Recall that χtD and χtH are the total DT costs and hosting costs of our vCDN at the end of the
simulation time-step t. Using (3.18), we subtract a penalty proportional to the current whole hosting
and DT costs in the vCDN only at the last transition of each simulator time-step, i.e., when we
assign the last VNF of the last SFC in Rt. Such a sparse cost penalty was also proposed in [285].

When modeling the QoS-related contribution of the reward instead, we propose the usage of an
inner delay-penalty function, denoted as d(t).

D : t −→ R+

In practice, d(t) will be continuous and non-increasing. We design d(t) in such a way that d(t) <
0,∀t > T . Recall that T is a fixed parameter indicating the maximum RTT threshold value for
the incoming Live-Streaming requests. We specify the inner delay-penalty function used in our
simulations in paragraph 3.2.4

Whenever our agent performs an assignation action a, for a VNF request f̂kr in r, we compute
the generated contribution to the RTT of r. In particular, we compute the processing time of r in
the assigned VNF, eventual instantiation times, and the transmission delay to the chosen node. We
sum such RTT contribution at each assignation step to form the current partial RTT, which we
denote as tar . The QoS-related part of the reward assigned to a is then computed as:

rQoS(a) =


d(tar) · 2−f̂

−
r , if f̂−r > 0 and d(tar) > 0

d(tar) · 2f̂
−
r , if f̂−r > 0 and d(tar) < 0

1, if f̂−r = 0 and d(tar) > 0
0, if f̂−r = 0 and d(tar) < 0

(3.19)

If we look at the first line of (3.19), we realize that a positive reward is given for every assignment
that results in a non-prohibitive partial RTT. Moreover, such a positive reward is inversely
proportional to f̂−r (the number of pending assignations for the complete deployment
of the SFC of r). Notice that, since tar is cumulative, we give larger rewards to the latter assignation
actions of an SFC, as it is more difficult to avoid surpassing the RTT limit at the end of the SFC
deployment with respect to the beginning.

The second line in (3.19) shows that a negative reward is given to the agent whenever tar exceeds
T . Further, such a negative reward worsens proportionally to the prematureness of
the assignation action that caused tar to surpass T . Such a worsening makes sense because
bad assignation actions are easier to occur at the end of the SFC assignation process with respect
to the beginning.

Finally, the third and fourth lines in (3.19) correspond to the case when we the agent performs
the last assignation action of an SFC. The third line indicates that the QoS related reward is equal
to 1 whenever a complete SFC request r is deployed, i.e., when every f̂kr in the SFC of r has been
assigned without exceeding the RTT limit T , and the last line tells us that the reward will be 0
whenever the last assignation action incurs in a non-acceptable RTT for r.

This reward scheme is the main contribution of our work. According to the MDP
embedding proposed 3.2.2, the majority of actions taken by our agent are given a non-zero reward.
Such a dense reward shaping improves the training convergence to optimal policies.
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Notice also that, in contrast to [285], our reward mechanism penalizes bad assignments in
contrast to ignoring them. We also claim that such an inclusion enhances the agent’s
exploration in the action space and reduces the possibility of converging to local optima.

DRL Algorithm

Our DRL agent is based on the Double Deep Q Learning algorithm [94] with the incorporation of
the dueling architectures [274]. We now briefly describe the theoretical basis of this algorithm.

To overcome the traditional Q-learning algorithm’s limitations, Mnih et al. [171] proposed the
usage of a Deep Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approximators of the Q-value function. To evict
convergence to local-optima, they proposed to use an ε-greedy policy where actions are sampled
from the ANN with probability 1− ε and from a random distribution with probability ε, where ε
decays slowly at each MDP transition during training. They also used the Experience Replay (ER)
mechanism: a data structure D keeps (sτ , aτ , rτ , sτ+1) transitions for sampling uncorrelated training
data and improve learning stability. ER mitigates the high correlation presented in sequences of
observations during online learning. Moreover, authors in [172] implemented two neural network
approximators for (1.9), the Q-network and the Target Q-network, indicated by Q(s, a, θ) and
Q(s, a, θ−), respectively. In [172], the target network is updated only periodically to reduce the
variance of the target values and further stabilize learning with respect to [171]. Authors in [172]
use stochastic gradient descent to minimize the following loss function:

L(θ) = E(sτ ,aτ ,rτ ,sτ+1)∼U(D){[r + γmax
a

Q(sτ+1, a, θ
−)−Q(sτ , aτ ; θ)]2} (3.20)

where minimization of (3.20) is done with respect to the parameters of Q(s, a, θ). Van Hasselt et al.
[94] applied the concepts of Double Q-Learning [93] on large-scale function approximators. They
replaced the target value in (3.20) with a more sophisticated target value:

L(θ) = E(sτ ,aτ ,rτ ,sτ+1)∼U(D){[rτ + γQ(sτ+1, argmax
a

Q(sτ+1, a; θ), θ−)−Q(sτ , aτ ; θ)]2} (3.21)

Doing such a replacement, authors in [94] avoided over-estimations of the Q-values which char-
acterized (3.20). This technique is called Double Deep Q-Learning (DDQN), and it also helps to
decorrelate the noise introduced by θ, from the noise of θ−. Notice that θ are the parameters
that approximate the function used to choose the best actions, while θ− are the parameters of the
approximator used to evaluate the choices. Such a differentiation in the learning and acting policies
is also called off-policy learning.

Instead, Wang et al. [274] proposed a change in the architecture of the ANN approximator of
the Q-function: they used a decomposition of the action value function in the sum of two other
functions: the action-advantage function and the state-value function:

Qπ(s, a) = Vπ(s) +Aπ(a) (3.22)

Authors in [274] proposed a two-stream architecture for an ANN approximator, where one stream
approximated Aπ and the other approximated Vπ. They integrate such contributions at the final
layer of the ANN Qπ using:

Q(s, a; θ1, θ2, θ3) = V (s; θ1, θ3) + (A(s, a; θ1, θ2)− 1
|A|

∑
a′

A(s, a′; θ1, θ2)) (3.23)

where θ1 are the parameters of the first layers of the ANN approximator, while θ2 and θ3 are the
parameters encoding the action-advantage and the state-value heads, respectively. This architectural
innovation works as an attention mechanism for states where actions have more relevance with
respect to other states and is known as Dueling DQN. Dueling architectures have the ability to
generalize learning in the presence of many similar-valued actions.
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Figure 3.2. Dueling-architectured DDQN topology for our SFC Deployment agent: A two-stream deep
neural network. One stream approximates the state-value function, and the other approximates the action
advantage function. These values are combined to get the state-action value estimation in the output
layer. The inputs are instead the embedding of the state space samples.

For our SFC Deployment problem, we propose the usage of the DDQN algorithm [94] where the
ANN approximator of the Q-value function uses the dueling mechanism as in [274]. Each layer of
our Q-value function approximator is a fully connected layer. Consequently, it can be classified as
a multilayer Perceptron (MLP) even if it has a two-stream architecture. Even if we approximate
Aπ(a) and Vπ(s) with two streams, the final output layer of our ANN approximates the Q-value
for each action using the combination of Aπ(a) and Vπ(s) according to (3.23). The input neurons
receive the state-space vectors sτ specified in paragraph 3.2.2. Figure 3.2 schematizes the proposed
topology for our ANN. The parameters of our model are detailed instead in table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Deep ANN Assigner topology Parameters

Parameter Value
Action-advantage hidden layers 2

State-value hidden layers 2
hidden layers dimension 128
Input layer dimension 2 · |NH |+ (|NUC |+ |NCP |+ |K|+ 1)
Output layer dimension |NH |

Activation function between hidden layers ReLU

We index the training episodes with e ∈ [0, 1, ...,M ], whereM is a fixed training hyper-parameter.
We assume that an episode ends when all the requests of a fixed number of simulation time-steps
Nep have been processed. Notice that each simulation time-step t may have a different number of
incoming requests, |Rt|, and that every incoming request r will be mapped to an SFC of length |K|,
which coincides with the number of MDP transitions on each SFC deployment process. Consequently,
the number of transitions in an episode e will be then given by

N e =
∑

t∈[te0,tef ]
|K| · |Rt| (3.24)

where te0 = t ·Nep and tef = t · (Nep + 1) are the initial and final simulation timesteps of episode e,
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respectively. (Recall that t ∈ N)
To improve training performance and avoid convergence to local optima, we use the ε-greedy

mechanism. We introduce a high number of randomly chosen actions at the beginning of our training
phase and progressively diminish the probability of taking such random actions. Such randomness
should help to reduce the bias in the initialization of the ANN approximator parameters. In order
to gradually lower the number of random moves as our agent learns the optimal policy, our ε-greedy
policy is characterized by an exponentially decaying ε as:

ε(τ) = εfinal + (ε0 − εfinal) · e
−τ

εdecay ,∀τ ∈ N+ (3.25)

where we define ε0, εfinal, and εdecay as fixed hyper-parameters such that

εdecay >> 1 ≥ ε0 >> εfinal

Notice that ε(0) = ε0 and

lim
τ→+∞

ε(τ) = εfinal

We call our algorithm Enhanced-Exploration Dense-Reward Duelling DDQN (E2-D4QN ) SFC
Deployment. Algorithm 1 describes the training procedure of our E2-D4QN DRL agent. We call
learning network the ANN approximator used to choose actions. In lines 1 to 3, we initialize the
replay memory, the parameters of the first layers (θ1), the action-advantage head (θ2), and the
state-value head (θ3) of the ANN approximator. We then initialize the target network with the
same parameter values of the learning network. We train our agent for M epochs, each of which
will contain Ne MDP transitions. In lines 6-10 we set an ending episode signal τend. We need
such a signal because, when the final state of an episode has been reached, the loss should be
computed with respect to the pure reward of the last action taken, by definition of Q(s, a). At
each training iteration, our agent observes the environment conditions, takes an action using the
ε-greedy mechanism, obtains a correspondent reward, and transits to another state (lines 11-14).
Our agent stores the transition in the replay buffer and then randomly samples a batch of stored
transitions to run the stochastic gradient descent on the loss function in (3.21) (lines 14-25). Notice
that the target network will only be updated with the parameter values of the learning value each
U iterations to increase training stability, where U is a fixed hyper-parameter. The complete list of
the training hyper-parameters used for training is enlisted in paragraph 3.2.4.

3.2.3 Experiment Specifications

Network Topology

We used a real-world dataset to construct a trace-driven simulation for our experiment. We consider
the topology of the proprietary CDN of an Italian Video Delivery operator in our experiments.
Such an operator delivers Live video from content providers distributed around the globe to clients
located in the Italian territory. This operator’s network consists of 41 CP nodes, 16 hosting nodes,
and 4 client cluster nodes. The hosting nodes and the client clusters are distributed in the Italian
territory, while CP nodes are distributed worldwide. Each client cluster emits approximately 1× 104

Live-Video requests per minute. The operator gave us access to the access log files concerning
service from July 25th to July 29th, 2017.

Simulation Parameters

We took data from the first four days for training our SFC Deployment agent and used the last day’s
trace for evaluation purposes. Given a fixed simulation time-step interval of 15 seconds and a fixed
number of N e = 80 time-steps per episode, we trained our agent for 576 episodes, which correspond
to 2 runs of the 4 -day training trace. At any moment, the vCDN conditions are composed by
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Algorithm 1 E2-D4QN
1: Initialize D
2: Initialize θ1,θ2, and θ3 randomly
3: Initialize θ−1 ,θ−2 , and θ−3 with the values of θ1,θ2, and θ3, respectively
4: for episode e ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} do
5: while τ ≤ N e do
6: if τ = N e then
7: τend ← True
8: else
9: τend ← False

10: end if
11: Observe state sτ from simulator.
12: Update ε using (3.25).
13: Sample a random assignation at action with probability ε

or aτ ← argmax
a

Q(sτ , a; Θ) with probability 1− ε.
14: Obtain the reward rτ using (3.18),

and the next state sτ+1 from the environment.
15: Store transition tuple (sτ , aτ , rτ , sτ+1, τend) in D.
16: Sample a batch of transition tuples T from D.
17: for all (sj , aj , rj , sj+1, τend) ∈ T do
18: if τend = True then
19: yj ← rj
20: else
21: yj ← r + γQ(sj+1, argmax

a
Q(sj+1, a; θ), θ−)

22: end if
23: Compute the temporal difference error L(θ) using (3.21).
24: Compute the loss gradient ∇L(θ).
25: Θ← Θ− lr · ∇L(θ)
26: Update Θ− ← Θ only every U steps.
27: end for
28: end while
29: end for

the VNF instantiation states, the caching VNF memory states, the container resource provision,
utilization, etc. Notice that the N e and the discount-factor hyper- parameters’ values determine
the time horizon over which the cumulative discounted reward is maximized. Given this particular
parameter setting, the optimization time horizon is 20 minutes. This interval corresponds to the
time-length of the simulation time-step interval -i.e. 15 seconds- multiplied by N e.

In the test phase of every algorithm, we should fix the initial network conditions to a proper value
that reduces the evaluation bias. Setting the initial network conditions of any algorithm to be those
encountered at the end of its training cycle might bias its evaluation. We want to evaluate every
agent’s capacity to recover the steady state from general environment conditions. Such an evaluation
needs initial conditions to be different with respect to the steady-state achieved during training.
In every experiment we did, we set the initial vCDN conditions as those registered at the end of
the fourth day when considering a greedy SFC deployment policy. We fix the QoS, Hosting costs,
and DT-cost weight parameters in (3.16) to 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1, respectively. In the context of this
research, we did not have access to any information related to the data-transmission delays. Thus,
for our experimentation, we have randomly generated fixed data-transmission delays considering
the following realistic assumptions. We assume that the delay between a content provider and a
hosting node is generally bigger concerning the delay between any two hosting nodes. We also
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assumed that the delay between two hosting nodes is usually bigger than between hosting and
client-cluster nodes. Consequently, in our experiment, delays between CP nodes and hosting nodes
were generated uniformly in the interval 120 - 700 [ms], delays between hosting nodes, from the
interval 20 - 250 [ms], the delays between hosting nodes and client clusters were randomly sampled
from the interval 8 - 80 [ms]. Also, the unitary data-transportation costs were randomly generated
for resembling a multi-cloud deployment scenario. For links between CP nodes and hosting nodes,
we assume that unitary DT costs range between 0.088 and 0.1 USD per GB1. For links between
hosting nodes, the unit DT costs were randomly generated between 0.08 and 0.004 USD per GB,
while DT Cost between hosting nodes and client cluster nodes is assumed null.

The rest of the simulation parameters are given in paragraph 3.2.4.

Simulation Environment

The training and evaluation procedures for our experiment were made on a Google Colab-Pro
hardware-accelerated Environment equipped with a Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB GPU, an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.30GHz processor with two threads, and 13 GB of main memory. The source
code for our vCDN simulator and our DRL framework’s training cycles was made in python v. 3.6.9.
We used torch library v. 1.7.0+cu101 (PyTorch) as a deep learning framework. The whole code is
available online on our public repository2.

Compared state-of-art Algorithms

We compare our algorithm with the NFVDeep framework presented in [285]. We have created three
progressive enhancements of the NFVDeep algorithm for an exhaustive comparison with E2-D4QN.
NFVDeep is a policy gradient DRL framework for maximizing network throughput and minimizing
operational costs on general-case SFC deployment. Xiao et al. design a backtracking method:
if a resource shortage or exceeded latency event occurs during SFC deployment, the controller
ignores the request, and no reward is given to the agent. Consequently, sparse rewards characterize
NFVDeep. The first algorithm we compare with is a reproduction of NFVDeep on our particular
Live-Streaming vCDN Environment. The second algorithm introduces our dense-reward scheme
on the NFVDeep framework, and we call it NFVDeep-Dense. The third method is an adaptation
of NFVDeep that introduces our dueling DDQN framework but keeps the same reward policy as
the original algorithm in [285], and we call it NFVDeep-D3QN. The fourth algorithm is called
NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN, and it adds our dense reward policies to NFVDeep-D3QN. Notice that the
difference between NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN and our E2-D4QN algorithm is that the latter does not
use the backtracking mechanism: In contrast to any of the compared algorithms, we permit our
agent to do wrong VNF assignations and to learn from its mistakes to escape from local optima.

Finally, we also compare our proposed algorithm with a greedy-policy lowest-latency and lowest-
cost (GP-LLC) assignation agent, based on the work presented in [248]. GP-LLC is an extension of
the algorithm in [248], that includes server-utilization, channel-ingestion state, and resource-costs
awareness in the decisions of a greedy policy. For each incoming VNF request, GP-LLC will assign
a hosting node. This greedy policy will try not to overload nodes with assignation actions and
always choose the best available actions in terms of QoS. Moreover, given a set of candidate nodes
respecting such a greedy QoS-preserving criterion, the LLC criterion will tend to optimize hosting
costs. Paragraph 3.2.4 describes in detail the GP-LLC SFC Deployment algorithm.

1https://cloud.google.com/cdn/pricing
2https://github.com/QwertyJacob/e2d4qn_vcdn_sfc_deployment

 https://cloud.google.com/cdn/pricing
 https://github.com/QwertyJacob/e2d4qn_vcdn_sfc_deployment
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3.2.4 Further modelisation details

Resource Provisioning Algorithm

In this paper we assume that the VIM component is acting a greedy resource provisioning algorithm,
i.e. the resource provision on fki for the next time-step will be computed as:

ct+1
res,k,i = min(ctres,k,i ·

µtres,k,i
µ̂res,k,i

, cmaxres,k,i), ∀res ∈ {cpu, bw,mem} (3.26)

where the parameter cmaxres,k,i is the maximum res resource capacity available for fki , and µ̂res,k,i is a
parameter indicating a fixed desired utilization of fki after the adaptation takes place and before
receiving further session requests. Recall that µtres,k,i is the current res resource utilization in fki .
Resource adaptation procedure is triggered periodically each Ta time-steps, where Ta is a fixed
parameter. On the other hand, each time that any fki is instantiated, the VIM allocates a fixed
minimum resource capacity for each resource in such VNF instance, denoted as cminres,k,i.

Inner delay-penalty function

The core of our QoS related reward is the delay-penalty function, which has some properties specified
in paragraph 3.2.2. The function that we used on our experiments is the following:

d(t) = 1
t

+ e−t + 2e
−t
100 + e

t
500 − 1 (3.27)

Notice that the domanin of d(t) will be the RTT of any SFC deployment and the co-domain will be
the segment [−1, 1]. Notice also that:

lim
t→+∞

d(t) = −1 and lim
t→tmin

d(t) ≈ 1

Such a bounded co-domain helps to stabilize and improve the learning performance of our agent.
Notice, however that it is worth noting that similar functions could be easily designed for other
values of T .

Simulation Parameters

The whole list of our simulation parameters is presented in table 3.3. Every simulation has used
such parameters unless other values are explicitly specified.
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Table 3.3. List of simulation parameters

Parameter Description Value
γCPU CPU Unit Resource Costs (URC) (0.19, 0.6, 0.05)(for each cloud provider)
γMEM Memory URC (0.48, 1.2, 0.1)
γBW Bandwidth URC (0.9, 2.5, 0.25)

cmax
Maximum resource provision parameter 20(assumed equal for all the resource types)

cmin
Minimum resource provision parameter 5(assumed equal for all the resource types)

φp Payload workload exponent 0.2
φb Bit-rate workload exponent 0.1
ρ∗cpu Optimal CPU Processing Time 5 · 10−3

(baseline of over-usage degradation)
ρ∗mem Optimal memory PT 1 · 10−3

ρ∗bw Optimal bandwidth PT 5 · 10−2

ψcpu CPU exponential degradation base 100
ψmem Memory deg. b. 100
ψbw Bandwidth deg. b. 100
Ich cache VNF Instantiation Time 10000Penalization in ms (ITP)
Ist streamer VNF ITP 8000
Ico compressor VNF ITP 7000
Itr transcoder VNF ITP 11000
Ta Time-steps per greedy 20resource adaptation

µ̂res,k,n Desired resulting utilization 0.4after adaptation
αres Optimal resourse res utilization 0.75(assumed equal for every resource type)

Training Hyper-parameters

A complete list of the hyper-parameters’ values used in the training cycles is specified in table 3.4.
Every training procedure has used such values unless other values are explicitly specified.

Table 3.4. List of hyper-parameters’ values for our training cycles.

Hyper-parameter Value
Discount factor (γ ) 0.99

Learning rate 1.5 · 10−4

Time-steps per episode 80
Initial ε-greedy action probability 0.9
Final ε-greedy action probability 0.0

ε-greedy decay steps 2 · 105

Replay memory size 1 · 105

Optimization batch size 64
Target-network update frequency 5000
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GP-LLC Algorithm specification

Algorithm 2 GP-LLC VNF Assignation procedure
1: for fkr ∈ r do
2: Get the non-overloaded hosting nodes set N̂H

3: Get the still-scalable hosting nodes set ÑH

4: Get the set of hosting nodes that currently have a fk ingesting lr on Nk
l

5: if |N̂H | > 0 then
6: if |N̂H ∩ ÑH | > 0 then
7: use the LLC criterion to chose fkr from N̂H ∩ ÑH

8: else
9: use the LLC criterion to chose fkr from N̂H

10: end if
11: else
12: if |ÑH | > 0 then
13: use the LLC criterion to chose fkr from ÑH

14: else
15: choose a random node fkr from |N̂H |
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for

In this paper, we have compared our E2-D4QN agent with a greedy policy lowest-latency and
lowest-cost (GP-LLC) SFC deployment agent. Algorithm 2 describes the behavior of the GP-LLC
agent. Note that the lowest-latency and lowest-cost (LLC) criterion can be seen as a procedure that,
given a set of candidate hosting nodes, N c

H chooses the correct hosting node to deploy the current
VNF request f̂kr of a SFC request r. Such a procedure is at the core of the GP-LLC algorithm,
while the outer part of the algorithm is responsible for choosing the hosting nodes that form the
candidate set according to a QoS maximization criterion. The LLC criterion woks as follows. Given
a set of candidate hosting nodes and a VNF request, the LLC criterion will divide the candidate
nodes in subsets considering the cloud provider they come from. It will then chose the hosting node
corresponding to the route that will generate less transportation delay, i.e. the fastest route, from
the cheapest cloud-provider candidate node subset.

The outer part of the algorithm acts instead as follows. Every time that a VNF request f̂kr
needs to be processed, the GP-LLC agent monitors the network conditions. The agent identifies the
hosting nodes that are currently not in overload conditions, N̂H , the ones that currently have a
resource provision that is less than the maximum for all the resource types ÑH , and the hosting
nodes that currently have a fk ingesting the content from the same content provider requested
by f̂kr , Nk

l (lines 2-4). Notice that ÑH is the set of nodes whose resource provision can still be
augmented by the VIM. Notice also that choosing a node from Nk

l to assign f̂kr , implies not to incur
in a Cache MISS event and consequently warrants the acceptance of r. If N̂H ∩ ÑH is not an empty
set, the agent assigns f̂kr to a node in such a set following the LLC criterion. However, if N̂H ∩ ÑH

is an empty set, then if at least N̂H is not empty, then a node from N̂H will be chosen using the
LLC criterion. If on the other hand, N̂H is empty, then a node from ÑH will be chosen with the
LLC criterion. Finally, if both N̂H and ÑH are empty sets, then a random hosting node will be
chosen for hosting f̂kr (lines 5-16). Choosing a random node in the last case instead of using the
LLC criterion from the whole hosting node set will prevent bias in the assignation policy to cheap
nodes with fast routes. Making such a random choice will then result in an increment in the overall
load balance among the hosting nodes.

Notice that, whenever possible, GP-LLC will evict overloading nodes with assignation actions
and will always choose the best actions in terms of QoS. Moreover, given a set of candidate nodes
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respecting such a greedy QoS-preserving criterion, the inner LLC criterion will tend to optimize
hosting costs and data-transmission delays. Notice also that GP-LLC does not take into account
explicitly the data-transportation costs for VNF SFC deployment. However, because it pays attention
to the ingestion states of the VNFs, it indirectly contributes to the optimization of the session
amortized DT-costs, and thus, the whole DT-costs of the vCDN.

3.3 Results

Various performance metrics for all the algorithms mentioned in paragraph 3.2.3 are presented in
figure 3.3. Recall that the measurements in such a figure are taken during the 1-day evaluation
trace as mentioned in paragraph 3.2.3. Notice that, given the time-step duration and number of
time-steps per episode specified in paragraph 3.2.3, one-day trace consists of 72 episodes, starting at
00:00:00 hours at finishing at 23:59:59 of the 29th July 2017.

3.3.1 Mean scaled Network throughput per episode

The network throughput for each simulation time-step was computed using (3.10) and the mean
values for each episode were scaled and plotted in figure 3.3 (a). Also the scaled incoming traffic
amount is plotted in such a figure. In the first twenty episodes of the trace, which correspond to
the period from 0:00 to 6:00, the incoming traffic goes from intense to moderate. Incoming traffic
has minor oscillations with respect to the antecedent descent from episode 20 to episode 60, and it
starts to grow again from the sixtieth episode on, which corresponds to the period from 18:00 to the
end of the trace.

The initial ten episodes are characterized for a comparable throughput between GP-LLC, E2-
D4QN, and NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN. We can see, however, from the 20th episode on, the throughput
of policy-based NFVDeep variants is lowered. From episode 15, however, which corresponds to the
period from 05:00 to the end of the day, the throughput of our proposed algorithm is superior with
respect to every other algorithm.

3.3.2 Mean Acceptance Ratio per episode

The AR for each simulation time-step was computed using (3.1) and the mean values for each
episode are plotted in figure 3.3 (b). At the beginning of the test, corresponding to the first five
episodes, E2-D4QN has a superior AR performance. From episodes 5 to 15, only E2-D4QN and
NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN keep growing in the acceptance ratio. The unique algorithm that holds a
satisfactory acceptance ratio during the rest of the day is E2-D4QN instead. It should be stressed
that the AR cannot be one in our experiments because the parameter configuration described in
paragraph 3.2.3 resembles overloaded network conditions on purpose.

3.3.3 Mean rewards per episode

Figure 3.3 (c) shows the mean rewards per episode. We plot the rewards obtained at every
|K| assignation steps. Notice that such a selection corresponds to the non-null rewards in the
sparse-reward models.

During the first 15 episodes, -00:00 to 05:00- both GP-LLC and E2-D4QN increment their
mean rewards starting from a worse performance with respect to the NFVDeep algorithms. This is
explained because the Enhanced-Exploration mechanism of E2-D4QN and GP-LLC is the unique
that includes negative rewards in the reward assignation policy. From episode 15 to 20, E2-D4QN
reaches the rewards obtained by NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN, and from episode 20 on, E2-D4QN has
a better performance with respect to the NFVDeep variants, most of all due to the lowering of
operational costs for this algorithm. Finally, with the exception of the last 5 episodes, only E2-D4QN
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Figure 3.3. Basic evaluation metrics of E2-D4QN, GP-LLC, NFVDeep and three variants of the latter,
presented in paragraph 3.2.3. (a) Scaled mean network throughput per episode. (b) Mean Acceptance
Ratio per episode. (c) Mean rewards per episode. (d) Mean scaled total Data-Transportation Costs
per episode (e) Mean scaled total hosting costs per episode. (f) Mean scaled optimization objective per
episode.

dominates the rest of the trace in the mean reward metric, with the exception of the last five
episodes.

3.3.4 Total scaled Data-Transportation costs per episode

The total DT costs per time-step as defined in (3.13) were computed and the mean values per
episode were scaled and plotted in figure 3.3 (d). During the whole evaluation period, both E2-D4QN
and GP-LLC incur in higher DT costs with respect to every other algorithm. This phenomenon
is explained by the Enhanced Exploration mechanism, which permits E2-D4QN and GP-LLC, to
accept requests even when the resulting RTT is over the acceptable threshold. Notice, however, that
E2-D4QN and GP-LLC progressively reduce DT costs due to common path creation for similar SFCs.
From the twentieth episode on, however, only E2-D4QN minimizes such costs while maintaining an
acceptance ratio greater than 0.5.

3.3.5 Total Scaled Hosting Costs per episode

A similar explanation can be given for the total Hosting Cost behavior. Such a cost was computed
for each time-step using (3.11) and the mean values per episode were scaled and plotted in figure 3.3
(e). Given the adaptive resource provisioning algorithm described in appendix 3.2.4, we can argue
that, in general, hosting cost is high for E2-D4QN and GP-LLC because their throughput is high.
The hosting costs burst that characterizes the first twenty episodes, however, can be explained by the
network initialization state during experiments: Every algorithm is evaluated from an uncommon
network state with respect to the steady state reached during training. The algorithms that are
equipped with the Enhanced-Exploration mechanism tend to worse such a performance drop at the
beginning of the testing trace because of the unconstrained nature of such mechanism. It is the
Enhanced-Exploration however, that drives our proposed agent to learn robust policies that permit
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to maximize the network acceptance ratio.

3.3.6 Optimization objective

The optimization objective as defined in (3.16) was computed at each time-step, and the mean
values per episode were scaled and plotted in figure 3.3 (f). Recall that (3.16) is invalid whenever
the acceptance ratio is above the minimum threshold of 0.5 as mentioned in paragraph 3.2.1. For
this reason, in figure 3.3 (f) we set the optimization value to zero whenever the minimum service
constraint was not met. Notice that no algorithm can achieve the minimum acceptance ratio during
the first ten episodes of the test. This behavior can be explained by the greedy initialization with
which every test has been carried out: The initial network state for every algorithm is very different
from the states observed during training. From the tenth episode on, however, E2-D4QN is the only
algorithm to achieve a satisfactory acceptance ratio, and thus, the optimization objective function
has a non-zero value.

3.4 Discussion

Trace-driven simulations have revealed that our approach shows adaptability to the complexity
of the particular context of Live-Streaming in vCDN with respect to the state-of-art algorithms
designed for general-case SFC deployment. In particular, our simulation test revealed decisive QoS
performance improvements in terms of acceptance ratio with respect to any other backtracking
algorithm. We assess the algorithm’s performance in a bounded-resource scenario aiming to build a
safe-exploration strategy that enables the market entry of new vCDN players. Our experiments
have shown that the proposed algorithm, E2-D4QN is the only one to adapt to such conditions,
maintaining an acceptance ratio above the general case state-of-art techniques while keeping a
satisfactory balance between network throughput and operational costs.

Based on the results in the previous section, we now argue the main reasons that make E2-
D4QN the most suitable algorithm for online optimization of SFC Deployment on a Live-video
delivery vCDN scenario. We argue that the main reason for our proposed algorithm’s
advantage is the injected exploration bias, which is the result of the combination of
the state-space design with a dense-reward shaping on a dueling DDQN framework.
This exploration bias results in efficient discovery of long-term-convenient actions in
contrast to actions convenient only in a short-horizon. Moreover, we claim that the
fact that we removed the backtracking algorithm implemented in NFVDeep reduces
the strength of an excessive exploration bias of the solution space and permits to
discover solutions that perform better through allowing a wider range of serial SFC
deployment strategies.

3.4.1 Environment complexity adaptation

As explained in paragraph 3.2.3, we have compared our E2-D4QN agent with the NFVDeep algorithm
presented in [285], with three progressive enhancements to such algorithm, and with an extension of
the algorithm presented in [248], which we called GP-LLC. Authors in [285] assumed utilization-
independent processing times. A consequence of this assumption is the possibility of computing
the remaining latency space with respect to the RTT threshold before each assignment. In our
work, instead, we argue that realistic processing times should be modeled as utilization-dependent.
Moreover, Xiao et al. did not model ingestion-related utilization nor VNF instantiation time
penalties. Relaxing the environment with these assumptions simplifies the environment and helps
on-policy DRL schemes like the one in [285] to converge to suitable solutions. Lastly, in NFVDeep,
prior knowledge of each SFC session’s duration is also assumed. This feature helps the agent to learn
to accept longer sessions to increase the throughput. Unfortunately, it is not realistic to assume
session duration knowledge when modeling Live-Streaming in vCDN context. Our model is agnostic
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to this feature and maximizes the overall approximated throughput when optimizing the acceptance
ratio. Our work shows that the NFVDeep algorithm cannot reach a good AR on SFC Deployment
optimization without assuming all the aforementioned relaxations.

3.4.2 State Value, Advantage Value and Action value Learning

In this work, we propose the usage of the dueling-DDQN framework for implementing a DRL agent
that optimizes SFC Deployment. Such a framework is meant to learn approximators for the state
value function, V (s), the action advantage function, A(a), and the action-value function, Q(s, a).
Learning such functions helps to differentiate between relevant actions in the presence of many
similar-valued actions. This is the main reason why NFVDeep-D3QN improves AR with respect to
NFVDeep: Learning the action advantage function, helps to identify convenient long-term actions
from a set of similar valued actions. For example, suppose that, to maximize QoS, we adopt a
round-robin load-balancing SFC deployment strategy. In that case, the SFC routes to content
providers won’t tend to divide the hosting nodes into non-overlapping clusters. This will provoke
more resource usage in the long run: almost every node will ingest the content of almost every
content provider. As generally content-ingestion resource usage is much heavier with respect to
content-serving, this strategy will accentuate the resource leakage on the vCDN in the long run,
provoking bad QoS performance. Our E2-D4QN learns to polarize the SFC routes in order to
minimize content ingestion resource usage during the training phase. Such a biased policy performs
in the best way possible with respect to the compared algorithms taking into account the whole
evaluation period.

3.4.3 Dense Reward Shaping

Our agent converges to efficient policies by carefully designing a reward schema as the one presented
in paragraph 3.2.2. Our algorithm assigns a specific reward at each MDP transition considering the
optimality of VNF assignments in terms of QoS. This dense-reward schema enhances the agent’s
convergence. In fact, in our experiments, we have also noticed that the dense-reward algorithms
improve the results of their sparse-reward counterparts. In other words, we see in figure 3.3 (b) that
NFVDeep-Dense performs slightly better than NFVDeep, and NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN performs
better than NFVDeep-D3QN. This improvement exists because dense rewards provide valuable
feedback at each assignation step of the SFC, improving convergence of the DRL agents to shorter
RTTs. On the other hand, we have also observed that even if cost-related penalties are sparsely
subtracted in our experiments, the proposed DRL agent learns to optimize SFC deployment not
only with respect to QoS but also taking into account the operational costs.

Finally, if we look at all the plots and analyze them together, we will notice that the yellow
algorithm, namely NFVDeep-Dense-D3QN, is not performing very bad in terms of approximated
throughput, and operational costs. This fact supports our claim that the enhancements proposed to
the REINFORCE algorithm in the form of inductive biases were very useful, moreover, this supports
our claim that we need to find a trade-off when creating inductive biases, because it demonstrates
that the "backtracking" mechanism leads to a sub-optimal solution, as we will now discuss.

3.4.4 Enhanced Exploration

Notice that, even if it has the enhanced-exploration, GP-LLC does not learn inherent network
traffic dynamics, making it impossible to differentiate convenient long-term actions from greedy
actions. For example, GP-LLC won’t adopt long-term resource consolidation policies, in which
each channel is ingested by a defined subset of nodes to amortize the overall ingestion resource
consumption. This fact supports the claim that the advantage of our proposed algorithm is not
solely a merit of the enhanced exploration, which can be seen as a relaxation of a strong exploration
bias on the solution space, but it obeys the effective biases created trough the reward shaping and
the state space design. Moreover, one could argue that the main reason that keeps NFVDeep above
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a satisfactory performance is the leakage of the enhanced exploration mechanism, but authors of
NFVDeep have claim that the backtracking algorithm is what helps their agent to improve the
training results. This fact could then be a negative argument that supports the previous mentioned
hypothesis. Adding the enhanced exploration enriches the experience replay buffer with non-optimal
SFC deployments during training, this may be the main reason why it helps preventing the agent
from getting stuck at local optima, which instead we think is the main problem with NVFDeep
under our environment conditions.

In practice, in all the backtracking algorithms, at each VNF assignment, the candidate nodes are
filtered based on their utilization availability. Only non-overloaded nodes are available candidates.
If the agent chooses an overloaded node, the action is ignored, and no reward is given. Our model
instead performs assignment decisions without being constrained by current node utilization to
enhance the exploration of the action space. We argue that the well-designed state-space codifies
important features that drive learning towards robust VNF placements:

1. The request vector codifies useful information about the requests that help our agent extract
the incoming traffic patterns.

2. The ingestion vector helps our agent to optimize ingestion-related resource demand by concen-
trating attention on the VNF instances that do ingest the content requested at the moment of
assignation.

3. The maximum utilization vector gives our agent resource utilization awareness, making it able
to converge to assignation policies that optimize processing times and preserve QoS.

Note that our agent learns optimal SFC Deployment policies without knowing the actual bounds
of the resource provision. It learns to recognize the maximum resource provisioning for the VNFs and
also learns to evict assignations to non-initialized VNFs thanks to our carefully designed state-space
representation and reward assignation scheme. It should be stressed that all the compared algorithms
where fed with the same state-space representations, however they were unable to abstract the
link between these features and good policies with their underlying reward shaping and transition
function.

3.4.5 Work limitations and future research directions

We have based the experiments in this paper on a real-world dataset concerning a particular
video delivery operator. In this case, the hosting nodes of the corresponding proprietary CDN
are deployed in the Italian territory. However, such a medium-scale deployment is not the unique
possible configuration for a CDN. Consequently, as future work, we plan to obtain or generate data
concerning high-scale topologies to assess the scalability of our algorithm to such scenarios.

Further, this paper presents the assessment of the performance of various DRL-based algorithms.
However, the authors of this work had access to real-world dataset limited to a five-day trace.
Consequently, the algorithms presented in this work were trained on a four-day trace, while the
evaluation period consisted of a single day. Future research directions include assessing our agent’s
training and evaluation performance on data concerning more extended periods of time. We mention
also that more extensive experiments could be done with respect to those presented in this chapter.
For example, we could asses ablation studies trying to characterize the inner delay function that
composes our reward shaping strategy, or test other value-based DRL algorithms. Last, but not
least, we plan to implement the simulated framework on a real NFV-MANO vCDN architecture
to prove our claims, an important feature of a real-world evaluation will be that we will avoid
comparing between approximated metrics and have real-time exact measurements.



Chapter 4

Use Case 2: GRN inference through
temporal co-clustering of Gene
Expression and CRE activity

This chapter presents a solution to the open challenge identified in section 2.2.4, i.e., the problem of
co-clustering genes and cis-regulatory elements characterized by developmental temporal features to
infer gene expression regulatory relationships. Gene expression data, as well as data from three
CRE activity markers from a publicly available dataset of mouse fetal heart tissue, were used for
concept proofing of the proposed solution. In this study we used open chromatin accessibility from
ATAC-seq experiments, as well as H3K27ac and H3K27me3 histone marks as CREs activity markers.
However, this method can be executed with other sets of markers. We modeled all data sources as
a heterogeneous graph containing genes and CREs and adapted a state-of-the-art representation
learning algorithm to produce a low-dimensional and easy-to-cluster embedding of the heterogeneous
graph of genes and CREs. Deep graph auto-encoders and an adaptive-sparsity generative model are
the algorithmic core of our solution.

Taking into account a priori model knowledge, we have designed proper combination rules for
the heterogeneous gene expression and CRE activity data and we have created a deep het-graph-RL
algorithm where the objective function permitted to identify well-known gene expression regulatory
mechanisms by clustering. Our algorithm sheds light on developmental regulatory mechanisms in
mouse fetal-heart tissue. Function enrichment analysis proves that the genes in the co-clusters are
involved in distinct biological processes. The enriched transcription factor binding sites in CREs
prioritize the candidate transcript factors which drive the temporal changes in gene expression.

4.1 Problem Definition

The main novelty of this work is the introduction of a model for regulatory networks discovery which
is based on the concept of heterogeneous graphs [90]. We modeled a graph containing two classes of
nodes: genes and their potential cis-regulatory elements, now on termed as candidate-CREs (cCRE),
and multiple types of relations or edges between nodes. One such relation type is the similarity
between temporal gene expression profiles. Another relation type is the similarity between temporal
cCREs activity patterns. Finally, we introduced a third edge type: the base-pair distance between
genes and cCREs in the genome. Having defined such relations, we propose the usage of graph
representation learning (graph-RL) to group genes and cCREs as a function of the probability of
the existence of gene regulation mechanisms between them.

To this end, we extended a state-of-the-art grap-RL algorithm presented in [137] to make it
capable of learning representations of heterogeneous graphs and applied it to the ENCODE heart
dataset in [76]. We used open chromatin regions from ATAC-seq as cCREs. Besides ATAC-seq, we
used H3K27ac and H3K27me3 histone marks, well-known markers of enhancer activity and polycomb
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repression, respectively. Our framework produced a relation type between genes and cCREs which
is aware of both same-class pattern similarities and base-pair proximities between elements of
different classes. Moreover, through the usage of the adaptive neighbors model presented in [137]
we produced a "clustering-friendly" embedding where we could straightforwardly perform clustering.
The resulting clusters contained both genes and cCREs and tended to identify possible regulatory
mechanisms. We demonstrated this claim by evaluating such clusters’ semantic power with external
expert criteria. We concluded that the proposed methodology is able to learn suitable combinations
of multiple entity relations to form a unique relation under a graph that resembles a gene regulatory
network. Our framework is called DeepReGraph, because it is a Deep learning-based algorithm for
identification of gene expression Regulatory mechanisms through heterogeneous Graph RL. Our full
code, the pre-processed datasets used, and the values of the parameters and hyper-parameters used
in our experiment are online available at our public repository1.

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of DeepReGraph. Our framework combines multiple temporal enhancer
activity markers with temporal gene expression data and base-pair distances to build a heterogeneous
graph of genes and cis-regulatory elements (CRE). The proposed framework then applies an adapted
version of AdaGAE [137] to find a low-dimensional, easy-to-cluster embedding representation of data
through an iterative optimisation process. In the final embedding produced by our method, the spatial
distribution of genes and cCREs resembles candidate gene-expression regulatory Mechanisms.

Recall that heterogeneous graphs consist of the triplet G = (V,E,T), where the set of node and
edge types, T, has been included. TE is the set of edge types and TV is the set of node types. In
this thesis we argue that the work in [137] can be used for heterogeneous graph representation
learning if all the relation-wise similarity measures S1, S2, ...S|TE| are some-how combined to form a
unique similarity measure S. We can then define a generative probability distribution family P as a
function of S and drive manifold learning considering the family of distributions P as the set of
learning objective functions. By designing a manifold learning in such a way, the pairwise similarity
relationship in Z will represent a combination of multiple types of similarities in the original feature
space. Moreover, if we use the adaptive neighbors framework for such a heterogeneous manifold

1Our source code, the data and a interactive notebook are available at:
https://github.com/QwertyJacob/DeepReGraph.

Data are available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0

https://github.com/QwertyJacob/DeepReGraph
 https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 
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learning, we can induce the formation of clusters were each cluster is formed taking into account
multi-semantic information.

4.2 Materials and Methods
To demonstrate DeepReGraph’s ability to cluster genes and cCREs simultaneously, we applied
this method to a mouse heart fetal developmental dataset from the ENCODE project [76]. Gene
expression and cCRE activities were time-series formatted. We used three well-characterized
epigenetic markers: ATAC-seq, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 measurements as features of cCRE
temporal activities. We aimed to create a low-dimensional and clustered representation of the
whole dataset, where clusters represent candidate gene-expression regulatory mechanisms (GERM).
In other words, we aimed to create clusters containing both genes and cCREs, with the working
hypothesis that cCRES on a cluster are plausibly regulating the expression of the genes in the same
cluster. Moreover, genes on the same GERM cluster should have similar gene expression profiles,
and cCREs should have similar activity profiles. Lastly, the base-pair distances between genes and
cCREs on the same cluster should be relatively small with respect to distances between elements
in different clusters. We validated heterogeneous clusters of genes and cCRES to study how gene
regulatory networks (GRN) drive changes in gene expression during mouse heart fetal development.
To validate gene expression clusters, we performed enrichment analysis of biological process gene
ontology terms using the ClusterProfiler bioconductor package [281]. To validate the cCRE clusters,
we looked for the Enriched Homer Motifs [96].

4.2.1 Data pre-processing

Data pre-processing was done in two stages. Firstly, gene expression and cCRE datasets were
normalized across temporal data. The second stage included filtering-out temporal profiles where
the correlation across replicates or the variance across time was below some pre-defined thresholds.
We explain the pre-processing stages in greater detail below.

We firstly downloaded the gene expression values, called peaks, and bam files of ATAC-seq,
H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 from the ENCODE database[76] (mice heart fetal tissue). We used
logFPKM values of gene expression throughout this paper. To detect cCRE regions, we re-centered
ATAC-seq called peaks across time-points and replicates using the Bioconductor DiffBind package
[218]. To determine chromatin accessibility in each cCRE region, we took regions of 500 nucleotides
long (250 nucleotides on each side from the center of cCREs). We recorded binding intensities for
each replicate of each time point separately by using the Bioconductor Rsubread package [141]. We
counted H3K27ac and H3K27me3 marks for cCREs in the same manner, but we used regions of 3000
nucleotides long instead (1500 nucleotides each side from the center of cCREs). We took the median
value of non-peak regions in each experiment separately to remove background counts from real
intensity counts. Then, we subtracted these median values from the intensities of each experiment
separately. We used logRPKM values of denoised counts across replicates and time-points. Removing
the background noise caused the distribution of each experiment to resemble a Gaussian distribution.

At the end of this process, we had two replicas of gene expression time-series profiles for a set of
genes and two replicas of cCRE activity time-series for each activity marker over a set of cCREs.
We then proceeded to filter out invalid genes and cCREs based on two criteria. The first group of
filters we applied to this data were proposed in [61]. For each gene, we measured the correlation
of the gene expression profiles of both replicates and discarded every gene whose replicate had a
negative correlation value. We did the same with the cCREs for each activity marker profile. If only
one activity marker had a negative correlation between replicates, the cCRE was discarded. We
also discarded every element (gene or cCRE) where two consecutive time probes had an absolute
ratio greater than 2.

We also discarded low-expressed genes and low activity-characterized cCREs [99]. We computed
the mean gene expression value for each gene and discarded every gene whose mean expression value
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was under the 0.8 percentile of such mean value distribution. We did the same with cCREs: we
computed the mean activity value for each activity marker and discarded every cCRE where the
mean value was below a minimum percentile threshold. Such thresholds were 0.8 for ATAC-seq
and 0.7 for H3K27ac and H3K27me3. Lastly, for gene expression and each activity marker dataset,
we created a 3-rd degree polynomial regression to estimate the variance of each time series as a
function of its mean value. We discarded all the elements where the actual variance was below the
predicted variance. Our pre-processed and cleaned data consisted of 607 genes and 5239 cCREs from
the mouse heart dataset. This dataset is available online on our public repository. Our objective
was to shed light on regulatory mechanisms among genes and cCREs. Having cleaned our dataset,
modeling it as a heterogeneous graph is the strategy we used to combine all the data and learn a
new relation type between elements that gives information about gene expression regulation. We
explain the graph modelling in the next paragraph.

4.2.2 Heterogeneous Graph Modeling

Many industrial data are represented as a graph, i.e., as multiple entities with quantifiable rela-
tionships between them. Nowadays, graph modelisation is widely used in bioinformatics [300]. One
strategy to extract added-value from graphs is the use of graph-RL algorithms. Graph-RL has been
widely studied by the research community over the past few years [90, 236, 36, 301]. Graph-RL
algorithms seek to map the information of a graph on a reduced-dimension latent space where
the geometrical distances between elements in such space resemble the relations in the original
graph. In other words, graph-RL, also referred to as "graph embedding", consists in finding a
reduced dimensional representation of the nodes of a graph while conserving most of the semantic
information of such a graph. [287, 91].

A graph can be homogeneous if it has a unique type of node and a unique type of relation
defined between them, or heterogeneous, if it introduces multiple edge and node types. We argue
that regulatory networks during embryonic development can also benefit from being modeled as a
heterogeneous graph. Reduced-dimension representations of such a graph could contain multiple
types of information that, if well combined, could semantically express regulatory mechanisms of
gene expression.

We defined a heterogeneous graph and described it as G = (V,E,T), where V is the set of
nodes, E is the set of edges and T = TE ∪ TV is the set containing all the node types and edge
types. The set of node types consists of genes and cCREs, and is denoted by TV = {genes, ccres}.
Each gene gi,∀i ∈ |Vgenes| in the dataset is characterized by a gene expression time-series profile
that will be encoded in a vector denoted by gi. Note that the length of gi coincides with the
number of time-points considered in the gene expression data. The vectors gi, ∀i ∈ |Vgenes| can be
concatenated as rows to form the feature matrix represented in red in panel A of Figure 4.1.

Every candidate cis-regulatory element, instead, will be denoted as cj , ∀j ∈ |Vgenes| and will
be characterized by M activity time-series profiles, that will be encoded in corresponding vectors
denoted as c1

j , c2
j , ..., cMj . The time-points under which gene expression and cCRE activity values are

available are the same. In this work, M = 3. Specifically, we considered the ATAC-seq, H3K27ac,
and H3K27me3 activity time-series profiles for each cCRE, but one could include more cCRE activity
markers in the set of features. Note that the vectors cmj , ∀j ∈ |VcCREs| can be concatenated as rows
to form the matrices represented in blue in panel A of Figure 4.1.

Each node of our graph was associated to one or multiple feature vectors that can be seen as
points on a multi-dimensional feature space. The set of feature-spaces defined for the nodes in G is
denoted as R = {G,C1, C2, ...CM} where G is the gene expression feature space and C1, C2, ...CM
are the feature spaces of the M cCRE activity data. Each one of these feature spaces will be referred
to as original feature spaces, and the vectors gi, c1

j , c2
j , ..., cM

j as original feature vectors from now
on. Note that such vectors correspond to the rows of the matrices in panel A of Figure 4.1. It is
well-known that the probability of the existence of a regulatory mechanism between a gene and
a cis-regulatory element is inversely proportional to the base-pair distance between them [325].
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For this reason, in our work, we used another data source, called the Link Matrix, that gives us
information about the base-pair distance between genes and cCREs. We represented such a matrix
in panel C of Figure 4.1. Interaction between cCREs and genes is generally possible in the range of
1 Mega base-pair. [175] Consequently, we considered only distances lower than 106 base-pairs. For
practical purposes, we scaled the base-pair distance values in the interval [0, 1] to define a scaled
base-pair distance function, DBP :

DBP : (gi, cj) −→ dBPi,j ∈ [0, 1],
∀ gi ∈ Vgenes, cj ∈ VcCREs

Given the scaled distance function, we created a base-pair proximity relationship SBP using a
parametric transformation:

SBP (i, j) = 1
(dBPi,j /βc)βd + 1

, ∀i, j ∈ |V| (4.1)

where βc and βd are fixed hyper-parameters. Notice that the domain and co-domain of SBP is
defined in the interval [0, 1]. The gene-to-cCREs relationships defined by SBP are sparse in the
sense that, for each gene, only a few cCREs will have a non-zero proximity value for it.

The interaction between cCREs and the genes they regulate is complex. Some cCRE markers
are correlated with gene expression and some others are anti-correlated. [53] This correlation or
anti-correlation is governed by the mechanism that a specific marker affects the gene expression. For
example, chromatin should be opened prior to the gene expression. Therefore, chromatin accessibility
is commonly directly correlated with gene expression. H3K27ac is also directly correlated with gene
expression, as this epigenetic modification happens in active transcription regions. On the other
hand, H3K27me3 shows epigenetic modifications that happen at polycomb repressed regions, and
are consequently inversely correlated with the expression of the corresponding regulated genes. We
needed to capture the relevance of these and other temporal covariances between gene expression
and the correspondent regulatory elements’ activity markers.

To this end, we created a joining score, JT , as a function of the temporal slopes of gene expression
and cCRE activity time-series:

JT (gi, cj) =|γgi +
∑
m∈M ωmγ

m
j∑

m∈M ωm
|, where:

γgi =sgn(∂gi
∂t

), γmj = sgn(
∂cmj
∂t

)

∀ gi ∈ Vgenes, cj ∈ VcCREs

(4.2)

where the temporal slope of gene expression vector gi is denoted by ∂gi
∂t , the slope of cCRE

activity vectors is ∂cmj
∂t ,∀m ∈ {0, 1, ...,M − 1}, sgn(·) is the signum function, and ωm ∈ [−1, 1] is a

fixed parametric weight for the cm trend slope.
We computed a trend-aware score multiplying (4.1) and (4.2) for each gene-cCRE pair in our

graph:

SBP |T (gi, cj) = SBP (i, j) · JT (gi, cj),
∀ gi ∈ Vgenes, cj ∈ VcCREs

(4.3)

We represented the computation of Equation (4.3) in panel D of Figure 4.1. Having defined
the trend-aware score, we could differentiate between any pair of genes, gj and gk, when these
were equally proximal to any cCRE ci but had gene expression vectors with different temporal
trends. In this case, the original base-pair proximity score in (4.1) assigned the same value to the
association (gj , ci) and (gk, ci). Notice that the trend-aware score in (4.2), instead, distinguishes
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the most plausible association of ci with respect to the alternatives gj and gk as a function of the
temporal slopes of the gene expressions elements. In our experiment, we found the best results
setting ωATAC = 1, ωH3K27ac = 0 and ωH3k27me3 = 0 in Equation (4.2).

The set of edge types in the graph is denoted as TE = {SBP |T , SG, SC1 , SC2 , ..., SCM }. As
explained before, SBP |T indicates the trend-aware base-pair proximity relationship explained above;
SG stands for the gene expression profile similarity between genes, and SC1 , SC2 , ..., SCM are the
relationships that express the different cCRE activity time-series similarities. We aimed to combine
all the edge types in TE to find a unique multi-semantic edge type that resembled gene expression
regulation mechanisms. The process of combining edge types is represented in panel E of Figure
1 and is explained later in this section. To perform the combination of all edge types in TE, we
modeled the data as a heterogeneous graph and designed a graph-RL algorithm capable of extracting
such a dependency between elements using prior biological knowledge and the data available. We
explain the graph-RL algorithm we used to fulfil our objective in the next paragraph.

4.2.3 Graph Representation Learning

We used a graph-RL algorithm to find a unique feature space for the nodes of G that comprises
most of the information encoded by the feature spaces contained in R. In our experiment, we adapt
the encoder/decoder paradigm to a heterogeneous graph context. Our main objective was for the
the spatial distribution of these points in the embedding space to reflect plausible gene-expression
regulation mechanisms. To this end, we proposed to find a parametric encoding function, and in
particular, we chose to implement (1.1) using a deep graph auto-encoder as explained in the next
paragraph.

4.2.4 Deep Graph Auto-encoders

In this work, we proposed the use of the basic GNN model presented in [90]. In a homogeneous
graph context, the basic GNN takes as input the node feature matrix X ∈ R|V|×m and a pre-defined
graph adjacency matrix denoted by A ∈ R|V|×|V|, and performs non-linear parametric operations
with this information to produce Z. In matrix notation, the operations made by the basic GNN
model can be represented as follows:

Z = σ(WselfX + WneighÃX) (4.4)

where σ is a non-linear operator, the learnable parameter matrices Wself and Wneigh are responsible
for combining the features of each node with the features of an aggregation over its neighborhood,
and Ã is the symmetric-normalized adjacency matrix of G:

Ã = D−
1
2 (A)D−

1
2

where D is the degree matrix of A. In our experiment, σ was the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [3].
Notice that the embedding vector z of a node feature vector x is a differentiable function of x.

We defined a parametric "architecture" for the encoding function using (4.4), but still needed
to define A and X, to drive the optimization of the parameters of f to minimize (1.3). The
initialization of these matrices can follow multiple strategies. For example, in the neural message
passing framework [74], given a homogeneous graph context, one generally constructs X stacking
the original feature vectors as the rows of such a matrix. However, it is not the only valid strategy.
In our heterogeneous graph context, we decided to initialize X as the identity matrix because we
had multiple original feature matrices. We were confident to use the identity matrix to initialize
X because we carefully initialized the adjacency matrix A combining the information of every
relationship type in our graph, as we will explain in the next paragraph. This implies that the
current published expert model performs a transductive embedding of the underlying training
entities, but we can change this initialization strategy to converge to inductive embedding of new
gene expression and cCRE activity profiles.
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Finally, the similarity measure that the decoder is meant to predict needs to be specified to
implement (1.2). In this paper, we proposed the use of the decoding similarity function proposed
by [137] to converge into a clustering-friendly embedding, i.e., an embedding with dense and easily
identifiable clusters. In the next paragraph, we give a brief explanation of the algorithm in [137],
which performs graph-RL on a single-feature space. For a more detailed exposition of the work of
Xuelong et al., the reader is referred to the original paper [137].

4.2.5 Adaptive-Sparsity Graph Generative Model

In this work, we proposed the use of AdaGAE [137], which is a state-of-the-art method for RL
and clustering through graph modelling of a dataset. The whole AdaGAE algorithm is wrapped
in a gray rectangle in Figure 4.1. This algorithm is defined in a homogeneous data context. In
other words, given a unique original feature matrix X ∈ R|V|×m, the objective was to produce a
low-dimensional embedding matrix Z ∈ R|V|×d where d� m. Authors in [137] used a deep GAE to
embed high-dimensional datasets in a graph-like, low-dimensional format. Xuelong et al. generated
a sparse graph as a function of the Euclidean distances between the original feature vectors using a
k-nearest neighbors [125] (k-NN) model.

The main novelty of AdaGAE is the adaptiveness in the sparsity parameter k. The graph
auto-encoder is, in fact, iteratively optimized with respect to various objective functions like (1.3),
and each objective function is constructed using a different sparsity parameter. With a custom
decoding function, such a dynamic model leads to a sparse graph. In other words, they produce a
clustering-friendly embedding of the original data.

In other words, at each iteration, l ∈ {0, 1, 2..., L− 1}, a sparse and weighted graph is generated.
In this graph, the nodes correspond to the samples of the original dataset. Instead, the weights of
the edges are inversely proportional to the Euclidean distances between the original feature vectors.
Specifically, at iteration l, a graph is generated in which the weight of the link between nodes vi
and vj is denoted as pli,j and is a function of a sparsity parameter kl:

pli,j = (
di,kl+1 − di,j∑kl

j=1(di,kl+1 − di,j)
)+ , ∀i, j ∈ |V| (4.5)

where (·)+ = max(., 0) is the rectifier operator, di,j denotes the Euclidean distance between the
feature vectors of vi and vj , and di,kl+1 denotes the distance between the feature vectors of vi and
its (kl + 1)-th nearest neighbour.

Notice that, in (4.5), the parameter kl might have a different value at each iteration. Such a
parameter induces the sparsity of the generated graph: for each node vi, only up to kl elements
will have a non-zero weighted link with that node. Thus, at each iteration l, AdaGAE generates a
kl-sparse graph. Notice also that the function (4.5) is a discrete probability density function (PDF):

Pl
i : (vj) −→ pi,j ∈ [0, 1]∑

j∈|V|
pli,j = 1

where a different PDF Pl
i is defined for each single node in the dataset. Thus, at each iteration l,

AdaGAE generates a probability distribution family Pl:

Pl = {Pl
0,Pl

1, ...,Pl
|V|}

where each PDF in Pl contains information about the weights of the links between one node and
the rest of the nodes in the graph. Authors in [137] proposed to re-initialize the adjacency matrix of
the auto-encoder at each iteration using the family Pl. In other words, at each iteration l, AdaGAE
stacks the different distributions Pl

i,∀i ∈ |V| to form A.
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The embedding matrix Z produced by AdaGAE was iteratively optimized. We denoted with Zl
the embedding matrix after iteration l. The embedding vector of node vi after iteration l, instead,
coincides with the i-th row of Zl and is denoted as zl

i. At each iteration, AdaGAE proposes to
implement the decoding function in (1.2) as a function of the embeddings of the previous iteration:

Ql(i, j) = qli,j =
exp−d̂l−1

i,j∑|V|
j=1 exp−d̂l−1

i,j

(4.6)

where d̂l−1
i,j denotes the euclidean distance between the embedding vectors zl−1

i and zl−1
j . Notice

that this encoding function is also a point-wise probability distribution function:

Ql
i : (vj) −→ qi,j ∈ [0, 1]∑

j∈|V|
qli,j = 1

and that we can group every PDF Ql
i, ∀i ∈ |V| in a PDF family Ql as we did with Pl.

At each iteration l, AdaGAE proposes to use the cross-entropy loss of Ql with respect to Pl to
implement (1.3). Explicitly, the reconstruction loss that AdaGAE seeks to minimize is the following:

Ll =
∑
i∈|V|

H(Pl
i,Ql

i)

where:
H(Pl

i,Ql
i) = −

∑
j∈|V|

pli,j · log qli,j

(4.7)

Xuelong et al. relied on the graph convolutional network (GCN) model [282] to implement
the encoder of their deep GAE. However, in this work, we did not used the self-loop aggregation
mechanism of the GCN to avoid oversmoothing of the embeddings. We represented the iterative
computation of (4.5) and (4.6) and the iterative optimization of (4.7) in panel E of Figure 4.1.

Notice that the main dynamic criterion that causes the objective functions to change is the
sparsity parameter kl. By doing so, AdaGAE considers high-order neighborhoods of each node to
construct the final embedding matrix. In other words, AdaGAE is said to "exploit the high-level
information" present in the data.

Different embeddings for various iterations are plotted in panel G of Figure 4.1. In those plots,
one can see the embedding of a small set of genes and cCREs extracted from the original mouse
heart dataset. Large points represent genes, while cCREs are the small points. Point colors, instead,
correspond to single-modality or homogeneous cluster assignments, i.e., cluster assignments of
genes and cCREs, taking into account their corresponding feature spaces separately. Note that the
embedding turns more cluster-friendly at each iteration. In other words, the density and separation
of clusters are increased at each iteration, and clusters can be caught visually in the final embedding
in panel H of Figure 4.1. In AdaGAE, the sparsity parameter initialization, k0, the increment of
this parameter from iteration to iteration, δk, and the number of iterations, L, regulate the number
of clusters in the final embedding. In our experiment, we tested various parameter configurations
and found eight significant GERM clusters with L = 11, k0 = 350, δk = 25 given our mentioned
data-set.

Notice that the original work of Xuelong et al. defined (4.5) as a function of the Euclidean
distances over a unique feature space. We extended the AdaGAE framework to deal with multiple
node feature spaces. In particular, at each iteration l, we combined the Euclidean distances of
multiple node feature spaces - the gene expression and the cCRE activity time-series - to generate a
unique distance function that is given to (4.5) to generate Pl. In the next paragraph, we explain
how we combined the feature spaces to adapt AdaGAE to heterogeneous graph-RL.
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4.2.6 Extending AdaGAE to Heterogeneous Networks

As explained previously, we modeled the whole set of gene expression and cCRE-activity data as a
heterogeneous graph. We proposed to extend the work in [137] to heterogeneous graph-RL. We ran
the same process described in the previous paragraph, with some differences. The first difference
was the construction of the reference distance function to feed to (4.5). At each iteration l, we
combined the Euclidean distances defined in each one of the original feature spaces to form a unique
distance function Dl that generated the sparse distribution family Pl.

Recall that R = {G,C1, C2, ..., CM} is the set of feature spaces defined, where G is the gene-
expression feature space and C1, C2, ..., CM are the cCRE activity feature spaces, for example
ATAC-seq, H3k27ac, aH3k27me3, etc. At each iteration l, for each feature space r ∈ R, we
computed the Euclidean distances between the original feature vectors in r, scaled these distances
into the interval [0, 1], and denoted them with dri,j , ∀i, j ∈ |V|. Notice that the Euclidean distances
between the original feature vectors were only defined between same-class elements: The Euclidean
distances in the gene-expression feature space G, were defined between genes, and the distances
in C1, C2, ..., CM , only between cCREs. Consequently, we set the distance between different-class
elements to the maximum value, i.e., 1, for each feature space. Finally, we create a custom linear
combination of these distance functions to form a unique distance function D̂l:

D̂l :(vi, vj) −→ d̂li,j ∈ R, ∀i, j ∈ |V|
where :

d̂li,j =


1− αlG · (1− dGi,j), if vi, vj ∈ Vgenes∑M

m=0 1−αlCm ·(1−d
Cm
i,j )

M , if vi, vj ∈ VcCREs

1, otherwise

(4.8)

where Vgenes is the set of genes and VcCREs is the set of cCREs, dGi,j is the Euclidean distance
between the expression profile of gene i and gene j, dCmi,j is the Euclidean distance between the
Cm activity profiles of cCREs i and j, and αlG and αlCm are fixed parameters that indicate the
importance weights of the distances of gene-expression and cCRE-activity at iteration l, respectively.

At the beginning of the l-th iteration, the Euclidean distances between the embedding vectors of
Zl−1 are computed and denoted by Dl−1

Z . We combined such information with D̂l defined in (4.8),
to generate the unified distance function, Dl as follows:

Dl = D̂l + D̂l−1
Z

2 (4.9)

where D̂l−1
Z is a weighted version of Dl−1

Z :

D̂l
Z = 1− αlZ · (1−Dl−1

Z ) (4.10)

In (4.10), αlZ is the fixed parametric importance weight of the Euclidean distances in Dl−1
Z .

Notice that, in (4.9), D̂l−1
Z allows to exploit the high-level information in the data and D̂l helps to

reduce the loss of information with respect to the original feature spaces at each iteration. In other
words, in our extension of the AdaGAE setting, the sparsity is not the only thing that changes from
iteration to iteration: also the parametric combinations of the original feature matrices change. As
we do not want to loss the information encoded in the manifolds that learn from each one of these
iterations, we create a sort of offline recursive manifold learning, induced by (4.9). This setting can
be conceived also as an offline parametric skip connection mechanism that permits our model to
learn abstract features taking into account various parametric combinations of the original feature
spaces, progressively manipulating the spatial distribution of the points in the manifold and inducing
a progressive cohesion and separation of GERM clusters.
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At each iteration l,∀l ∈ [0, L− 1], we computed Dl using (4.9). This computation is represented
in panel E of Figure 4.1. We then used Dl and the corresponding sparsity parameter kl to compute
a connectivity distribution family P̂l using (4.5). Notice that this distribution family was generated
using only the same-class relation types in TE − {SBP |T }. In other words, we only used the node
feature spaces in R to create P̂l. We needed to add the trend-aware base-pair proximity relationship
SBP |T defined in (4.3) to compute the definitive distribution family Pl that takes into account all
information we have:

Pl = P̂l + ωlBPSBP |T (4.11)

where ωlBP is a parametric importance weight of the base-pair proximity information SBP |T during
iteration l.

After computing Pl, we computed Ql using (4.6), and optimized the embedding matrix Z,
minimizing a reconstruction loss of the form (1.3). AdaGAE proposed the use of (4.7) to implement
the reconstruction loss. In our work, however, we propose to extend such a loss function to better
separate elements that are distant in the original feature spaces, as explained in the next paragraph.

4.2.7 Regularization of the Loss Function

The minimization of (4.7) has the same effect of an attractive force that tends to collapse points
in the embedding space, reducing the distances between zi and zj proportionally to pli,j . We can
observe such an effect analyzing the derivative of (4.7) with respect to Ql:

∂Ll

∂Ql
= − K

Ql
≤ 0 (4.12)

where K is a constant term that derives from the current value of Pl
i, which do not depends on

Ql
i. Looking at (4.12) we realize that, in order to minimize Ll, we should maximize Ql

i, because of
the inverted sign of the gradient. Maximizing qli,j , however, requires -by definition- minimizing d̂li,j ,
which is equivalent to push the elements closer to each other in the space. Moreover, we notice that
the absolute value of the gradient is proportional to the distances in the manifold, which implies
that, given a fixed distance in the original feature space, the attractive force is proportional to the
distance of the points in the embedding space. The farther they are from each other, the strongest
the force that pushes them close to each other.

More specifically, the loss in (4.7) turn to effectively penalize the distance divergences in the
original local environment of vi:

lim
di,j→0

Pi = k, s.t. 0� k ≤ 1

and lim
d̂i,j→∞

Qi = 0−

thus lim
d̂i,j→∞,di,j→0

L = +∞

Notice that we have removed the dependence of l in the formulas for ease of reading, and it is naive
that these relations hold in every iteration l ∈ [0, L− 1]. Recall that the family of distributions P
induces a sparse graph where each node is connected to a maximum of k neighbours. Unfortunately,
even in such local context, the loss in (4.7) lacks to penalize the divergences in the peripheries of
every node vi:

lim
di,j→di,k+1

Pi = 0,

and lim
d̂i,j→0

Qi = 1

thus lim
d̂i,j→0,di,j→di,k+1

L = 0
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Figure 4.2. The Z1 and ZL manifolds learnt by two runs of our algorithm (given that Z is bi-dimensional).
The left-hand side shows the embeddings derived from the usage of the simple cross-entropy in (4.7),
while the right-hand side shows the embeddings produced by the binary cross-entropy loss in (4.13). The
Z1 embeddings occupy the upper row and the ZL embeddings are below for both loss configurations. In
the right-hand side, the regularization term was used only for the first iteration that produces Z1. The
subsequent iterations optimize only (4.7). In this figure, node colors represent the homogeneous clusters
of genes and cCREs, and the edges map the trend-aware distance score in (4.3).

Moreover, if we consider the global environment of vi, we have that, by definition of Pi, (4.7) leads
to errors in the manipulation of the position of the most distant neighbors of such node:

di,j > di,k+1 =⇒ Pi = 0, =⇒ L = 0, ∀ d̂i,j ∈ {0,∞}

A similar analysis for the lack of awareness of the global spatial distribution of information can
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be found in [192], regarding the differences between two well-known manifold learning algorithms:
UMAP [160] and tSNE [258]. Inspired by [160], in this work, we added a regularization term that
acts as a repulsive force. To create this force, we take into account the distributions defined by
(1−Ql

i) and (1−Pl
i), and add to (4.7) the cross-entropy of the (1−Ql

i) with respect to (1−Pl
i).

At the end, our new loss function is defined as:

LlBCE = Ll + L̂l =
∑
i∈|V|

∑
j∈|V|

[ψlA ·H(Pl,Ql) + ψlR ·H(1−Pl, 1−Ql)] (4.13)

where ψlA and ψlR are fixed parametric importance weights of the attractive and repulsive term
during iteration l, respectively. Notice that the regularization term is denoted by L̂l.

The repulsive force induced by L̂l pushes d̂li,j in the manifold to increase proportionally to the
inverse of pli,j . In other words, we pushed elements away from each other proportionally to their
distance Dl in (4.9). Again, we can observe such an effect analyzing the derivative of L̂l with respect
to Ql

i:
∂L̂l

∂Ql
= 1−Pl

1−Ql
≥ 0 (4.14)

where we can see that, to minimize L̂l, we should also minimize Ql, which means augmenting the
distances in the manifold D̂. Moreover, we notice that, fixing Pl, the absolute value of this derivative
is inversely proportional to such distances in the manifold. In other words, given a fixed distance in
the original feature space, the closer we are in the embedding space, the biggest the error in L̂l:

lim
di,j→di,k+1

Pi = 0,

and lim
d̂i,j→0

Qi = 1

thus lim
d̂i,j→0,di,j→di,k+1

L̂ = +∞

And this penalisation works not only in the peripheries of the k-sparse domain, but also in the
global context:

di,j > di,k+1 =⇒ Pi = 0, =⇒ L̂ = − log(1−Qi)
and lim

d̂i,j→0
Qi = 1

thus lim
d̂i,j→0,di,j>di,k+1

L̂ = +∞

Notice that the union of the attractive and repulsive force is equivalent to the minimization of
the binary cross-entropy of Ql with respect to Pl as defined in [160]. The usage of the binary
cross-entropy in the reconstruction loss can be thought as a contrastive learning setting.

Figure 4.2 shows the Z1 and ZL manifolds learnt by two runs of our algorithm (given that Z
is bi-dimensional). The left-hand side shows the embeddings derived from the usage of the simple
cross-entropy in (4.7), while the right-hand side shows the embeddings produced by the binary
cross-entropy loss in (4.13). The Z1 embeddings occupy the upper row and the ZL embeddings are
below for both loss configurations.

One can see that the main disadvantage of not using the contrastive regularization is the
formation of some clusters that are less heterogeneous, in the sense that they tend to group mostly
same class elements. This means we have no gains in GERM inferences and it resembles two
separate homogeneous clustering tasks, the clustering of genes from one side and the clustering of
cCREs from other side. We argue that the need for a regularization is mostly a consequence of
the sparseness of the trend-aware distance score in (4.3). This feature space represents the unique
relation between different-class elements in our graph, and should drive the positioning of elements
of different classes together in the embedding space. However, due to its inherent sparsity, the
trend-aware distance score is not enough to produce such a mixing effect in the manifold. The
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repulsive force term instead, has a side-effect of mixing different-class elements in the manifold, and
this effect helps initializing a manifold Z1 that is more prone to converge to a ZL that resembles
heterogeneous GERM clusters. In other words, We observe that a side effect of separating dissimilar
same-class elements in the original space is to mix different-class elements in the embedding space.
This mixing effect is and effective initialization strategy for the manifold that then is able to perform
additional slight deformations in the embedding space to find the GERM clusters.

We iteratively optimized the parameters of our GNN-based encoder. At each iteration, we
minimized (4.13) with a different set of parameters. After running the optimization for a predefined
number of iterations, we converged to a clustering-friendly embedding where the clusters reflected
plausible gene regulatory networks. We then ran k-means clustering on the embedding and analyzed
the clusters. This clusterization is represented in panel H of Figure 4.1.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.3. Intersections between single-modality k-means clusters and co-clusters induced by DeepRe-
Graph. A) Principal component analysis (PCA) reduced dimension of candidate cis-regulatory elements
(cCRE) profiles colored by the correspondent DeepReGraph cluster. B) Intersection between only-cCRE
agglomerative clustering and cCREs extracted from DeepReGraph heterogeneous clusters. C) PCA
reduced dimension of gene expression profiles colored by the corresponding DeepReGraph cluster.

DeepReGraph performs the co-clustering of genes and cCREs together. Consequentially, resulting
clusters are heterogeneous in the class of elements they might contain. DeepReGraph helped us
identify eight co-clusters when applied to developmental fetal mouse heart datasets. We assessed
the quality of gene expression and cCREs clusters from a computational point of view. We also
analyzed these clusters from a biological perspective as described below.

4.3.1 DeepReGraph generated high-quality co-clusters

We employed a principle component analysis (PCA) to visualize the cCRE clusters on dimension
reduced plots as shown in panel A of Figure 4.3. This figure highlights a clear separation of clusters
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Figure 4.4. Co-clusters identified by DeepReGraph and the relative profile trends. The first column of plots
contains gene expression time profiles, and the rest of the columns contain enhancer activity time profiles.
The space between the first and third quartile for each plot was colored to better show the trend.

on PC0, PC1, and PC2 which explain the 57% of variability in the cCRE datasets. We also
performed k-means clustering using k = 8. Panel B of Figure 4.3 shows a confusion matrix that
compares cCRE clusters from DeepReGraph with the uni-modal clustering produced with k-means
clustering. It is clear from this confusion matrix that the result of the multi-modal clustering of
DeepReGraph was highly similar to the uni-modal clustering one. This similarity indicates that
DeepReGraph clustering does take into account the same-class pattern similarities when defining
clusters. We also visualized the PCA plot of gene expression data in panel C of Figure 4.3. PC0 by
itself explains 76% of the variability in gene expression. Basically, gene expression has two distinct
patterns throughout mouse fetal heart tissue development: genes with increasing expression and
genes with decreasing expression. Interestingly, these two major patterns have been divided into
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Figure 4.5. A) Enriched function of gene expression extracted from DeepReGraph clusters. B) Enriched
transcription factor binding site motifs of cCRE for the same clusters.
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sub-patterns based on the cCRE clusters that plausibly drive their regulation.
The clustered patterns produced by DeepReGraph are presented in Figure 4.4. In this figure,

the y-axis contains the mean-centered values for gene expression in the left-most column, while
mean-centered CRE features are in the last three columns. The mean value reduction process
mentioned was done as follows: given a time-series vector x = [x0, x1, ..., xt], with a mean value
x̂ =

∑t

i=0 xi
|x| , the mean-reduced vector is x̃ = [x0 − x̂, x1 − x̂, ..., xt − x̂]. The x-axes of the plots

instead correspond to the considered time-points of mouse fetal heart development. Notice that
each cluster contains a set of genes and cCREs. The area between the first and third quartile is
colored for each trend plot, to help visualize the trend of each cluster.

4.3.2 DeepReGraph revealed the regulatory signature of mouse fetal heart de-
velopment

We investigated the enriched function of gene expression clusters and enriched transcription factor
binding site motifs of cCRE clusters to decipher the general signature of mouse fetal heart develop-
ment. Figure 4.5 summarizes these enrichment analysis. It clearly shows that all gene expression
clusters have clear functional annotation and all cCRE clusters entail clear transcription factor
binding site motifs.

In general, expression of genes related to cell proliferation functions decrease during mouse fetal
development, while expression of genes related to heart functions increase. [279] However, if we look
at the enriched terms for the detected gene expression clusters in panel A of Figure 4.5, and the
pattern of gene expression in Figure 4.4, we can observe that the story is not so simple. Two of
the largest gene expression clusters are cluster2 (192 genes) which represents the heart functional
genes (enriched for heart contraction function), and cluster7 (249 genes) which represents the cell
proliferation genes. The smaller gene expression clusters have more specific enriched functions.
Considering the other gene expression clusters down-regulated during development, cluster0 was more
enriched for DNA replication, while cluster3 was enriched for non-heart developmental processes.
Similarly, the smaller gene expression clusters up-regulated during development gained specific
functional enrichment: cluster1 was enriched in metabolic processes to generate energy for the heart
to function. Cluster4 was enriched for ventricular cardiac muscle cell membrane repolarization,
and cluster6 was enriched for heart contraction. Cluster5 contained genes enriched for regulation
of muscle system process. Here, co-clustering of gene expression and cCREs enabled us to derive
smaller and more specific clusters. Otherwise, as it is clear from Figure 4.3 panel C, the smaller
clusters of gene expression with more focused functions could not be deduced from gene expression
alone.

Multi-modal clustering can also describe how cCREs can drive gene expression during develop-
ment. First, smaller gene expression clusters gained more cCREs per genes, as Figure 4.4 shows.
Secondly, cCREs with different epigenetic patterns have been linked to similar pattern of gene
expression, as can be seen also in Figure 4.4. For example, in the major cluster with up-regulated
genes during development, i.e. cluster2, the trends of ATAC-seq and H3K27ac increased as expected.
Similarly, for cluster7 which entails a large set of down-regulated genes throughout development,
the trend of ATAC-seq and H3K27ac decreased. However, the H3K27me3 pattern for both cluster2
and cluster7 showed no changes in Figure 4.4. We can observe polycomb removal events in cluster1,
cluster3, and cluster4 as H3K27me3 levels decreased in these clusters.

Multi-modal clustering can further clarify how gene expression changes through development, as
cCRE clusters exhibited clearly enriched motifs in panel B of Figure 4.5. These enriched motifs
can prioritize the candidate transcription factors which drive the development. For example, the
Myocyte enhancer factor 2 (MEF2) motif was enriched in the clusters related to up-regulated
genes. The only exception was cluster1, for which the Activator protein 1 (AP1) motif was enriched.
However, we can assume that MEF2 binding transcription factor, and more probably the Myocyte
enhancer factor 2C (MEF2C), was the major transcription factor which caused the increase in gene
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expression values. Other binding site motifs were been enriched for the clusters entailing temporally
up-regulated genes in Figure 4.5 panel B. Interestingly, these motifs were highly cluster-specific. A
similar dynamic was seen for clusters with temporally decreased gene expression. Although zinc
finger motifs were enriched in these clusters, the GATA motif was only enriched in cluster0 and the
basic helix-loop-helix (BHLH), nuclear receptor motifs are only enriched in cluster3.

4.4 Discussion

This study introduced a novel method called DeepReGraph to perform multi-modal clustering of
gene expression and cCREs. DeepReGraph allows a cluster-friendly embedding, where clusters
contain genes and CREs and tend to identify gene expression regulation mechanisms. Interestingly,
the results of multi-modal clusters derived by DeepReGraph for cCRES were highly similar to the
uni-modal clustering using k-means. However, DeepReGraph generated gene expression clusters
that could not be derived by using gene expression data alone. Such a result might be expected if we
consider cCRE and gene expression changes in a "cause and effect" manner. cCREs are part of the
regulatory network and are among the driving causes of alternation in gene expression. Therefore,
we can expect cCRE uni-modal clustering to be similar to co-clustering gene expression and cCREs
together. However, gene expression is controlled by cCREs. In mouse fetal heart development, we
have shown that similar gene expression (similar effect) can be divided into different clusters based
on the controlling cCREs. This result shows the added values of the multi-modal clustering method
to understand the signature of development.

Developmental regulatory networks can be straightforwardly modeled as heterogeneous graphs.
The main reason for such a claim is that they are made of two distinct classes of elements (genes and
CREs) whose interaction tends to be highly correlated with multiple features like gene expression,
base-pair distance, and cCRE activity. Modeling such regulatory networks as heterogeneous graphs
is key to using graph-RL algorithms to converge to low-dimensional embeddings for such systems.
The spatial distribution of nodes in the embedding might resemble complex relationships between
nodes.

We undertook the challenge of converging to an embedding where gene expression regulation
mechanisms are easily identifiable. To do so, we created our own heterogeneous graph-RL algorithm
by carefully designing an extension of AdaGAE [137]. First, we designed a dynamic combination
schema of multiple node feature spaces to create a unique node feature space. This unification was
a necessary step to adapt AdaGAE to a heterogeneous graph scenario. We also created a repulsive
force by extending the loss function in [137]. This repulsive force has proven essential to separate
elements with different gene expression or activity trends. Third, we introduce a trend-aware
regularization of the base-pair distance relationship between nodes. This regularization proved
essential to produce more compact clusters. The resulting schema is responsible for producing a
clustering-friendly embedding space that sheds light on regulatory mechanisms.

In this work, we extended the algorithm presented in [137] to produce an algorithm capable
of embedding a heterogeneous graph into a low-dimensional, easy-to-cluster embedding. Other
approaches to heterogeneous graph embedding that we could further investigate exist [236]; for
example, the relational graph convolutional networks (RGCN) [229]. Such a model implies a greater
number of parameters, and various parameter-sharing approaches have been proposed, some of them
making use of the attention mechanism [153, 240]. We could further investigate attention-based
prioritization of nodes and relationships for learning embeddings [329]. We have however to mention
that most of the het-graph-rl algorithms focus on facing complexities like heterogeneity in the
types of features, appart of scalability issues by leveraging batch gradient descent on GNNs. These
particular problems are not present in our current parameter setting, so we could also study the
applicability of other graph-rl algorithms for homogeneous graphs. For doing this we should design
hand-crafted feature engineering to feed the models with a unified feature space. Comparing with
other graph-RL algorithms in general could be useful to investigate on the results of adding, for
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example:

1. Other types of neighborhood message aggregation. For example neighbour set pooling [309] or
Janossy pooling [178],

2. Leverage of neighbour-wise attention mechanisms [260].

3. Architectural settings that resemble online skip connections [205] and recurrent gated embed-
ding updates [139] -notice that we have used these mechanisms in an offline fashion.

If we consider the production of a unified embedding of heterogeneous data as a first step, we
could conceive other offline clustering algorithms. The clustering-friendly embedding we present
resembles a differentiable version of agglomerative clustering. However, other algorithms like the
ones in [293, 221] use a differential expectation-maximization schema, where a distance-to-centroid
loss is minimized to reach final embedding with compact clusters. Consequently, the use of different
deep clustering approaches should be further investigated.

Regulatory networks and gene regulation are dynamic processes. Therefore, temporal datasets
can potentially describe them better than static ones. However, initial efforts to associate regulatory
networks and chromatin states to the gene expression were based on limited data. ChromHMM [60]
is the most used method to assign states of the chromatin to genes. However, with the advent of
large temporal datasets like ENCODE, which we used in this paper, it is possible to move beyond a
static view of regulatory networks and gene expression. This study used chromatin accessibility,
H3K27ac, and H3K27me3, three well-known epigenetic markers with a well-characterized effect on
gene expression. This framework can be further expanded to other epigenetic markers. Such an
expansion could have two main advantages. The first advantage is the potential improvement of
clustering quality. The second consists in better deciphering the combinatorial trends of epigenetic
changes and their effects on gene expression dynamics.

4.5 Main contribution of Deep Learning
We can think of the mathematical rules that we have leveraged to compute the various combinations
of the original feature spaces and their regularization in terms of sparsity, as a compound deterministic
algorithm. At the core of the algorithm we have a mathematical box that receives in input a pair of
elements: a gene and a cCRE. The output of this inner-algorithm could be seen as the probability
of existence of a regulatory mechanism between these candidates. The outer algorithm instead
rates the significance of various candidate associations that share one element (the gene or the
cCRE). This algorithm provides a set of signals that traverse the gene-CRE graph and the spectra
of these signals potentially give us information about certain gene regulatory mechanisms among
the analyzed elements. Having in mind this solution setting, we can say we leveraged deep graph
neural networks with the above-mentioned mathematical rules acting as inductive biases for these.
Such a setting has helped us in three ways:

• First, it has helped us to augment the scalability of our algorithm to bigger graphs, in terms
of computational and memory costs. We perform the embedding and the message passing in
parallel, drastically reducing the number of computations we need to perform.

• Second, we augment the flexibility or smoothness of the signals that the rigid feature pre-
processing gives in input. This is because we use parameter-sharing architectures that mimic
the convolution operation on the graph. Moreover, the parameter of our graph convolutional
filters are optimized using a loss function that takes into account the whole data.

• The main advantage of deep learning however is the inductive representation learning. Inductive
learning is a consequence of the parametric setting, and it permits us to confidently apply
the het-graph-RL machinery to new data assuming it comes from the same underlying
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distributions. As explained in paragraph 4.2.4, with respect to the parameter setting we
used in the present experiment, we could enable the learning of inductive GERM inference
machinery simply changing the initialization of our deep ANN architecture with, for example,
a simple concatenation of the original feature vectors.

4.6 Work Limitations

We now present two main limitations of the presented work. The first one is inherited by the absence
of data, which took us to adopt a linear similarity kernel rather than more powerful probabilistic
approaches. The second limitation derives from the biological inductive biases we have injected
into the RL algorithm. We argue that these inductive biases may reduce the information we could
potentially find in the current dataset.

4.6.1 Limitations of the euclidean distance kernel

One of the weaknesses of the current algorithm is that it is oriented to extract gene regulatory
relationships using low-scale data. The data pre-processing depicted in paragraph 4.2.1 produced
one scalar gene expression value per time-point per gene and one scalar activity value per cCRE
marker per time-point. In other words, we have used short time-series data. We claim that
more powerful GRN inferential methods could be addressed if we had the availability to use
experiments that contain high-scale sets of samples for each time-point. Powerful non-linear
dependence finding frameworks that rely on information theory kernels [28], auto-regressive methods
[165], or probabilistic frameworks [227] have been applied in past to discover gene-gene regulation
interactions on medium or high-scale single-cell gene expression data. Taking into account various
temporal high-scale single-cell experiments, we could leverage similar methodologies to learn node
representations. The mentioned kernels could be at the heart of a powerful inductive Deep GAE
that could plausibly discover other types of gene regulatory associations.

Moreover, we have discovered many-to-many relations that could explain a one-hop regulatory
relationship between various cCREs and genes. However, more complex regulatory relations exist
-e.g. indirect regulation- which multi-hop causality relationships could map. Our algorithm has
grouped the elements that are related by some correlation in their cCRE activity and gene expression
patterns. But we have not specified whether the relations between these elements are direct or
somehow indirect. Neither were we able to determine the order in which such causality could
exist. This is the main limitation inherited by the similarity kernel we have used, which is inversely
proportional to the euclidean distance and thus, proportional to the Pearson correlation. Gene-gene
regulatory network inference methods that rely on the Pearson correlation are called Correlation
Networks [312]. These methods are agnostic to causality. More sophisticated probabilistic modeling
like Bayesian networks [98] or differential equations [159] could improve fostering causality-aware
gene-gene expression regulatory mechanisms. In this work, a basic mapping for GRN inference is
presented with respect to probabilistic models.

4.6.2 Limitations of the specific biological inductive bias

In this chapter, we have studied diverse parametric combinations of a set of primitive feature spaces
to form a set of multi-semantic combination feature spaces. The multi-semantic spaces served,
in turn, as a generative probability distribution for the edges of a set of abstract homogeneous
graphs. But we did not learn the parameters that created the mentioned combinations. We fixed
them a priori taking into account specific biological criteria. As a result, the GERM clusters
we have discovered plausibly identify groups of cCREs and genes between which specific types of
gene expression regulatory relations exist. More specifically, in every learning iteration, the set
of importance weights for each feature space and the repulsive and attractive forces were fixed,
considering a set of simple rules.
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As explained in section 4.2, given a set of cCREs that are equally distant in the genome to a
gene or a set of uniformly expressed genes, we tighten the similarity between the embeddings of
these elements considering:

1. The correlation of chromatin accessibility and acetylation profiles of each cCRE,

2. The inverse correlation of the chromatin accessibility and the methylation profiles of each
cCRE,

3. The absolute value of the correlation between the gene-expression profile of the gene(s) and
the chromatin accessibility profile of the cCRE(s),

These basic inductive biases drove the setting of the hyper-parameters we used. Despite these
inductive biased turn efficient for finding the results exposed in section 4.3, we argue that these
may limit the broader range of regulatory mechanisms that exist in nature and could be inferred
from the data we used in this experiment. We claim that a broader set of gene regulatory relations
could be fostered from these data by a deep learning pipeline that includes a bigger hypothesis
space. We could model softer inductive biases as regularization terms of the reconstruction loss.
This technique may converge to more expressive manifolds concerning the one presented in this
work. We explain more on this research path in paragraph 5.3.3.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

This dissertation offered a comprehensive review of the synergies between deep learning and
heterogeneous graph models. Two main paradigms of collaboration have been identified between
these disciplines. The first one consists of enhancing the scalability, expressiveness and generalization
power of graph algorithms through deep learning. The second is the augmented efficiency of solution-
space exploration that heterogeneous graph modeled scenarios could help design of deep learning
optimization pipelines.

This research also identified two open research opportunities where the studied synergisms
could be helpful. The first one was the online optimization of service function chain deployment
in virtualized content delivery networks for live-streaming. The second was the inference of
developmental regulatory mechanisms between genes and cis-regulatory elements. The candidate
demonstrated his proficiency in the research field by applying the synergisms identified in the first
phase of the research to solve such open problems. The proposed solutions to the open problems were
based on the het-graph model-based Deep Reinforcement Learning and het-graph Representation
Learning. In this conclusive chapter, we first mention some theoretical aspects of this dissertation
to summarize the contribution and its limits as a whole, we then review other application fields that
could benefit from the proposed methodologies, and lastly, we explore further research directions
that could enhance the solutions presented in this thesis.

5.1 Theoretical aspects

The graph-based architectural inductive biases that could be inserted in deep ANN architectures to
help solve tasks in model-based scenarios are the essence of the first good practice that we have
studied in this dissertation. The Geometric Deep Learning Blueprint [26] has cleverly formalized
this type of synergism with the language of group theory. Instead, at the core of the second good
practice, we have action or state decomposition that creates non-explicitly architectural inductive
biases to direct the optimization paths of Deep ANN architectures. These type of synergism is more
difficult to formalize in the language of, for example, Markov Decision Processes. However, some
related formalizations exist. For example, the policy invariance theorem presented in [183].

We note that the two types of synergism we have identified are two special cases of a unique
practice: inductive bias injection in deep learning pipelines. Inductive biases restrict the degrees
of freedom or the dimension of the hypothesis space by imposing some constraints in the solution
space of the function approximator. However, the usage of Deep ANNs, imposes itself a special kind
of inductive bias. Attempts to explain the hypothesis space induced by deep ANNs have been made.
One remarkable example is explaining them through spline theory [197]. We argue that this and
other related studies could form the basis for the formalization of the restrictions of the hypothesis
space that different architectural inductive biases over deep ANNs create. We are less confident
about the possibility of formalization of non-architectural inductive biases as a whole, because of
the multiple types of biases that could be injected: regularization, sampling techniques, etc.

91
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Despite mathematical models of inductive biases, a class of more high-level approaches like
the concept of symbolic behavior [72] and innateness [154] in artificial intelligence could also help
to understand the commonalities between the two synergisms exposed in this dissertation. These
approaches could also open the question of whether the studied synergism a neat dichotomy or if
they must be considered as a unique ubiquitous synergism in AI. Lastly, an important observation is
that mixing these two synergisms is a very effective good practice already in industrial production
deployments. Examples of such mixed approaches include deep relational reinforcement learning
[310], neural algorithmic reasoning [259], Graph Networks [17], among others.

This dissertation aimed to create a clear taxonomy of how AI designers could model inductive
biases for industrial-scale deep learning pipelines. Good Old Fashioned AI could be used to bring
efficiency to deep learning training cycles when model knowledge is given and some well-designed
deep learning architectures that can empower algorithms to extend their application range. A formal
high-level model of innateness and inductive biases is thus a possible extension of this research. The
author limits to claim in this manuscript that the previously mentioned works could enlighten such
a formalization.

5.2 New Application Fields of the proposed methods

5.2.1 Clustering of time-series data

The influence of one or multiple time-series in the evolution profile of another time-series might
be complex and hardly captured by linear correlation functions. [92] Some statistics exist that
can measure non-linear dependence probability between two random variables. [129] However,
the task of complex non-linear dependence finding in real-world time-series might also benefit
from the universal approximation capacity of deep artificial neural networks. We demonstrated
this by presenting a new methodology for creating a unique low-dimensional and easy-to-cluster
embedding of a heterogeneous network in chapter 4. This clustering method is based on deep graph
auto-encoders and an iterative process for creating multi-semantic node embeddings from multiple
feature spaces. We argue that such a technique could also be helpful to cluster other time-series
data.

One sample field that usually correlates an independent time-series with another set of exogenous
time-series is the modelisation of material degradation as a function of weather factors. Weather
factors are usually obtained as multi-variate time-series and are often high-dimensional. Multiple
studies are being carried out to study and model the performance degradation of industrial machinery
as a function of these and other similar exogenous time-series like usage and maintenance profiles.
These studies often rely on domain-specific knowledge to hypothesize the influence of various factors
on the degradation profile of the independent variable. We argue that our method could be used in
this research field to help clustering time-series data considering their non-linear dependences.

For example, the influence of weather and traffic under the evolution of pavement performance
indexes is a current research area where recurrent neural networks [134, 252] and shallow-ML
[162, 191, 267] techniques have produced outstanding results, even if, to the best of the candidate’s
knowledge, the current literature lacks to use the het-graph modeling of these environments. We
argue that the problem of predicting the pavement performance degradation could be modeled
as a het-graph containing multiple node types like pavement chunks, weather, and traffic sensors.
Geographic proximity could be the primary edge type of this graph. The inductive graph bias
possessed by the GNN architectures like those leveraged in our method could be helpful in this
context. By creating a proper graph deep learning pipeline, road chunks from multiple geographical
regions could be clustered as a function of both the similarity in the chunks’ performance degradation
profiles and the similarity in the correlations with exogenous time-series data. Other examples of
time-series data that could be better analyzed through clustering techniques like ours come from
the stock market analysis field, where multiple stock evolution profiles are known to be correlated
to various exogenous time-series data. We argue that a het-graph modelisation like ours could
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shed light on the detection of correlation patterns among groups of market shares. Moreover, these
correlation patterns could be associated with domain-specific phenomena with the help of domain
experts to converge to an inductive instrument that could help in the detection of irregularities and
investment opportunities.

5.2.2 Social Network analysis

Figure 5.1. Deep learning-based representation learning of heterogeneous networks has been applied to the
field of social network analysis. Social Networks are heterogeneous by nature because they include multiple
types of nodes (individuals, events, items, fan pages, etc.) and edges (friendship, likes, associations,
among others). This figure gives an overview of an algorithm that combines graph neural networks
(GNN), attention-based mechanisms, and a hierarchical feature concatenation schema for studying a
heterogeneous social network of individuals and items to create a social recommendation system. The
algorithm presented in chapter 4 could enhance the final node embeddings by including the information
from node-level features in the embedding space. This figure was obtained from [66]

Social recommendation systems [66], and user identity linkage [319] are some examples of social
network analysis algorithms based on deep learning and het-graph-RL. Social Networks are, in fact,
heterogeneous because they include various types of nodes (individuals, events, items, fan pages,
etc.) and edges (friendship, likes, associations, among other interactions). This heterogeneity is the
main challenge the research community addresses when trying to produce node embeddings that
capture the complex topological relationships of these networks. In the case of recommender systems,
for example, Fan et al. [66] noted that, when producing embeddings, both user-item and user-user
interactions need to be considered by the representation learning algorithm. This condition holds
especially if the embeddings should capture efficient topological features from the het-graph. Fan et
al. modeled a het-graph-RL that included hierarchical attention-based mechanisms to construct a
social recommender system. Each edge type is analyzed separately by a specific GNN module in
this work. Then, the output of every module is concatenated to form a comprehensive embedding
vector used to predict user ratings of items. Feature concatenation is done hierarchically to inject
inductive biases that permit to learn users’ social and individual preferences. Remarkably, the
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attention-based mechanism learns to give the right importance weight to some associations in the
graph with respect to others.

The work in [66] considered only the topological relationships among nodes, ignoring the node-
level features. The authors of this work claim that the inclusion of node-level characteristics in
their presented social recommender system would, in fact, improve its prediction performance in
recommendation downstream tasks, and their call for future work mentions this need. We argue
that our algorithm could be useful to answer this call because, apart from taking into account
topological information, it combines various types of node-level characteristics to create multi-
semantic embedding vectors. However, as exposed in paragraph 1.2.1 of this dissertation, our
approach is not the unique deep-learning-based het-graph-RL algorithm that considers node-level
features to produce the final embeddings. Other recent approaches with node-level feature inclusion
could be adopted in this task [313, 271].

Many deep het-graph-RL algorithms were presented in paragraph 1.2.1 that use attention-based
mechanisms to learn the importance distribution between node-level feature types and instances.
However, in some network-related environments, this distribution may not be complex and dynamic:
it could be the same for every node and be noted by domain experts. We argue that in these cases,
industrial environments may prefer to use algorithms like the one presented in this research, whose
main advantage over the attention-based ones is architectural simplicity. We can state this because
our algorithm produces the final embeddings using a single deep graph auto-encoder at the cost of
model-based parameter setting for the feature combination phase. Thus, the number of parameters
to optimize is necessarily less concerning attention-based het-graph-RL approaches.

5.2.3 Online resource allocation optimization for cloud-hosted vCDNs

In chapter 3, we have proposed an AI-driven SFC deployment algorithm for live-video delivery
in virtualized CDNs. This algorithm delegates the processing of live-streaming video requests to
distributed chains of VNF containers. In the use-case presented, these containers are deployed on a
cloud-hosted virtualized network infrastructure as in [136]. In the proposed vCDN ETSI standard
architecture [62], the orchestrator module would host and run our DRL module. The orchestrator
could use our algorithm to individuate near-to-optimal SFC deployment policies. On the other hand,
in the mentioned standard, the VIM module is in charge of resource allocation processes to permit
horizontal and vertical scaling of the underlying NFVI.

We have evaluated our SFC deployment solution with a greedy and reactive algorithm for resource
allocation, which was specified in section 3.2.4. Dynamic policies for optimal resource allocation
in vCDNs are instead an active area of research. [286] Joint optimization of SFC deployment and
resource allocation has also been investigated, and practical solutions have been published for vCDNs
[290] and general-case virtualized network systems [133]. Also, DRL-based resource-allocation agents
have proven capable of learning proactive and long-term convenient policies in mobile edge computing
[37], computing offloading [46], among other scenarios [228]. Instead, we propose investigating
the DRL-based optimization of SFC Deployment in cloud-hosted vCDN systems. By applying a
well-designed DRL-based resource-allocation algorithm, we argue that the SFC deployment policies
presented in chapter 3 would be further optimized in terms of both QoS and costs. The main
difficulty of designing a VNF resource adapter in our case is the high dimension of the action space.
Such a space consists of the resource quantities that we want to assign to each resource type of every
VNF in every node of the vCDN distributed system. Even if we could discretize such an action
space to some extent, we should model a fine-grained adapter agent capable of precisely adapting
the resource provision for each container.

We argue that DRL designers could obtain promising guidelines for designing a resource-allocation
DRL agent in a cloud-hosted vCDN environment using the design strategy adopted in chapter 3.
More specifically, designers could follow the intuition of shaping rewards based on the potential
contribution of states to the final objective. We now provide some hints for shaping the rewards in
this way.
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We argue that a good technique to design an efficient resource allocation/adaptation agent is to
serialize the action-space into single VNF resource-adaptation actions. In the particular het-graph
model that we have made, each VNF module’s utilization and resource provision in every hosting
node is tracked as a node-level feature. We could use this information to memorize the utilization
immediately after performing adaptation actions and after the system has served some incoming
requests. We could then exploit the utilization’s initial and final values to give a specialized reward
to the adaptation action performed. More specifically, we could hypothesize the following situation:
We perform a resource adaptation to a specific VNF instance f ik, where k is the VNF type, and i is
the hosting node that instantiates the VNF. Then, we could shape the rewards as a function of the
coherence of the adaptation concerning the utilization changes after the request serving period, as
schematized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. A hint to the design of a reward shaping strategies for online VNF resource allocation actions
considering the vCDN model presented in chapter 3

Adaptation Resulting Conditions Reward Reward
Action after serving period Meaning

δc > 0 δµ > 0 10 · δc very good

δc > 0 δµ = 0 − δc
10 bad

δc > 0 δµ < 0 −δc very bad

δc < 0 δµ > 0 δc very bad

δc < 0 δµ = 0 − δc
10 good

δc < 0 δµ < 0 −10δc very good

δc = 0 δµ > 0 −δµ bad

δc = 0 δµ = 0 r > 0 good

δc = 0 δµ < 0 δµ bad

The hints on reward shaping provided in Table 5.1 are just one example of how the availability of
model-based knowledge can help to create efficient exploration biases on a DRL agent. As explained
in chapter 1 the availability of reward policies like the one in Table 5.1 is the main factor that
permits the designers to create biased state-space representations that are light and, at the same
time effective.

5.3 Future Research Directions

5.3.1 Automatic Curriculum Learning in Heterogeneous Graph RL

In chapter 4 we presented an algorithm for deep learning-based heterogeneous graph representation
learning. In particular, we used manifold learning in the form of a probabilistic graph generative
algorithm. Specifically, we created a graph where the relationships between nodes corresponded to a
regularized version of the euclidean distance relationship between points. This generative approach
helped create a sparse graph from the initial non-graph formatted dataset. Our algorithm iteratively
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Figure 5.2. One main research direction we pursue is the incorporation of automatic hyperparameter
optimization (HPO) routines for our heterogeneous graph representation learning (het-graph-RL) algo-
rithm. This figure is obtained from [209] where authors used Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) to help
a DRL agent learn the optimal curriculum for embedding star networks. In other words, the training
dataset for the embedding algorithm is divided into edge-type-specific chunks, and a DRL agent learns the
correct sequence of training datasets to learn. We are investigating ways to extend a similar auto-HPO
procedure to our dynamic-sparsity H-graph embedding algorithm to reduce the effort of manually finding
the optimal HPO for each specific downstream task.

generates various graphs with increasing sparsity. The topological features of the generated graphs
are then combined to produce the final node embeddings. Finally, we performed proper hyper-
parameter optimization to find the best results in the specific downstream task we faced. Despite
many secondary hyper-parameters optimized using domain knowledge, the sequence of sparsity values
for the iterative graph generation constitutes the main dynamic hyperparameter of the proposed
algorithm. In our experiment, we have optimized the values for this dynamic hyperparameter on a
trial-and-error basis.

We argue that further development of our heterogeneous graph embedding technique moves
in the direction of automatic graph machine learning [321]. In particular, we are studying how to
exploit Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) for Hyperparameter Optimization (HPO) routines
of the sequence of sparsity values. DRL has been applied in the past for learning the optimal
order of training tasks for the embedding of heterogeneous star networks [209]. Star networks are a
sub-class of heterogeneous networks that have two types of nodes: center nodes and attribute nodes.
Attribute nodes have multiple sub-classes, and each center node is linked to various attribute nodes
through correspondent edges.

In [209], the proposed graph representation learning of star networks is also iterative: the
embedding is created throughout various learning iterations, each phase concentrating on learning
the information encoded by a particular type of attribute node. Authors in [209] face the problem
of automatically learning the best sequence of attribute node-types that the embedding module
needs to learn. Their objective is to converge to center-node embeddings suitable for a particular
downstream task. Qu et al. propose the usage of Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) to efficiently
explore the high-dimensional action space that such a problem implies. Remarkably, they have
tested their algorithm on various star network databases and downstream tasks. Inspired by the
work in [209], we are investigating how to incorporate a DRL agent into our het-graph-RL algorithm
to automatically learn the optimal sequence of values for the sparsity parameter.

Our deep-het-graph-RL algorithm uses a dynamic sparsity hyper-parameter ki, ∀i ∈ I, where
I is the number of iterations in which we generate a graph with the correspondent sparsity and
refine the embedding. This hyper-parameter is meant to follow a crescent path k0, k1, ...,KI so that
K0 < k1 < ... < KI . The sparsity increment, however, is not necessarily a constant value. At each
iteration i, the sparsity parameter is limited by the interval [ki−1, N ], where N is the number of
nodes in the network. In this case, the action space could be prohibitively large to explore with a
pure model-free DRL approach. We propose then to learn the optimal sequence of ki, by creating
an MDP model where model the state an action space as follows:
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Figure 5.3. A schematic representation of the task of allocating and chaining virtual network function
forwarding graphs (VNF-FG). Multiple VNF types are represented by geometrical shapes. In the left side
of the image we have the specifications of the two VNF-FG that are deployed in the right side, which
contains the NFVI graph with the corresponding node and link capacities. The VNF-FG embedding
problem can be divided in two sub-tasks: VNF allocation (place the requested VNF modules in nodes of
the NFVI) and FG chaining (composing the best NVFI paths for connecting the deployed VNF modules
taking into account the requisites of the virtual links in the VNF-FG). Inspired by recent success of the
application of relational deep reinforcement learning, we propose to investigate on a model-free DRL
tecnique for jointly optimize these two tasks together. This figure was obtained from [228]

• The states consist of the autoencoder parametric state at the end of every optimization
iteration,

• the actions consist of the sparsity augmentation to perform before the next learning iteration.

Moreover, we argue that we could exploit MCTS if we limit the action-space, i.e., the options of the
sparsity augmentation.

5.3.2 AI-driven VNF Forwarding Graph-Embedding

In this dissertation, we have investigated the problem of live-streaming SFC Deployment in cloud-
hosted virtualized network infrastructures. We assumed that, in this kind of NFVI environment, the
cloud provider is responsible for network-level routing. Consequently, in our model, we were able to
abstract the network-level routing between any two VNF modules into a single application-level
connection between the correspondent VNF hosting nodes, as explained in section 3.2.1.

Suppose we take into consideration the network level routing problem instead. In that case, we
could further enhance the optimization of QoS by creating long-term convenient routing policies with
the help of DRL. Given a particular network infrastructure that hosts the vCDN, data transportation
from a source VNF to a destination VNF could follow multiple routes. Each route could imply a
specific transportation delay. Consequently, routing optimization at the substrate network level
could enhance the QoS in a vCDN. The joint problem of SFC deployment and routing in virtualized
network systems is referred to as VNF Forwarding Graph-Embedding (VNF-FGE), and a lot of
research effort has been devoted to it [228]. Usually, the problem is divided into the placement and
chaining tasks. Placement involves where to deploy the VNFs, and chaining is related to routing
content between them.

DRL approaches to VNF-FGE have been successfully applied in the recent years [9, 210]. These
approaches model the placement-related action as a permutation of the nodes in the network. For
each VNF in the SFC chain, the placement task is performed by choosing the first available node
taking into account the permutation order proposed by the agent. By doing so, the allocation
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failures are prevented from happening, and the agent does not learn from these transitions. We
argue that, even if these works converge to optimal VNF-FGE policies, the design of the exploration
dynamic injects a bias that could imply sub-optimality of the achieved results. Inspired by the
advances in relational deep reinforcement learning [310, 58], we propose a novel research direction
which is to reduce the biased design of the action-space by letting the DRL agent learn long-term
convenient allocating and chaining actions together. We argue that an interesting research path for
this goal is graph convolutional reinforcement learning [119].

Graph convolutional reinforcement learning (GCRL) is a multi-agent DRL algorithm that permits
the agents to consider the topological characteristics of an environment modeled as a dynamic
graph. Topological characteristics of the environment are abstracted using the neural message
passing framework. As explained in section 1.2.1, the latter produces a smoothed representation
of the features of a node combining each node’s feature vector with an aggregation of the features
of the neighborhood nodes. The work in [119] proposes to implement the aggregation operator
based on multi-head attention [15]. This attention mechanism permits the agent to privilege some
neighboring nodes with respect to others when aggregating features in the neighborhood.

We argue that a multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithm could help design an algorithm
for the joint optimization of VNF placement and chaining, i.e., optimization of VNF-FGE. One
agent could focus on the placement phase and the other on the chaining problem collaboratively. To
prevent inefficient exploration biases in these agents, inspired by the work in 1.2.1, we propose to
design a state-space with the help of graph reinforcement learning with attention-based aggregation
of local state features. Such a design would help abstract topological characteristics of the network
environment, and we could improve the effectiveness of a more model-free exploration with respect
to current existent approaches for DRL based VNF-FGE.

5.3.3 Relational GCNs and regularized unsupervised rewards for more general
gene-expression regulation mechanism fostering

In chapter 4, we have delivered a deep learning pipeline that learns to foster mechanisms of gene
expression regulation. The presented algorithm relied on a loss function definition that permitted
us to discern the importance of various original feature spaces for inferring a specific type of Gene
regulatory mechanisms. Still, it also created a strong inductive bias that restricted the class of
GERM clusters we could find, as explained in paragraph 4.6.2. In short, the expressive power of the
final manifold was biased to accommodate the statistical characteristics of the particular biological
drivers that governed the loss function desing process.

As mentioned in paragraph 1.2.1, the Relational Graph Convolutional Network (R-GCN)
architecture [229] is a flexible graph neural network that learns to differentiate between types of
relationships for producing the final node embeddings through gradient descent. Other types of
architectures are also available that, for example, permit learning to give importance to the neighbors
of each node as a function of the features of the node instances themselves [260]. We ask ourselves
if our DeepReGraph algorithm could somehow benefit from these kinds of flexible architectures that
learn how to automatically combine different original feature spaces.

The most challenging part of such a setting would be the definition of the loss function that
drives learning the node embeddings for the gene-CRE graph. We could create a monolithic loss
function like the one we used in paragraph 4.2.7. Still, we would again create a strong inductive
bias as we did with the current implementation of DeepReGraph. This limit falls from the fact that
we should fix a-priori the combination scheme of the set of original feature spaces of the graph
to reduce them to a unique feature space under which the reconstruction loss is minimized. By
doing this, we would again bias the learning to a particular class of regulatory relationships, and
thus we would not have gained more expressive flexibility than DeepReGraph. Perhaps we would
only augment the learning parameters of the model and thus, reduce the current data efficiency.
In synthesis, whether it comes from the definition of the loss function or data pre-processing, we
should reduce the strength of the inductive biases that drive our manifold learning. We could make
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this reduction only by obtaining learning reward signals directly from biological criteria that mirror
a wide range of candidate regulatory mechanisms between genes and CREs.

In the last years, robust algorithms for gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) [247] and motif
enrichment analysis (MEA) [161] have been proposed. Powerful and easily-accessible GSEA libraries
permit obtaining ratings for a set of genes as a function of how it is related to different genetic
functions. GSEA algorithms are dynamic in that they can use data from various instances of next-
generation sequencing experiments to quantify the significance with which a set of genes is related
to a wide set of genetic functions. [124]. These genetic functions could be, for example, indicators
of phenotypical differentiation or other important developmental mechanisms. Similar dynamicity
characterizes most of the current MEA approaches. [150] These libraries permit quantifying
the significance of associations between candidate CRE regions and a wide range of well-known
transcription factors (TF). We claim that an intelligent combination of the statistical outcomes of
MEA and GSEA could solve the previously-mentioned challenge.

In a reinforcement learning setting, MEA and GSEA could constitute efficient environments
that provide reward signals for various candidate associations or heterogeneous clusters of genes
and cCREs. Given any cluster containing genes and cCREs, these reward signals could quantify
the significance of the functional association of the inner gene set and the TF association of the
cCRE set. These associations should no more be restricted to a particular sub-class of regulatory
mechanisms in that they will give high rewards to any association as a function of its biological
significance. In other words, we are no more interested in particular associations but in every
association, as long as it is biologically significant. We argue that, by carefully designing these
rewards, we could create more expressive end-to-end manifold learning pipelines for heterogeneous
gene-CRE graphs. In this new inference paradigm, we would learn the combination parameters of
different original feature spaces through gradient descent. Moreover, the learned manifolds’ spatial
distribution would mirror a broader range of gene regulatory mechanisms.
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